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Read this guide if you are responsible for performing tasks such as:

� Using Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 

� Using the Oracle Programmatic Interfaces on OS/390

� Using the Oracle utilities for OS/390

� Using any of the tools, such as SQL*Plus and Oracle Reports, on OS/390

Understand the fundamentals of OS/390 operating systems before using this guide.  
This guide only provides information on Oracle8 products and their interactions 
with OS/390.

2UDFOH� 'RFXPHQWDWLRQ 6HW

There are two parts to the documentation set:  OS/390-specific documentation and 
product-specific documentation.  Your site automatically receives both for the 
Oracle products you have purchased.  Use the product-specific documentation to 
learn how to use a product, and use the OS/390-specific documentation to learn 
about special requirements or restrictions for using that product under OS/390.
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OS/390-Specific Documentation

The OS/390-specific documentation set is used to install, maintain, and use Oracle8 
for OS/390 products, and consists of: 

� Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 Installation Guide

� Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 System Administration Guide

� Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 User’s Guide

� Oracle Products for OS/390 Messages Guide

Product-Specific Documentation

Product-specific documentation describes how to use the Oracle8 products.  The 
information in these books is constant for all operating systems under which the 
products run.  Refer to the environment-specific (in this case, the OS/390-specific) 
documentation for information that does not apply to every environment.

Refer to the Oracle Technical Publications Catalog and Price Guide for a complete list of 
documentation provided for Oracle8 products.

3URGXFW 1DPH

The complete name for this product is Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390.  To 
maintain readability and conciseness in this document, the Oracle8 Enterprise 
Edition is referred to as Oracle8 for OS/390.

In all cases, the referenced product remains Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390.

&RQYHQWLRQV 8VHG LQ WKLV *XLGH

Examples of input and output to the system are shown in a special font: 

��6<6,1 '61 RUDQ�RUDY�,167-&/�PHPEHU�

All output is shown as it actually appears.  For input, the following conventions 
apply:

� Uppercase, such as SYSIN, indicates a word or phrase must be entered exactly 
as spelled.

� Lowercase, such as PHPEHU, indicates a word or phrase must be substituted, 
such as the actual member name.
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� RUDQ�RUDY is the standard example for high-level and second-level qualifiers.  
Substitute your system’s actual high-level and second-level qualifiers.

� �! Angle brackets indicate the enclosed arguments are required and at least 
one of the arguments must be entered.  Do not enter the brackets themselves.

� >@ Square brackets indicate the enclosed arguments are optional.  Do not enter 
the brackets themselves.

� { } Curly braces indicate one of the enclosed arguments is required.  Do not 
enter the braces themselves.

� _ Vertical lines separate choices.

� ��� Ellipses indicate the preceding item can be repeated.  You can enter an 
arbitrary number of similar items.

� Other punctuation, such as commas and quotes, must be entered as shown 
unless otherwise specified.

Commands, reserved words, and keywords appear in uppercase in both examples 
and text.  A fileid can appear with both uppercase and lowercase text.  The portions 
of a fileid appearing in lowercase indicate those portions can vary.  Reserved words 
and keywords must always be entered as is, and have reserved meanings within 
Oracle.

SQL*Plus Prompts

The SQL*Plus prompt, SQL>, appears in SQL statement and SQL*Plus command 
examples.  Enter your response at the prompt.  Do not enter the text of the prompt, 
SQL>, in your response.

Storage Measurements

Storage measurements use the following abbreviations:

� K, for kilobyte, which equals 1024 bytes

� M, for megabyte, which equals 1 048 576 bytes 

� G, for gigabyte, which equals 1 073 741 824 bytes
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Switches

Switches are listed with a brief description and any OS/390-specific information.  
Refer to the product-specific documentation for syntax and a thorough description 
of its purpose.  Before using a command line option switch, such as -A or -C, refer 
to the appropriate product-specific documentation.

<RXU &RPPHQWV $UH :HOFRPH

Oracle Corporation values your comments regarding our publications.  To contact 
us, write to:

Jill Bentley
IBM Products Division Documentation Manager
Oracle Corporation
500 Oracle Parkway, Box 2OP4
Redwood City  CA  94065
Electronic mail: ibmwrite@us.oracle.com
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The Oracle8 database server is an object-relational database management system 
that provides an open, comprehensive, and integrated approach to information 
management.  This system meets the needs of web-based network computing 
applications.

Oracle Corporation has built its technology on an open systems approach, 
delivering products that can be deployed across multiple operating systems and 
hardware platforms, including OS/390.  The unique Oracle architecture enables the 
Oracle8 database server to be deployed with a consistent code base on a variety of 
platforms ranging from low-end desktop computers through SMP and clustered 
UNIX computers to the mainframe. 

Today’s OS/390 customers need a database server that not only can support 
traditional transaction processing such as CICS and IMS/TM workloads, but can 
also support leading edge technologies such as Internet computing.  Oracle8 
Enterprise Edition for OS/390 is that database server.     

The complete name for this product is Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390.  To 
maintain readability and conciseness in this document, the Oracle8 Enterprise 
Edition is referred to as Oracle8 for OS/390.  In all cases, the referenced product 
remains Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390.
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The following sections are discussed in this chapter:
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Oracle8 for OS/390 1-3

Implementation Options 1-3

Additional Features 1-5

Distributed Computing 1-10

Utilities 1-11

Products Distributed with Oracle8 for OS/390 1-13

Additional OS/390 Products 1-17
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Oracle8 for OS/390 provides efficient, reliable, and secure data management for 
applications, ranging from high-volume online transaction systems to 
query-intensive data warehouse applications.  The Oracle8 object-relational design 
provides new capabilities for managing data complexity.  The Oracle8 database 
server also provides the tools to manage the systems, the flexibility to distribute 
data to users effectively and efficiently, and the scalability to achieve optimal 
performance from all available computing resources.

The Oracle8 database server provides a technical strategy for managing complex 
data across multiple applications, at any scale, and on any platform.  The Oracle8 
database server is the only open systems solution on the OS/390 platform that 
meets the demands of high-transaction online processing systems, query processing 
in large-scale data warehouses, manageability requirements of businesses that are 
distributing data throughout the enterprise and the Internet, while leveraging 
investments in existing applications such as CICS or IMS/TM.

,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ 2SWLRQV
There are three options available when implementing Oracle8 for OS/390.  You can 
license the following:

� Objects option

� Parallel server option      

� Partitioning option

2UDFOH 2EMHFWV 2SWLRQ

The Oracle8 object-relational paradigm allows developers to directly define their 
business objects, such as purchase orders, inventory items, and data warehouse 
information within the Oracle8 database server.  This allows developers of 
mainstream commercial applications to better manage their business objects.

The Oracle8 database server allows you to define custom object types.  An object 
type is typically defined to correspond to some business object, such as a purchase 
order.  The object type might contain multiple fields or attributes, and it might be 
nested within other object types.  More complex objects that include a variable 
number of items are supported through variable length arrays and nested tables.  
This allows, for example, a purchase order object type, which can accommodate a 
variable number of line items.
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An Oracle8 method is program code associated with an object type.  A method 
performs typical operations on the object type; for example, to calculate the total of 
a purchase order.  Methods can be written in PL/SQL and stored within the 
database.  User-defined mapping and ordering methods provide database 
extensibility and allow users to define how comparisons and ordering should be 
performed on an object type.

Oracle8 database server development products, including Oracle Call Interface 
(OCI), Pro*COBOL, and Pro*C, support objects.  Client-side caching, complex object 
retrieval, and navigational access provide client-side processing and minimize the 
number of network roundtrips between the client and the server.  The object type 
translator utility generates C header files for use in Pro*C and OCI applications.

The Oracle8 database server eases the evolution from relational to object-oriented 
functionality.  The Oracle8 object-relational capabilities are built on the same solid 
foundation as the relational functionality.

Like relational views, Oracle8 object views provide the appearance of a complex 
object, including support for object methods, but the data is stored in underlying 
object or relational, structures.  An object view allows, for example, a purchase 
order object view to be defined on existing relational purchase order data.  This 
design then allows the existing relational applications, which still read and write 
rows and columns, to coexist with new object-oriented applications, which read and 
write purchase order objects.

Objects are completely integrated throughout the Oracle8 database server in all 
levels of the server, and are supported in both SQL and PL/SQL.  The strengths of 
the Oracle8 database server are provided with objects, including the sophisticated 
Oracle8 database server concurrency model, industry leading performance, 
scalability, reliability, manageability, and availability.

2UDFOH 3DUDOOHO 6HUYHU 2SWLRQ

The Oracle8 database server ensures high availability of your applications by 
providing a variety of implementation options for disaster recovery.  This allows 
you to choose which is the most appropriate for your application.  

The Oracle8 Parallel Server ensures your data is accessible in the event of a node 
failure when operating in a clustered environment.  If any node in the system fails, 
then affected users can simply logon to another operating node and resume 
processing.  Transactions committed on the failed node, but not written back to the 
database files, are automatically recovered by one of the remaining nodes, while 
transactions that were in process (not committed) are automatically rolled back.
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3DUWLWLRQLQJ 2SWLRQ

Partitioned tables and indexes divide large tables and indexes into pieces that can 
be separately managed, instead of managing each table as one large object.  
Partitioning is a technique that provides scalable performance with a large amount 
of data.  Partitioning decreases the time required to perform administrative 
operations by applying the operations to smaller units of storage, improves 
performance through increased parallelism, and improves availability by containing 
the impact of failures.

Database administrators (DBAs) can specify storage attributes for each partition 
and the placement of the partition within the host file system, increasing the 
granularity of control for very large databases.  Partitions can be individually taken 
off-line or brought online, backed up, recovered, exported and imported, and 
loaded; thereby eliminating the time required for management operations.  An 
individual partition can be built for one table partition, bounding the time required 
for index maintenance operations.  Various local and global index strategies are 
provided.  Partition operations can be performed in parallel.  Partitions increase 
availability by containing media and application failures, that is, applications not 
requiring data from a down or off-line partition continue to run without any 
impact.

Partitioning is transparent to applications and standard data manipulation 
language (DML) statements that run against partitioned tables.  The Oracle8 
Optimizer is aware of the partitions; and partitions that do not contain any data for 
a query are eliminated from the search.

$GGLWLRQDO )HDWXUHV

The following sections describe the features of the Oracle8 database server:

� Recovery Manager

� Advanced queuing      

� High performance concurrency control

� Web integration

� Enterprise applications development
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� Powerful and flexible SQL language

� Server-based business rules

� Productive application development

� Comprehensive National Language Support

5HFRYHU\ 0DQDJHU 8WLOLW\

The Oracle8 Recovery Manager utility manages the backup, restore, and recovery 
operations of Oracle8 databases.  Oracle8 Recovery Manager uses information 
about the database to locate, back up, restore, and recover datafiles, control files, 
and archived redo logs automatically.

This new feature allows database point-in-time recovery and tablespace 
point-in-time recovery.  This new feature also allows you to simplify normal restore 
and recover operations.  Instead of requiring analysis of logs to retrieve proper 
relative byte address (RBA) in order to perform point-in-time recovery, Oracle8 
Recovery Manager allows timestamp specification to simplify this procedure. 

Refer to the Oracle8 Server Backup and Recovery guide for primary documentation 
about Oracle recovery and backup.  For OS/390 specific information, refer to the 
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 System Administration Guide.

$GYDQFHG 4XHXLQJ

Oracle8 advanced queuing provides direct support in the database for high 
performance queuing operations.  This capability provides asynchronous 
operations and eliminates the dependency on external systems for applications 
requiring high scalability.  The enqueue and dequeue operations can shift 
processing from within a transaction to a background process, improving the 
transaction response time.
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+LJK 3HUIRUPDQFH &RQFXUUHQF\ &RQWURO

With other database systems, applications can have contention problems with 
performance limited by transactions that lock data at the page level or escalate 
lower-level locks, regardless of available CPU power or I/O bandwidth.  The 
Oracle8 database server uses full, unrestricted row-level locking for data and 
indexes, and never escalates locks.  In addition, Oracle read operations do not 
prevent concurrent write operations, ensuring maximum concurrent access to data.  
The Oracle8 database server’s high performance, scalable sequence number 
generator eliminates application contention to obtain unique numeric key values, a 
common requirement in transaction processing applications.  Reverse-key indexes 
reverse the bytes in index entries, spreading the inserts of consecutive keys among 
different blocks to eliminate insertion hot spots.

:HE ,QWHJUDWLRQ

The Oracle8 database server uses the Oracle Web Application Server, which can be 
used to fully integrate your existing Oracle8 business applications with Web 
technology, and safely deploy them inside or outside of your corporate firewall.

Oracle Web Application Server enables stored procedures to be invoked by clients 
using Web browsers to generate dynamic Web documents.  This means that Web 
pages are no longer limited to displaying information from static files.

(QWHUSULVH $SSOLFDWLRQV 'HYHORSPHQW

The Oracle8 database server includes the powerful, flexible, and scalable 
application development features necessary to construct a new generation of 
sophisticated applications at low cost.  Declarative facilities ensure scalable, reliable 
enforcement of data integrity while minimizing development, maintenance, and 
administration costs.  PL/SQL, an advanced procedural 4GL that is tightly 
integrated with the Oracle8 database server, provides the power to easily express 
complex business rules as stored procedural code.  The Oracle8 programmatic 
interfaces enable 3GL programs to access and manipulate Oracle8 data and 
schemas.  The productive development features of the Oracle8 database server 
improve application performance, scalability, and security to support hundreds of 
applications and thousands of users.
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3RZHUIXO DQG )OH[LEOH 64/ /DQJXDJH

The Oracle8 database server is 100 percent ANSI/ISO SQL92 entry-level compliant 
SQL.  This implementation ensures a fully-open application development 
environment.  In addition, the Oracle8 database server offers a number of robust 
SQL extensions that allow complex operations to be expressed in SQL, improving 
developer productivity by reducing the need for procedural code.  Application 
performance and scalability are enhanced by performing complex data 
manipulation operations within the Oracle8 SQL engine.  The INSTEAD OF triggers 
allow a view to be updated.

6HUYHU�%DVHG %XVLQHVV 5XOHV

The Oracle8 database server allows you to enforce constraints, either for database 
integrity purposes or business-related rules, at the database level.  This provides 
you with the greatest amount of security and business rule enforcement.  Through 
the use of declarative integrity constraints, database procedures, and database 
triggers, the Oracle8 database server easily and securely enforces your application 
business rules.  Deferred constraint checking optionally shifts integrity constraint 
checking from the end-of-statement operation to the end-of-transaction operation.  
This simplifies the coding of certain operations involving integrity constraints.  
Also, many kinds of constraints can be enabled without stopping update activity on 
the table.

With PL/SQL stored procedures, functions, packages, and database triggers, you 
can enforce complex business rules at the server level.  This improves application 
performance, scalability, security, and reduces development costs.  Procedures and 
functions can accept arguments from calling client applications, and return one or 
more result values.  Packages group together definitions of related procedures, 
functions, variables, cursors, and other database objects to improve development 
productivity.  

Database triggers are run automatically, either once per row or once per statement, 
when rows are inserted, updated, or deleted from the Oracle8 tables.  Database 
triggers can be used to enforce complex integrity rules within the server.  The 
Oracle8 database server trigger implementation is modeled on the draft 
ANSI/SQL3 specification.
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3URGXFWLYH $SSOLFDWLRQ 'HYHORSPHQW

Oracle8 stored procedures and triggers improve application development 
scalability and productivity by allowing common procedures to be developed once 
and maintained in a central location, instead of in every application.  Stored 
procedures and triggers improve application performance and scalability by 
allowing application logic to be invoked with a single call.  This minimizes usage of 
slow networks and isolates application processing on the server.

Oracle8 stored procedure implementation also supports automatic dependency 
tracking for scalable application development.  Oracle8 stored procedures can 
dynamically define and run SQL statements, permitting powerful and flexible 
procedures.  User-defined functions referenced from SQL statements provide 
productivity by enhancing the power of SQL, and by enhancing performance by 
running application-specific logic within the server.  PL/SQL cursor variables 
provide a link to a SQL query, allowing stored procedures to encapsulate 
statically-defined or dynamically-defined queries, and return one or more multirow 
result sets to the calling application.

&RPSUHKHQVLYH 1DWLRQDO /DQJXDJH 6XSSRUW

Oracle8 National Language Support (NLS) ensures error messages, sort order, date 
format, and other conventions automatically adapt to the native language.  
Parameter settings at the Oracle8 database server and system levels determine the 
behavior of individual conventions.  The Oracle8 database server supports 
deployment of heterogeneous client/server and distributed database configurations 
by automatically and transparently performing any necessary character set 
conversions.

The NCHAR data type allows dual character sets in one database.  This provides 
high performance and storage predictability for some Asian language, multibyte 
character set databases.  Separate national calendars, including Japanese Imperial, 
ROC Official, Thai Buddha, Persian, and Arabic Hijrah, are supported.  Arabic and 
Hebrew display character set support is also available.
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'LVWULEXWHG &RPSXWLQJ
The benefits of open, relational technology cannot be achieved without transparent 
integration of new and existing systems.  The Oracle8 database server provides 
flexible, integrated, and manageable distributed database facilities that make the 
integration of enterprise data practical.  Data can be replicated for direct and highly 
available local access.  Data can be accessed remotely using both SQL and 
procedure calls in a transparent manner, as if the data were local.  Also, data can be 
in both Oracle8 database servers and non-Oracle servers.

'DWD 5HSOLFDWLRQ

The Oracle8 database server delivers the industry’s most comprehensive replication 
capabilities, from basic to advanced.  For information dissemination throughout 
your enterprise, Oracle8 basic replication supports a simple primary site model of 
replication where one replica is updatable and all others are read-only.  For more 
sophisticated distributed operation systems, including roll over configurations and 
mass deployment applications such as sales force automation, Oracle8 advanced 
replication supports bidirectional replication and sophisticated conflict detection, 
resolution, and management tool capabilities that you require.

Basic replication is easily configured using SQL.  One replica master is updatable 
and all other replicas, or snapshots, are read-only.  Snapshots can contain all of the 
data in a master table or just a subset of rows or columns.  Subsets can be defined 
using subqueries that reference data in other tables.  Incremental rows are 
propagated on demand or at time-based intervals using a fast refresh mechanism.  
Groups of related snapshots are refreshed to the same point-in-time to ensure 
transactional integrity and to preserve referential parent and child relationships.

Advanced replication extends basic replication allowing snapshots to be updatable 
and supporting replication between master replicas.  Snapshots, both updatable and 
read-only, are designed to support large numbers of remote sites, which can 
typically operate in a disconnected manner (for example, requiring only occasional 
dialup connections from fixed or mobile sites).  The subquery subsetting capability 
makes it practical for each site to maintain its own unique subset of the database.  
For example, each salesperson’s PC can hold information about his or her 
customers and not for other customers.

Replication between masters is designed to support high volume replication flows 
over high speed networks in real-time or scheduled intervals.  Replicated 
transactions are propagated in parallel from each source to a target master site.  
Dependencies between transactions are automatically detected and tracked by the 
Oracle8 database server to ensure proper ordering when necessary.
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Advanced replication also supports specialized nodes of replication, including 
procedural replication, to improve performance of large, batch-oriented operations 
against replicated data and synchronous replication when absolute consistency 
between replicas is required.

Both basic and advanced replication are fully integrated into the Oracle8 database 
server.  Updates to replicas are captured using internal triggers that run within the 
server operation for maximum performance.  No external servers are required, 
which can complicate management procedures such as recovery.

8WLOLWLHV

The strength of Oracle8 for OS/390 is realized through the utilities available with 
the base product.  These utilities work together to give you a fully-integrated data 
management system.  They are provided with Oracle8 for OS/390.  Refer to the 
appropriate Oracle documentation for product-specific functions and use of the 
Oracle utilities.

5HFRYHU\ 0DQDJHU 8WLOLW\

The Oracle8 Recovery Manager utility manages the backup, restore, and recovery 
operations of Oracle8 databases.  Oracle8 Recovery Manager uses information 
about the database to automatically locate, back up, restore, and recover datafiles, 
control files, and archived redo logs.  

Refer to the Oracle8 Server Backup and Recovery guide for primary documentation 
about Oracle recovery and backup.  For OS/390 specific information, refer to the 
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 System Administration Guide.

([SRUW

Export creates an operating system (OS) sequential dataset containing data and 
definitions from the Oracle8 database.  The data is in an internal Oracle format.  
Export is used to migrate data from one system to another in conjunction with the 
companion utility, Import.  Export is also used to provide backups of the Oracle 
tables and database.  Several types of Exports are available to you, depending upon 
authority level within the Oracle8 database server.
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,PSRUW

Import reads an OS sequential dataset created by the Export utility and builds 
tables and related data in the target Oracle8 database.

0LJUDWLRQ

The migration utility migrates an Oracle7 database to an Oracle8 database.  The 
Oracle8 for OS/390 implementation of the migration utility is discussed in the 
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 Installation Guide.

6HUYHU 0DQDJHU

Server Manager allows database administrators (DBAs) to easily manage Oracle8 
database servers, locally or remotely.  Use Server Manager to enter SQL and 
PL/SQL statements and Server Manager commands in line mode.

64//RDGHU    

SQL*Loader facilitates the transfer of data from OS/390 datasets into tables in an 
Oracle8 database.  A control file is used to describe the data location, data format, 
and target tables.  You can direct data that does not satisfy certain conditions 
specified in the control file to special files.

Combined with Net8, SQL*Loader allows you to propagate existing data to a 
remote Oracle8 database server.  SQL*Loader supports a wide variety of input file 
formats, including VSAM files and partitioned datasets (PDSs), and accepts DB2 
Load Utility/DXT control file syntax.

7.352)

TKPROF translates trace datasets into readable form.
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3URGXFWV 'LVWULEXWHG ZLWK 2UDFOH� IRU 26����

Oracle Corporation distributes a number of products on the Oracle8 for OS/390 
server distribution tape. Included are the following:

� Oracle Access Managers

� Oracle Access Manager for CICS

� Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM

� Oracle Precompilers

� Net8

� SQL*Plus

� Oracle Reports

� Oracle ConText Cartridge   

2UDFOH $FFHVV 0DQDJHUV

Oracle Access Managers enable CICS and IMS/TM applications to directly access 
local OS/390 data or remote Oracle systems.

2UDFOH $FFHVV 0DQDJHU IRU &,&6

Oracle Access Manager for CICS provides support for CICS transactions to access 
Oracle data.  The Oracle data can be local on the same OS/390 system or remote on 
any Oracle-supported platform. If the Oracle data is remote, then Oracle Access 
Manager for CICS routes the transaction’s Oracle requests through Net8 to the 
remote system.  The distinction between local and remote Oracle8 database server 
access is transparent to both the transaction program and the user.

CICS transactions written in COBOL or C can be modified to access the Oracle8 
database server by embedding industry-standard SQL statements in the source 
code.  This does not affect a program’s ability to access non-Oracle data stores on 
the enterprise server.  Both the Oracle8 database server data and non-Oracle data 
can be accessed and updated in a single transaction.  Oracle Access Manager for 
CICS provides the appropriate interfaces so that CICS fulfills its normal role as 
commit, rollback, and recovery coordinator.
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)LJXUH �¤� 2UDFOH $FFHVV 0DQDJHU IRU &,&6

Data available on an Oracle platform can be accessed simultaneously by both CICS 
transactions and other Oracle tools or programs.  This provides complete, reliable 
control over data consistency and integrity.  You can begin to leverage the full range 
of Oracle products and facilities.

2UDFOH $FFHVV 0DQDJHU IRU ,06�70

Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM provides support for IMS/TM transactions to 
access Oracle data.  The Oracle data can be local on the same OS/390 system, or 
remote on any Oracle-supported platform.  If the Oracle data is remote, then Oracle 
Access Manager for IMS/TM routes the transaction’s Oracle requests through Net8 
to the remote system.  The distinction between local and remote Oracle8 database 
server access is transparent to both the transaction program and to the user.

Oracle Data

CICS 
Application
on OS/390

3270

3270

3270

Legacy Data
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)LJXUH �¤� 2UDFOH $FFHVV 0DQDJHU IRU ,06�70

IMS transaction programs written in COBOL or C can be modified to access the 
Oracle8 database server by embedding industry-standard SQL statements in the 
source code.  This does not affect a program’s ability to access non-Oracle data 
stored on the enterprise server.  Both Oracle8 database server data and non-Oracle 
data can be accessed and updated in a single transaction.  Oracle Access Manager 
for IMS/TM provides the appropriate interfaces so that IMS/TM fulfills its role as 
commit, rollback, and recovery coordinator.

Data moved to another platform can be accessed simultaneously by both IMS/TM 
transactions and other Oracle tools or programs available in the new environment.  
This provides complete and reliable control over data consistency and integrity.  
You can leverage the full range of Oracle products and facilities.

Oracle Data

IMS/TM 
Application
on OS/390

3270

3270

3270

Legacy Data
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2UDFOH 3UHFRPSLOHUV

Oracle Precompilers are programming tools for embedding SQL statements in a 
high-level source program.  The precompiler:

� Accepts the source program as input

� Translates the embedded SQL statements into standard Oracle runtime calls

� Generates a modified source program you can compile, link, and run

Oracle Precompilers supported on Oracle8 for OS/390 include:

� Pro*C for the SAS/C, IBM C/370, and IBM C/C++ compilers

� Pro*COBOL for the IBM SAA AD/Cycle COBOL/370 and VS COBOL II 
compiler.           

� Pro*FORTRAN for the FORTRAN/VS compiler

1HW�

Net8 provides network communications between Oracle client applications and the 
Oracle8 database server or Oracle gateways.  It operates across different processors 
and operating systems.  Users of one OS/390 subsystem can access:

� Oracle8 for OS/390 system on the same processor

� Oracle8 for OS/390 system on a different processor

� An Oracle8 database server on a non-OS/390 platform

Net8 enables protocol independence.  Regardless of the quantity or type of 
communication protocols used, data access is seamless.  Protocols supported for 
Net8 include:

� APPC/LU6.2 

� IBM TCP/IP HPNS 

� IBM TCP/IP VMCF  

� TCP/IP KNET  

� TCP/IP SNS/TCPaccess

� Net8 IXCF  

� Net8 Cross Memory Driver   
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64/3OXV

SQL*Plus enables you to manipulate data using SQL commands.  With SQL*Plus 
you can:

� Enter, edit, store, retrieve, and run SQL commands

� Format, perform calculations on, store, and print query results in report form

� List column definitions for any table

� Access and copy data between databases

� Send messages to and accept responses from a user

2UDFOH 5HSRUWV

Oracle Reports lets you run previously defined reports in batch under OS/390.  
These reports must have been developed on a non-OS/390 platform supporting the 
report definition component.  Once developed, you can run these reports under 
Oracle Reports for OS/390.

2UDFOH� &RQ7H[W &DUWULGJH

The Oracle8 ConText Cartridge for OS/390 is an Oracle cartridge that allows text 
queries to be performed from most Oracle interfaces through SQL and PL/SQL.  
Client tools such as SQL*Plus and Pro*C can be used to retrieve and manage text in 
an Oracle database.

The ConText cartridge runs as a server, handling multiple users concurrently and 
performing different tasks such as queries, DDL, and DML processing.  Data 
loading and linguistics processing are currently not available.

Refer to Chapter 10, “Oracle8 ConText Cartridge for OS/390”, for additional 
information.

$GGLWLRQDO 26���� 3URGXFWV

The following OS/390 product is not available on the Oracle8 for OS/390 
distribution media.  To obtain it contact your local Oracle representative.

� Oracle Transparent Gateways
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2UDFOH 7UDQVSDUHQW *DWHZD\V

There are two Oracle Transparent Gateways available for Oracle8 for OS/390:

� Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2   

� Oracle Transparent Gateway for EDA/SQL   

2UDFOH 7UDQVSDUHQW *DWHZD\ IRU '%�

Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 is tightly integrated with the Oracle8 for 
OS/390 and provides Oracle applications with read and write access to DB2 tables.  
The gateway runs as a started task under OS/390 and uses the DB2 standard Call 
Attach Facility (CAF) to access tables stored in DB2.

)LJXUH �¤� 2UDFOH 7UDQVSDUHQW *DWHZD\ IRU '%�

Net8 provides network support between the client and the Oracle8 database server 
for any protocol supported on both platforms, and supports both APPC/LU6.2 and 
TCP/IP between a remote Oracle8 database server and the gateway on OS/390.  
The Oracle8 database server can reside on any Oracle-supported platform, 
including OS/390.

Oracle TransparentOracle8 Database
Server

Local cross 
 

Client

Gateway for DB2 on OS/390

or Remote Net8*
TCP/IP or APPC

Net8

* If Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2
  is release 8.0.4 or later, then the Net8 cross
  memory driver is required.  Refer to Chapter 8,
  "Net8", for information about the cross memory
 driver. 

 memory services
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Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 is Security Authorization Facility (SAF) 
compliant and provides a user exit facility to give gateway installations a 
mechanism for passing control to installation-written code at user logon time.  
Security environments using the SAF interface include ACF2, RACF, and TOP 
SECRET.

In addition, Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 can be configured to pass DB2 
statistics to the Oracle Optimizer for improved query performance.  Oracle 
Transparent Gateway for DB2 also provides customers with the ability to take 
advantage of DB2 parallel query operations.

2UDFOH 7UDQVSDUHQW *DWHZD\ IRU ('$�64/

Oracle Transparent Gateway for EDA/SQL combines technology from the Oracle 
Corporation and Information Builders.  Oracle Transparent Gateway for EDA/SQL 
enables access for Oracle applications to the non-Oracle databases and file systems 
supported by the EDA/SQL Server.  These include the following:

Support includes the EDA/SQL Server capability for SQL INSERT, UPDATE, and 
DELETE for IMS/TM and IDMS data sources without the use of remote procedures.

� VSAM � IDMS � ISAM

� IMS � IDMS/R � Datacom

� ADABAS � SYSTEM 2000 � SUPRA

� TOTAL � FOCUS � Model 204

� Teradata � DB2 � QSAM

� Infoman
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)LJXUH �¤� 2UDFOH 7UDQVSDUHQW *DWHZD\ IRU ('$�64/

Oracle Transparent

Oracle8 Database
Server

 

Client

Gateway on OS/390

memory services
Local crossNet8

IMS

VSAM

Others ...

* If Oracle Transparent Gateway for EDA/SQL
  is release 8.0.4 or later, then the Net8 cross
  memory driver is required.  Refer to Chapter 8,
  "Net8", for information about the cross memory
 driver. 

or Remote Net8*
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8VLQJ WKH 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6XEV\VWHP

The Oracle8 database server is implemented as a native subsystem.  It can monitor 
events relevant to its operation, such as TSO logoff, abnormal terminations, and 
operator console commands.

This chapter describes basic information on installation, tools, and utilities needed 
for using the Oracle8 for OS/390 subsystem and contains the following sections: 

7RSLF 3DJH

Oracle Subsystem Overview 2-2

Installation Information 2-4

Using Oracle Tools 2-6

Connecting to Oracle8 for OS/390 Subsystems from OS/390 2-11

Environment Variables for the OS/390 Subsystem 2-17
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2UDFOH 6XEV\VWHP 2YHUYLHZ
The Oracle subsystem is identified by a unique one-character to four-character 
subsystem name.  Because multiple Oracle subsystems can be present in a single 
OS/390 system, you must specify a unique subsystem name to connect to the 
Oracle subsystem of your choice.

Oracle8 database server users on OS/390 communicate with the Oracle subsystem 
address space using OS/390 cross memory services.  This facility allows both data 
and program operation to cross address space boundaries in a secure and controlled 
manner.

&RQQHFWLQJ WR DQ 2UDFOH 6XEV\VWHP

Each TSO or batch user of an Oracle8 for OS/390 subsystem runs as a separate and 
autonomous address space.  You can only access the Oracle subsystem facilities 
after a valid connection is established between the user address space and the 
Oracle subsystem.  A valid connection occurs when the Oracle subsystem accepts 
the logon userid and password provided by the user.  The following types of 
connections are possible:

� TSO, batch, and OS/390 UNIX System Services users can connect through cross 
memory services.

� Users can connect from TP monitors, such as CICS or IMS/TM, using Oracle 
Access Managers.

� Remote users can connect through Net8.

6SHFLI\LQJ WKH 2UDFOH 6XEV\VWHP

Use one of the following methods to specify an Oracle subsystem.  Using the 
default W cross memory driver only applies to systems on the same OS/390 image.

� Allocate an ORA#VVQ DUMMY DD statement.

While running tools, utilities, or Oracle Programmatic Interface applications, a 
search is made for the DDname ORA#VVQ, where VVQ is the subsystem name.  
For example, if the Oracle subsystem is named ORA1, create the DUMMY 
allocation for TSO as: 

$//2& ),�25$#25$�� '800<
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For the batch environment, create the following DD DUMMY statement: 

��25$#25$� '' '800<

� Pass a subsystem identifier with your logon string.

The subsystem identifier is the character string defined in “Connecting to 
Oracle8 for OS/390 Subsystems from OS/390” on page 2-11.

� Set the CONNSTR environment variable.

The CONNSTR environment variable has the following format: 

&211675  ®GULYHUBSUHIL[�GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ®

Refer to “Connecting to Oracle8 for OS/390 Subsystems from OS/390” on 
page 2-11, for a description of GULYHUBSUHIL[ and GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ.  
The section “Environment Variables for the OS/390 Subsystem” on page 2-17 
has additional information about using environment variables.

You can use any of these techniques in the TSO and batch environments where the 
client is on the same image.

6SHFLILFDWLRQ ([DPSOH

In general, specify the Oracle subsystem as part of the connect string when calling 
the Oracle tool.  The general syntax is: 

WRROBQDPH >XVHULG>�SDVVZRUG>#GULYHUBSUHIL[�GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ@@@

where:

WRROBQDPH is the name of the tool you want to call.

XVHULG is the Oracle userid.

SDVVZRUG is the password associated with XVHULG.

GULYHUBSUHIL[ is the driver prefix, generally W.  If you are using Net8, 
then no driver prefix is necessary.  For more information, 
refer to “Driver Prefix” on page 2-12.

GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ is the target database information.  If your connection is 
made using cross memory services, then all that is 
required for GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ is a valid Oracle 
subsystem name.  If your connection is made using Net8, 
then GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ must contain a valid Oracle8 
database server name and additional connect string 
information required by Net8.
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In the following example, userid SCOTT with password TIGER uses the W driver 
(described in “Connecting to Oracle8 for OS/390 Subsystems from OS/390” on 
page 2-11) to call SQL*Plus on Oracle subsystem ORA1: 

64/3/86 6&277�7,*(5#:�25$�

The subsystem name is obtained from the thread table or startup parameter 
overrides.  Refer to the threads definition table in the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for 
OS/390 Installation Guide for specifying threads and their characteristics in the CICS 
environment.

6SHFLILFDWLRQ 2UGHU

When the Oracle subsystem is specified in the logon string, that specification takes 
precedence over any CONNSTR statement or ORA#VVQ DD statement 
specification.  If the Oracle subsystem is not specified in the logon string, then the 
CONNSTR specification takes precedence over the ORA#VVQ DD allocation.  If the 
Oracle subsystem name is not specified at all, then the default subsystem name 
MPM is used.  If the MPM subsystem does not exist, then an ORA-4115 error occurs 
during the connection attempt.

You might find allocating the ORA#VVQ DD statement is more convenient than 
specifying the subsystem name in the invocation string.  This is because once the 
ORA#VVQ allocation occurs, it does not need to be respecified until you want to 
access a different Oracle subsystem.  You can review the specification you made by 
using the TSO LISTALC command to list the file.

,QVWDOODWLRQ ,QIRUPDWLRQ

Installation-specific information is required to use the Oracle8 database server 
effectively.  This information is available from your Oracle database 
administrator (DBA).
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6XEV\VWHP DQG /LEUDU\ 1DPHV

The installation process creates several load and source module libraries you might 
need to access.  For example, you might need information about:

� Oracle subsystem names 

� CMDLOAD library name 

All utilities, programs, and dynamically loaded modules for Oracle tools are 
located in the CMDLOAD library.  The person who installs the Oracle8 
database server at your site determines this dataset name.

The examples presented in this guide assume the CMDLOAD library has the 
dataset name RUDQ�RUDY.CMDLOAD.  This is the only load module library 
you must access for Oracle tools supported in a non-CICS environment.

� SQLLIB library name 

The SQLLIB library contains modules used in linking programs developed in 
high-level languages and IBM Assembler.  It contains modules for both the 
Oracle Precompilers and OCI techniques.

Refer to the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 Installation Guide for more 
information on load and source module libraries.

7RRO 6\QWD[ DQG %DWFK 3URFHGXUHV

Contact your Oracle DBA for the following information you need to use the Oracle 
tools: 

� Syntax for running each of the tools under TSO 

� Name and location of the Oracle cataloged batch procedures 

The following factors influence the syntax used to run the Oracle tools: 

� Allocation of the Oracle CMDLOAD library to the STEPLIB DD statement in the 
TSO LOGON procedure 

� Installation of TSO/E 

� Allocation of the ORA$ENV DD statement 

� Allocation of the ORA$LIB DD statement 
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� Allocation of the ORA#VVQ DD statement 

� Inclusion of Oracle CMDLOAD library in the system LINKLIST 

� Installation of reentrant Oracle modules in the system link pack area (EPLPA 
and PLPA) 

26���� )HDWXUHV

Use of Oracle tools is subject to the normal conventions and features of the OS/390 
operating system.  The syntax of TSO commands, CLISTs, and batch JCL must be 
followed.

8VLQJ 2UDFOH 7RROV
You can call the Oracle tools from TSO or you can use JCL procedures to submit a 
batch job.

&DOOLQJ IURP 762

How you call Oracle tools from TSO at your site might differ slightly from what is 
described in this guide because access standards and requirements differ among 
installations.  Your DBA can provide you with the command syntax standards 
specific to your installation.

Call the Oracle tools from TSO by: 

� Running as a command processor, or

� Using the TSO CALL command 

You control tool operation with CLISTs and ISPF regardless of which technique you 
use.  The technique used is largely determined by decisions made at your site 
during installation.  It can also be affected by the number of active Oracle 
subsystems and the release levels of the subsystems.  Contact your DBA if you have 
any questions about which technique to use.
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2UDFOH 7RROV DV &RPPDQG 3URFHVVRUV

All the Oracle tools are accessible as command processors according to standard 
TSO conventions.  The standard syntax is:

FRPPDQG>SDUP�@>SDUP�@���>SDUPQ@>XVHULG>�SDVVZRUG>#GULYHUBSUHIL[�

GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ@@@ >RSWLRQV@

2UDFOH 7RROV DV &$// 3URJUDPV

All the Oracle tools are accessible through the TSO CALL command.  Use the CALL 
command to specify operation of a program from a specific library.  In the CALL 
command, specify the module to be run and any needed parameters.  The CALL 
command syntax is: 

&$// ®FPGORDG�OLEUDU\�QDPH�FRPPDQG�® ®>SDUP�@ >SDUP�@���>SDUPQ@

>XVHULG>�SDVVZRUG>#GULYHUBSUHIL[�GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ@@@ >RSWLRQV@®

Provide the CMDLOAD library name, the invocation command, one or more 
positional parameters followed by the userid and password, an optional connect 
string, and one or more options.  The number of positional parameters and the 
options available is tool-specific.  The single quotes are part of the command syntax 
and must be included as shown in the example.

The CALL command and other TSO commands can be continued from one line to 
the next using the normal TSO continuation syntax (a dash (�) to indicate 
continuation to the next line) and without regard for line formatting.

2UDFOH 7RROV $FFHVVHG WKURXJK &/,67V

Access Oracle tools using CLISTs.  The CLIST must access the tools as command 
processors or as called programs.  The developer of a CLIST can perform 
preliminary allocations of files, check for error conditions, and generally ensure 
access to the Oracle subsystem proceeds according to installation standards.

If you have any questions about the approved method of calling any Oracle tool at 
your site, then contact your DBA.
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6XEPLWWLQJ D %DWFK -RE

The Oracle installation process creates batch JCL procedures you can use to call the 
Oracle tools.

These batch JCL procedures are created for Oracle8 for OS/390.  These JCL 
procedures are provided only as examples and they might not be the approved 
method of calling the tools in your installation.  The procedures at your installation 
might have different names than those in the following list if a procedure name 
suffix is selected during the installation.  Check with your system administrator 
before attempting to use the following procedures.  

7DEOH �¤� %DWFK -&/ 3URFHGXUHV IRU 26����

3URFHGXUH 1DPH 3URFHGXUH )XQFWLRQ

ORAC calls the Pro*C Precompiler.         

ORACOB calls the Pro*COBOL Precompiler version 1.

ORACB2             calls the Pro*COBOL Precompiler version 8.

ORACTX calls the Context Server.

ORADBA calls the Server Manager utility.

ORAEXP  calls the Export utility.

ORAFOR calls the Pro*FORTRAN Precompiler.

ORAIMP calls the Import utility.

ORALDR calls SQL*Loader.

ORASQL      calls SQL*Plus.

ORARMN calls the Oracle8 Recovery Manager Utility.                

ORAOTT calls the Object Type Translator.                   
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6DPSOH &DWDORJHG 3URFHGXUH

The following example shows the ORASQL JCL procedure, which runs SQL*Plus: 

��25$64/ 352& ,1'(; RUDQ�

�� /,%9 RUDY�

�� 6<6287 ®6<6287 ®

��25$64/ (;(& 3*0 64/3/86�5(*,21 �0

��67(3/,% '' '61 	,1'(;��	/,%9��&0'/2$'�',63 6+5

��6<6287 '' 	6<6287�'&% �/5(&/ ����%/.6,=( �����5(&)0 9%�

��6<6(55 '' 6<6287 �'&% �/5(&/ ����%/.6,=( �����5(&)0 9%�

��25$35,17 '' 6<6287 

�� 5(48,5(6 ��6<6,1 '' 67$7(0(17

�� 5(48,5(6 ��25$#VVQ '' '800< 67$7(0(17 �25$&/( 68%6<67(0 1$0(�

� The INDEX and LIBV symbolic parameters are used to form the STEPLIB 
dataset name.  The actual name of this dataset is established by the person who 
installed the Oracle8 database server.  The cataloged procedures ensure the 
default values of these symbolic parameters conform to the actual names 
selected for the Oracle datasets at your installation.

In the previous example, the installed Oracle INDEX and LIBV parameters are 
RUDQ and RUDY, respectively.  These values result in the following dataset 
name for the STEPLIB DD statement:

RUDQ�RUDY�&0'/2$'

� The SYSOUT DD statement contains a symbolic reference to &SYSOUT.  This 
symbolic defaults to the string SYSOUT=, which sets the SYSOUT class of this 
DD statement to the same class as MSGCLASS in the JCL JOB statement.

� The procedure requires the addition of an ORA#VVQ DD statement to point to 
the correct Oracle subsystem.  The following DD statement points to an Oracle 
subsystem named ORA1:

��25$#25$� '' '800<

� If you do not use an ORA#VVQ DD statement, then you can supply the 
subsystem name with the GULYHUBSUHIL[ notation on a userid and 
password supplied in the SYSIN file, or in the PARM field of the EXEC 
statement.                     

� This procedure requires a SYSIN DD statement.  The SYSIN DD statement can 
contain instream SQL and SQL*Plus statements, or can point to a file containing 
such statements.

Each JCL procedure provided with the Oracle8 database server conforms to the 
basic structure illustrated by the ORASQL procedure.
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6DPSOH -&/ 3URFHGXUH

The following example JCL runs the ORASQL cataloged procedure.  You must 
provide an appropriate JOB card at the beginning of the sample job.  The following 
example assumes the Oracle subsystem you are connecting to is ORA1.

�� ��� -2% ���

��64/ (;(& 25$64/�

�� 3$50 ®6&277�7,*(5®

��25$#25$� '' '800<

��6<6,1 '' '61 6&277�25$&/(�64/�64/678))��',63 6+5

� Userid SCOTT is used to connect to the Oracle subsystem.

� The ORA@ORA1 DD statement names the target subsystem, ORA1.

� The contents of member SQLSTUFF in dataset SCOTT.ORACLE.SQL is run.  
This file must contain valid SQL and SQL*Plus statements.            

Ask your DBA or systems programming staff for the location of these JCL 
procedures and the correct symbolic parameters that must be provided to the tools.  
These procedures are installed in a library that is automatically searched by the JES2 
or JES3 job entry subsystem.  If you experience problems in running these 
procedures, then contact your Oracle DBA.

8VLQJ WKH %DWFK 703

Run Oracle tools in batch using TSO notation and conventions by running the TSO 
batch terminal monitor program (TMP) facility.

([LWLQJ 7RROV DQG 8WLOLWLHV

A forward slash followed by an asterisk (�) is used to exit any line mode Oracle8 
for OS/390 tool or utility.

$WWHQWLRQ 3URFHVVLQJ

For nonbatch applications, the Oracle subsystem establishes an attention processing 
subtask through the OS/390 STAX macro.  When the [Attn] or [PA1] key is pressed, 
the interrupted status is passed to the connected Oracle address space.  The 
corresponding main task then performs the interrupt processing and returns to the 
application address space.  The attention processing is removed when the 
disconnect function is called and the attention processing subtask is detached.
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Attention interrupt processing is specific to each tool.  The effect of attention 
processing is presented in the SQL*Plus chapter of this guide.

To disable attention processing, add the NOSTAX attribute to the connect string.  
SQL*Plus does not recognize the NOSTAX attribute.

&RQQHFWLQJ WR 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6XEV\VWHPV IURP
26����

Oracle8 for OS/390 TSO users can use cross memory services to connect to local 
Oracle8 for OS/390 subsystems.  The way in which you use these services is based 
on the logon string format.  You do not need Net8 to use these services.  However, if 
you are already familiar with Net8, using these services follows the same basic 
format.

/RJRQ 6WULQJ

The logon string is specified at logon time from an Oracle application or tool.  The 
general format of the logon string is:

XVHULG�SDVVZRUG>#>GULYHUBSUHIL[�@GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ@>�1267$;@

where: 

For example, SQL*Plus user SCOTT logs onto the database ORA1 using the W 
driver:

64/3/86 6&277�7,*(5#:�25$�

XVHULG is the Oracle userid.

SDVVZRUG is the password associated with XVHULG.

GULYHUBSUHIL[ is an optional, single-letter designation used to specify 
the type of connection services you want to use.

GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ is an optional string of target database information.  The 
syntax is dependent on the type of services you are 
using.

NOSTAX is an optional parameter string to disable attention 
processing.
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'ULYHU 3UHIL[

The driver prefix determines which protocol driver is used.  The Net8 cross memory 
driver does not require a driver prefix.  For more information about the Net8 cross 
memory driver, refer to “Net8 Cross Memory Driver Addresses” on page 8-10.  
Available prefixes include the following:

'DWDEDVH 6WULQJ

The database string specifies the target database information.  The syntax of the 
database string depends on the driver specified.  For more information about the 
syntax, refer to the “Database Strings for OS/390 Services” for database strings, and 
the “Net8 Cross Memory Driver Addresses” in Chapter 8, “Net8”, for the Net8 cross 
memory driver.

'DWDEDVH 6WULQJV IRU 26���� 6HUYLFHV

Several database strings can be used by Oracle8 for OS/390 users on the local 
OS/390 system.  They let you connect to other local Oracle8 for OS/390 systems.

: 'ULYHU

The W driver is the default driver used by Oracle Access Manager for CICS and 
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, TSO, OS/390 UNIX System Services, batch 
processes, and database links if you are using Oracle8 for OS/390 release 8.0.4.  For 
most workloads, the W driver provides the best performance of the cross memory 
drivers.  Other drivers are provided primarily for compatibility reasons.

3UHIL[ 3URWRFRO

W: cross memory services.  This is the default for Oracle for OS/390 release 7.3.3 
or later.  Oracle Access Manager for CICS and IMS, TSO, OS/390 UNIX 
System Services, and database links can take advantage of the W driver.

Z: cross memory services.  This is the default for Oracle7 for OS/390 
release 7.3.2 or lower.

M: cross memory services.  The M driver predates the Z driver and is supported 
for compatibility purposes.  Oracle Corporation does not recommend that 
you use the M driver.
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The W driver uses the following connect string:

#:�VVQ�EXIIHUBVL]H

where:

0LJUDWLRQ WR : 'ULYHU To migrate your system to the W driver from TSO or batch 
environments, you can use the following steps:

�� Update your CLIST or JCL to access the release 8.0.4 CMDLOAD dataset.

�� For client environments originally set up to connect to Oracle using a default 
driver, you do not need any other conversion steps; the release 8.0.4 default 
driver, W, is accepted automatically.  For example, in the following JCL that 
invokes the ORASQL catalogued procedure, no changes are needed to use the 
default cross memory driver to access the ORA1 subsystem:

����� -2% ���

��64/ (;(& 25$64/�,1'(; RUDQ�/,%9 RUDY�

�� 3$50 ®6&277�7,*(5®

��25$#25$� '' '800<

��6<6,1 '' '61 6&277�25$&(�64/�64/678))��',63 6+5

VVQ is the Oracle8 for OS/390 subsystem name.

EXIIHUBVL]H is the send and receive buffer size.  The following are the 
sizes available:

� Minimum:  0

� Maximum:  available address space memory

� Default:  4096

1RWH� In the preceding example, INDEX and LIBV form the name 
RUDQ�RUDY.CMDLOAD and must point to the release 8.0.4 library.  Older 
CMDLOAD datasets cannot be used since the W driver is not defined to the 
older CMDLOAD datasets.
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�� If an explicit cross memory driver specification is used, then change the 
specification to W.  In the following example the Z needs to be changed to W:

����� -2% ���

��64/ (;(& 25$64/�,1'(; RUDQ�/,%9 RUDY�

�� 3$50 ®6&277�7,*(5#=�25$�®

��6<6,1 '' '61 6&277�25$&/(�64/2�64/678))��',63 6+5

To change to the W driver with Oracle Access Manager for CICS or Oracle Access 
Manager for IMS/TM, you need to do the following:

�� Ensure all libraries are updated to the new Oracle8 for OS/390 release 8.0.4 
environment as documented in the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 
Installation Guide.

�� For Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, ensure the DBADDR field in the 
AMIRT macro is updated to the W driver and installed into the new 
release 8.0.4 environment.  For instructions to do this, refer to the Oracle8 
Enterprise Edition for OS/390 Installation Guide.

To migrate to the W driver with OS/390 UNIX System Services applications, you 
must do the following:

�� Update the STEPLIB environment variable to the release 8.0.4 CMDLOAD 
dataset.  Use the following syntax:

(;3257 67(3/,% RUDQ�RUDY�&0'/2$'

�� In the application, change the connect string in the logon function call for the 
OCI programs, or use the EXEC SQL CONNECT statement to specify the W 
driver.

= 'ULYHU

The Z driver is the default driver used by TSO or OS/390 UNIX System Services 
users in Oracle7 for OS/390 releases prior to release 7.3.3.  With the Z driver, you 
use cross memory services to connect to a local Oracle8 for OS/390 subsystem and 
specify the send and receive buffer sizes.  This string has the following advantages: 

� A reduction in the number of cross memory service instructions between the 
Oracle subsystem and a user address space

� Receive and send buffer sizes can be customized to optimize performance

The Z driver is most useful when large amounts of data are queried from or 
inserted into the Oracle8 database server.
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The Z driver uses the following connect string:

#=�VVQ�VHQGBVL]H�UHFHLYHBVL]H

where:

Adjust the buffer sizes of applications that use the Oracle Precompilers or OCI 
according to the needs of the application.  For example, you might want to use a 
larger send buffer size when the application is inserting large amounts of data into 
the Oracle8 database server.

The logon string in the following example connects Oracle user SCOTT to the 
Oracle8 for OS/390 subsystem named ORA1 using cross memory services, and 
specifies a send buffer size of 256 and a receive buffer size of 1024: 

64/3/86 6&277�7,*(5#=�25$����������

The following example specifies the same values using the CONNSTR environment 
variable: 

��25$�(19 '' 

&211675  ®=�25$����������®

�

VVQ is the Oracle8 for OS/390 subsystem name.

VHQGBVL]H is the send buffer size, in bytes:

� Minimum:  128

� Maximum: 32 767

� Default:  4096

UHFHLYHBVL]H is the receive buffer size, in bytes:

� Minimum:  128

� Maximum:  32 767

� Default:  4096
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0 'ULYHU

The following connect string is for the M driver and is issued by TSO or OS/390 
UNIX System Services users to use cross memory services to connect to a local 
Oracle8 for OS/390 subsystem:

#0�VVQ

where VVQ is the Oracle8 for OS/390 subsystem name.

For example, this logon string connects Oracle user SCOTT to the Oracle8 for 
OS/390 subsystem named ORA1 using cross memory services: 

64/3/86 6&277�7,*(5#0�25$�

1RWHV IRU 'ULYHU 8VDJH

The following notes apply to driver usage:

� You cannot connect to a server prior to Oracle7 for OS/390 release 7.3.3 using 
the W driver.  Do not convert your clients unless they are to be used exclusively 
with Oracle7 for OS/390 release 7.3.3, Oracle8 for OS/390 release 8.0.4, or later 
server.

� Following are other options for changing drivers:

�� Install a zap that causes the Z driver to be the default instead of the W 
driver.  This affects all clients that accept the default and use the 
release 7.3.3 or 8.0.4 CMDLOAD files.  This zap is available from Oracle 
Support Services.

�� Change the failing client to specify Z, which causes the release 7.3.2 driver 
to be used.

�� Change the failing client to specify M, which causes the M driver to be 
used.  Oracle Corporation does not recommend use of the M driver unless 
the original conversion was from the M driver.
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(QYLURQPHQW 9DULDEOHV IRU WKH 26���� 6XEV\VWHP
Environment variables enable you to set certain options for each user.  Specify 
environment variables in a sequential file or in a PDS member pointed to by the 
ORA$ENV DD statement.

Environment variables have the following syntax:

XVHUBHQYBQDPH  ®HQYBYDOXH®  FRPPHQW 

where:

All generic NLS parameters are supported, as well as the following OS/390-specific 
environment variables:   

XVHUBHQYBQDPH is the environment variable name.  This name can be 
expressed in uppercase, lowercase, or mixed case.

HQYBYDOXH is the environment variable value you specify.  If the value 
is enclosed by single quotes, then it is saved exactly as you 
specify it.  If not enclosed in single quotes, then the value is 
translated to uppercase and saved in uppercase.

FRPPHQWV is an optional comment.  If comment is used, then 
’HQYBYDOXH’ must be enclosed by quotes.  If the first 
nonblank character is ’’, ’�’, or ’�’, then the whole line is 
treated as a line comment.

CONNSTR specifies a default database connect string.  Specify 
CONNSTR in the Oracle environment variable file 
ORA$ENV as:

&211675  ®=�25$����������®

or any valid Net8 protocol connect string.

No default value is assumed.  When using CONNSTR, 
you must specifically define your default connect string.

CONNSTR is overridden by a logon string specified on the 
command line.  CONNSTR overrides the subsystem 
specified in the ORA#VVQ DD statement.
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CRTL_SPFENQ enables or disables the PDS enqueuing mechanism for 
Oracle tools.  The syntax is: 

&57/B63)(14  ®\HV_QR®

where \HV enables the enqueue mechanism and QR 
disables it.  The default is \HV.

The enqueue mechanism used by Oracle tools for 
performing simultaneous updates to a shared PDS is 
compatible with the method used by the ISPF editor.  This 
enqueue mechanism affects PDS members opened with 
/DD/ or /DSN/.

CRTL_PDSWAIT alters the behavior of the PDS enqueue mechanism.  The 
syntax is: 

&57/B3'6:$,7  ®\HV_QR®

where \HV places the user in a wait state when the 
enqueue is not immediately available, and QR returns an 
error to the user when the enqueue is not immediately 
available.  The default is QR.

CRTL_TEMPATTR overrides the default allocation of a TMP file when used as 
an ORA$ENV variable.  This can also be used instead of 
the REP_TMP environment variable for Oracle Reports 
version 2 or later.  The default attributes are: 

&57/B7(03$775  ®OU �����I�SULP ��F\O®

Secondary extents are not supported.
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NLS_LANG specifies the national language in which Oracle tools issue 
messages, format and display dates and numbers, sort 
text, and process character data at computers.  The syntax 
is:

1/6B/$1* ®ODQJXDJHBWHUULWRU\�FKDUVHW®

The default setting is:

1/6B/$1* ®$0(5,&$1B$0(5,&$�:(�(%&',&����®

Customers who have built their databases with releases 
earlier than 7.3.2 and who have ’WE8EBCDIC37C’ as their 
character set should specify:

1/6B/$1* ®$0(5,&$1B$0(5,&$�:(�(%&',&��&®

to eliminate unnecessary conversion.

Consult with your Oracle DBA for information about 
which languages, character sets, and territories are 
supported at your site.
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�
2UDFOH� 'DWDEDVH 6HUYHU DQG 26���� )LOHV

Oracle tools and utilities provide flexible file support within the OS/390 
environment.  Using file specification syntax, notation, and a special feature, Oracle 
tools allow greater flexibility in specifying and accessing OS/390 files.

This chapter describes the interaction between OS/390 files and Oracle tools and 
utilities.  This chapter includes the following sections:

7RSLF 3DJH

Using OS/390 Files 3-2

File Name/Attribute Augmentation Facility 3-15

FNA Illustration 3-18

User-Defined FNA Control Files 3-20

Attribute Keywords 3-24

FNA Control File Error Handling 3-25

Default FSA Entry 3-26

FSA Keyword Usage Notes 3-26

Examples Using FNA 3-27
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8VLQJ 26���� )LOHV
All Oracle tools or utilities use OS/390 files.  Every tool or utility accesses one or 
more input or output files.  The term file refers to the logical unit that is the actual 
repository of the data the tool or utility reads from or writes to.  A file can be an 
OS/390 dataset, the TSO computer, the OS/390 operator console, an input or output 
spool file, or even a load module containing static input data.

Most OS/390 users are accustomed to utilities or applications that operate on files 
specified in DD statements or TSO ALLOC commands.  Many TSO commands and 
some IBM utilities (such as IDCAMS) let you specify a file as a dataset name, 
performing dynamic allocation automatically instead of requiring a preallocated 
DD statement.  With Oracle file support, you can also create new datasets without a 
DD statement and you can access devices (such as the operator console) OS/390 
does not usually consider files.

The Oracle8 database server supports all non-VSAM file organizations except 
spanned records (RECFM=VS or VBS) and ISAM (DSORG=IS).  For information 
about the VSAM files that comprise the Oracle control, database server, and redo 
log files, refer to the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 System Administration 
Guide.

*HQHUDO 1RWDWLRQ IRU 6SHFLI\LQJ )LOHV

All Oracle8 for OS/390 tools and utilities recognize a uniform notation for 
specifying files.  The general form of this notation (called a file specification or 
filespec) is shown in the following example: 

�SDWKQDPH�GDWD

where: 

You can use uppercase or lowercase letters for the SDWKQDPH and GDWD notation 
because all values are converted to uppercase during processing.

For example, the following string indicates a file identified by DDname INFILE in 
the present jobstep or TSO session: 

�''�,1),/(

SDWKQDPH is one of several reserved names specifying the type of file or 
notation used in data.

GDWD is additional information or specific file related parameters.
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)LOH 6SHFLILFDWLRQ 7\SHV

You can specify files in the following ways: 

� By DDname 

� By full dataset name 

� By unqualified dataset name 

� By PDS member (as a control or parameter file) 

� As computer files 

� As operator console files 

� As load module files

6XPPDU\ RI )LOHW\SHV

The following table summarizes the types of file specifications you can use with 
Oracle tools: 

1RWH� Attempting to access a PDS member that does not exist results in an 
S013 abend.

7DEOH �¤� 6XPPDU\ RI )LOHW\SHV

6\QWD[ :KDW ,V $FFHVVHG

GVQDPH The fully-qualified sequential dataset that results after TSO 
prefix and filetype suffix extensions are performed

GVQDPH�PHP� Member PHP of the fully-qualified PDS that results after 
TSO prefix and filetype suffix extensions are performed

/DD/GGQDPH Dataset or spool file designated by the corresponding DD 
statement or ALLOC command

/DD/GGQDPH�PHP� Member PHP of the PDS designated by the corresponding 
DD statement or ALLOC command

/DSN/* TSO GETLINE and PUTLINE

/DSN/GVQDPH The fully-qualified sequential dataset GVQDPH

/DSN/GVQDPH�PHP� Member PHP of the fully-qualified PDS GVQDPH

/LOAD/OPRG�HQWU\� Load module OPRG (input only)
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The file specifications and the notation for using them are described in the 
following sections:

� Specifying files by DDname (/DD/ and /ODD/)

� Specifying files by full dataset name (/DSN/ and /ODSN/)

� Specifying files by unqualified dataset name

� Specifying a PDS member as a control or parameter file

� Specifying shared PDS

� Specifying TSO computer files (/DSN/,/SCREEN/, and /TERM/)

� Specifying OS/390 operator console files (/OPER/ and /WTO/)

� Specifying load module files (/LOAD/)

� Specifying resource files (/LMODR/)

/LMODR/PHP Load module for R files

/ODD/GGQDPH Dataset or spool file designated by the corresponding DD 
statement or ALLOC command, if it exists; otherwise 
TSO/TERM/

/ODD/GGQDPH�PHP� Member PHP of the PDS designated by the corresponding 
DD statement or ALLOC command, if it exists; otherwise 
TSO /TERM/

/ODSN/GVQDPH The fully-qualified sequential dataset GVQDPH, if it exists; 
otherwise TSO /TERM/

/ODSN/GVQDPH�PHP� Member PHP of the fully-qualified PDS GVQDPH, if it 
exists; otherwise TSO /TERM/

/OPER/ OS/390 system operator console (input and output; can 
include ROUTCDE and DESC)

/SCREEN/ TSO TGET and TPUT

/TERM/ (or /DSN/*) TSO GETLINE and PUTLINE

/WTO/ OS/390 system operator console (output only)

7DEOH �¤� 6XPPDU\ RI )LOHW\SHV

6\QWD[ :KDW ,V $FFHVVHG
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6SHFLI\LQJ )LOHV E\ ''QDPH ��''� DQG �2''��

Specify a file by DDname to an Oracle tool using the following string: 

�''�GGQDPH

where GGQDPH is the one-character to eight-character DDname.

The DDname must be allocated to the jobstep or TSO session before the file is 
opened.  In a TSO session, an ALLOC command must be issued, usually before the 
tool is called.  (During a SQL*Plus session, use the HOST command to issue a TSO 
ALLOC command for a file used by a subsequent SQL*Plus command such as 
START or SAVE.)  In a batch job, a matching DD statement must be included in the 
JCL.

You can specify a member of an OS/390 PDS as part of the /DD/ notation.  The 
member name must be provided in parentheses immediately after the DDname, as 
shown in the following example: 

�''�0<3'6�64/��

The DD statement for batch (or TSO ALLOC) specifies the PDS name but no 
member name, as shown in the following example: 

��0<3'6 '' ',63 6+5�'61 3$<52//�64//,%�&17/

The pathname /ODD/ can be used in TSO to indicate an optional file specified by 
the DDname.  If the specified DD statement is not present in the jobstep or TSO 
session, then the TSO computer is automatically used.  Internally, when the 
DDname specified by /ODD/ is absent, the file is treated as though /TERM/ is 
specified.  In a batch job, the /ODD/ pathname works exactly the same as /DD/.

1RWHV The following usage notes are for specifying files by DDname:

� When an existing PDS member is specified for output, the current contents of 
the member are completely replaced by what is written.  If a nonexistent 
member name is specified for output, then a new member with that name is 
created.

� When a JES spool file is used by an Oracle tool, the file must be specified by 
DDname.  The corresponding DD statement or ALLOC command indicates a 
SYSOUT class (output spool files) or DD * (input spool files, used only in batch 
jobs).
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([DPSOHV Assume you want to call the Oracle Reports program in TSO using 
/DD/ notation for the input and output files.  The input and output files are 
specified as command line parameters.  If you use the CALL command, then you 
specify the file and call R25RUN as shown in the following example: 

5($'<

$//2& ),/(�537,1� '$�0<�5373*0� 6+5

5($'<

$//2& ),/(�537287� '$�0<�537'$7$� 1(: &$7$/2* 63$&(����� 75$&.6

5($'<

&$// ®RUDQ�RUDY�&0'/2$'�5��581�® ®�''�537,1 �''�537287 6&277�7,*(5®

To call R25RUN from batch, the input and output files are specified in the JCL 
PARM field as shown in the following example:      

��5(3257 (;(& 3*0 5��581�3$50 ®�''�537,1 �''�537287 6&277�7,*(5®

��537,1 '' ',63 6+5�'61 786(5��0<�5373*0

��537287 '' ',63 ��&$7/*��'61 786(5��0<�537'$7$�81,7 6<6'$�

�� 63$&( �75.�������

6SHFLI\LQJ )LOHV E\ )XOO 'DWDVHW 1DPH ��'61� DQG �2'61��

You can specify a file by OS/390 dataset name to an Oracle tool using the following 
syntax:

�'61�KOT�GVQDPH

where KOT�GVQDPH is the fully-qualified dataset name.

This notation gives access to a sequential OS/390 dataset with the fully-qualified 
dataset name.  The Oracle8 database server dynamically allocates the dataset.  You 
do not need to provide a DD statement or a TSO ALLOC command.

Access a member of a PDS by including a member name in parentheses 
immediately after the dataset name, as in the following example:

�'61�RUDQ�RUDY�&17/�25$64/��

In this case, the member ORASQL1 of PDS RUDQ�RUDY�CNTL is read or written.

The pathname /ODSN/ can be used to specify an optional dataset file that 
functions like /ODD/.  If the specified dataset does not exist or is not cataloged, 
then the TSO computer is automatically used.  In a batch job, /ODSN/ works 
exactly the same as /DSN/.
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1RWHV Following are usage notes for specifying files by full dataset name:

� If the file is being used for input, then the dataset must exist and be cataloged; 
otherwise, an error is reported.

� If the file is being used for output, then the existing dataset of the specified 
name is overwritten.  If the dataset does not exist, then it is created through 
dynamic allocation with your system’s default space allocation.

� When an existing PDS member is specified for output, the current contents of 
the member are completely replaced by what is written.  If a nonexistent 
member name is specified for output, then a new member with that name is 
created.

� If an output file using PDS member notation specifies a dataset name that does 
not exist, then the dataset is created dynamically in the same manner as a 
sequential dataset.  However, because OS/390 has no default space allocation 
for PDSs, the Oracle subsystem inserts its own default of one track primary, one 
track secondary, and one PDS directory block.  Because this default is 
inappropriate for most PDS applications, Oracle Corporation does not 
recommend using /DSN/ to create PDSs.

([DPSOHV Assume you want to call the Oracle Reports program in TSO using 
/DSN/ notation for the input and output files.  The input and output files are 
specified as command line parameters.  If you use the CALL command, then 
specify the file and call R25RUN as shown in the following example: 

5($'<

&$// ®RUDQ�RUDY�&0'/2$'�5��581�® ®�'61�*-21(6�537,1�537 �

�'61�*-21(6�537�53) 6&277�7,*(5®

If you want to call R25RUN from batch, then the input and output files are specified 
in the JCL PARM field as shown in the following example:                    

��5(3257 (;(& 3*0 5��581�

�� 3$50 ®�'61�*-21(6�537581,1�537 �'61�*-21(6�537287�53) 6&277�7,*(5®

6SHFLI\LQJ )LOHV E\ 8QTXDOLILHG 'DWDVHW 1DPH

You can specify a file without a pathname to an Oracle tool.  If a file specification 
does not have a pathname (it does not begin with a slash), then it is treated as a 
partial dataset name that is subject to extension.
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([WHQGLQJ )LOH 1DPHV In TSO, the dataset name is extended on the left with the 
user’s PROFILE PREFIX, similar to standard TSO processing of unquoted dataset 
names.  If no PROFILE PREFIX is defined, then no extension is added on the left.  In 
batch jobs, no extension is added on the left.

To use the TSO prefix substitution function in a batch job, run the batch job under 
control of the TSO batch monitor program (IKJEFT01).  Then, ensure the SYSTSIN 
data stream contains a PROFILE PREFIX(WVRBSUHIL[) command to set the 
appropriate TSO prefix before calling the desired Oracle utility.

Most Oracle tools also extend unqualified dataset names by appending a suffix to 
the right of the name.  The suffix, often called a filetype extension, is generally an 
acronym or mnemonic describing the type of data or records in the file.  For 
example, files read by the SQL*Plus START command, which normally contain 
SQL*Plus commands or SQL statements, have a filetype extension of SQL.  A list of 
the filetype extensions used by Oracle tools is provided in “Filetype Suffixes” on 
page 3-14.

Unqualified dataset file names, like fully-qualified names, can refer to PDS 
members by including the member name in parentheses immediately after the 
name.  The addition of the filetype extension does not affect the member name 
because the suffix is added before the member name.

1RWHV Following are usage notes for specifying files by unqualified dataset name:

� Only file names specified without a pathname are subject to extension 
processing.

� Extension processing is further controlled by the File Name/Attribute 
Augmentation Facility (FNA).

([DPSOHV To illustrate prefix and suffix extension of unqualified dataset names, 
assume a TSO user, whose PROFILE PREFIX is GJONES, calls SQL*Plus and then 
enters the following command: 

67$57 0<64/�

Because there is no pathname prefix, MYSQL2 is considered an unqualified dataset 
name and is extended (at both ends) to become GJONES.MYSQL2.SQL.  The 
following command has the same result: 

67$57 �'61�*-21(6�0<64/��64/
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The next example illustrates unqualified file specification with a member name: 

67$57 0<64//,%�7(67��

This name is extended to GJONES.MYSQLLIB.SQL (TEST2).

6SHFLI\LQJ D 3'6 0HPEHU DV D &RQWURO RU 3DUDPHWHU )LOH

You can specify a member of a PDS as a control file or pass a parameter file by 
surrounding the file specification (pathname and file name) in double quotes.  This 
method of specifying control and parameter files is supported in TSO and batch 
operations.

([DPSOHV The following examples assume the file names in the DD statements are 
extended by FNA processing.

To specify the parameter file ORACLE.FULL.IMP(STDPARM) for the Import utility 
you must include the parameter: 

���3$50),/( ��''�)8//�67'3$50��

where DDname FULL is allocated to ORACLE.FULL.IMP.  Alternatively, you can 
include: 

���3$50),/( ��'61�25$&/(�)8//�,03�67'3$50��

To specify the control file ORACLE.LOADER.CNTL(GNRL) for SQL*Loader you 
must include the parameter: 

���&21752/ ��''�/2$'(5�*15/��

where DDname LOADER is allocated to ORACLE.LOADER.CNTL.  Alternatively, 
you can include: 

���&21752/ ��'61�25$&/(�/2$'(5�&17/�*15/��

1RWH� When specifying a dataset instead of a member of a PDS, you do not need 
double quotes.
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6SHFLI\LQJ 6KDUHG 3'6

The enqueue mechanism used by Oracle tools for performing simultaneous updates 
to a shared PDS is compatible with the method used by the ISPF editor.  This 
enqueue mechanism affects PDS members opened with /DD/ or /DSN/.

Use the following environment variables to control the enqueue mechanism: 

Refer to Chapter 2, “Using the Oracle8 for OS/390 Subsystem”, for a complete 
description of these environment variables.

6SHFLI\LQJ 762 &RPSXWHU )LOHV ��'61�� �6&5((1�� DQG �7(50��

You can specify computer input or output for TSO operations to an Oracle tool 
using a file specification of /DSN/* or /TERM/ (with no data following).  This 
notation results in TSO GETLINE and PUTLINE processing and can be used with 
TSO stack processing in a CLIST.  The /SCREEN/ specification is similar, except 
TGET and TPUT are used instead of GETLINE and PUTLINE.  TGET and TPUT 
processing goes directly to the computer, bypassing stack processing.

([DPSOHV Assume a TSO user uses a CLIST named STATUS, which contains the 
following: 

&$// ®RUDQ�RUDY�&0'/2$'�64/3/86�®

/2*2))

SQL*Plus reads LOGOFF as a user name and prompts for a password.  If you add 
the /SCREEN/ specification to the command in the CLIST, then SQL*Plus reads all 
input from the screen and sends all output to the screen: 

&$// ®RUDQ�RUDY�&0'/2$'�64/3/86�® ®��6&5((1�®

/2*2))

CRTL_SPFENQ enables or disables the enqueue mechanism.

CRTL_PDSWAIT specifies action to take when an enqueue is not 
immediately available.

1RWH� Screen processing is also available with the Import and Export utilities.
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Because of the /SCREEN/ specification, SQL*Plus gets all its input from the screen 
and sends its output to the screen.  It does not read any more of the CLIST.  
SQL*Plus prompts for a user name and password string, and continues normally 
from there.  When the user exits SQL*Plus, control is returned to the CLIST and the 
LOGOFF command is automatically run.

6SHFLI\LQJ 26���� 2SHUDWRU &RQVROH )LOHV ��23(5� DQG �:72��

Files written from Oracle programs can be directed to the OS/390 operator console 
using /OPER/ or /WTO/.  These file specifications are identical except /OPER/ is 
used for both input and output files and /WTO/ is output only.  Requests for input 
from an /OPER/ file are displayed at the operator console as a write-to-operator 
reply (WTOR).

1RWHV Following are usage notes for specifying OS/390 operator console files:

� The default routing code for /OPER/ and /WTO/ output is 11.

� The default routing code for /OPER/ input is 1.

� Nondefault routing codes can be specified by following /OPER/ or /WTO/ 
with ROUTCDE followed by a list in parentheses.

� Descriptor codes that default to none can be specified by following /OPER/ or 
/WTO/ with DESC followed by a list in parentheses.

([DPSOH In the following example, the route codes are set to 1, 2, and 11, and the 
descriptor code is set to 7:

�23(5�5287&'( ���������'(6& ���

For more information about FSA statements, refer to “File Name/Attribute 
Augmentation Facility” on page 3-15.
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2UDFOH 6WDQGDUG )LOHV

Each Oracle program uses, at a minimum, the following files:

� /ODD/SYSIN for input       

� /ODD/SYSOUT for normal message output       

� /ODD/SYSERR for error message output      

The DD statements for these files normally appear in every Oracle JCL procedure or 
batch jobstream unless the files are redirected.  If one or more of these DD 
statements is missing, then an error message displays through WTO and the 
program terminates.

In TSO (including the batch TMP), the use of /ODD/ statements ensures files revert 
to /TERM/ if the corresponding DD statement is not allocated to the session.

5HGLUHFWLQJ 6WDQGDUG )LOHV DQG 3DUDPHWHUV

You can redirect standard files and parameters to specify a nondefault file for the 
duration of the associated TSO command or jobstep.  To specify redirection, use one 
of the following symbols followed by a file specification from the command 
parameter line in TSO or the PARM field of the EXEC statement in batch:   

� �  for input

� ! for output

� !! to append output

� " for error output

� "" to append error output

� �� for parameters

5HGLUHFWLQJ )LOHV

Any of the standard input, output, and error files can be redirected with these 
symbols.  While the redirection parameters can be mixed with other command or 
utility parameters, Oracle Corporation recommends grouping these parameters at 
the beginning or end of the command parameters or PARM field for clarity.

If an output file specified by a dataset name does not exist, then the Oracle 
application dynamically allocates it using the installation or IBM default space and 
unit specifications.  If the output file does exist, then the Oracle application 
normally overwrites any existing contents.
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You can append output to a dataset by doubling the redirection prefix symbol.  
If the dataset does not already exist, then it is created.  For example, the following 
command adds error messages to the end of the dataset named 
WVR�SUHIL[.MY.ERRORS:

""0<�(55256

5HGLUHFWLQJ 3DUDPHWHUV

To use parameter redirection, imbed the following string in the OS/390 parameter 
field: 

��ILOHVSHF

where ILOHVSHF is a valid OS/390 file name.

When the Oracle tool or utility encounters this in the parameter field, it scans the 
data in the file specified by ILOHVSHF and processes it as if it is included in the 
OS/390 parameter field.  At end-of-file (EOF), the Oracle tool or utility continues 
scanning the OS/390 PARM field at the end of ILOHVSHF.

The following example uses a parameter redirection operator: 

��67(3� (;(& 3*0 352&2%���3$50 ®���''�6<63$50 +267 &2%2/®

��6<63$50 '' 

,1$0( �''�6<6,1

21$0( �''�6<6381&+

/1$0( �''�6<635,17

86(5,' 6&277�7,*(5

�

In this example, the Oracle Pro*COBOL Precompiler processes all the data 
(including INAME=������USERID=SCOTT/TIGER) as if it is passed in the 
OS/390 parameter field.  You can specify parameter redirection anywhere in the 
OS/390 parameter field and it is implemented at that point.
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)LOHW\SH 6XIIL[HV

The contents of Oracle files can be identified by the filetype suffix.  A filetype suffix 
is supplied by each Oracle tool for each file used.  The suffix is a short mnemonic or 
acronym identifying the file contents.  The suffixes in Table 3–2 identify the different 
types of Oracle files:

7DEOH �¤� )LOHW\SH 6XIIL[HV IRU 2UDFOH 7RROV

6XIIL[ )LOHW\SH

BAD Reject record output from SQL*Loader.

BUF An input and output save file in SQL*Plus.

CTL A control file input to SQL*Loader.

DAT An input file to SQL*Loader.

DMP The output from the Export utility.

DSC Discarded record output from SQL*Loader.

LOG A log output file from SQL*Loader or Server Manager.

LST A print or listing file from SQL*Plus.

PLB A PL/SQL binary file.

PRT The printer definition file used by Oracle Developer.

RDF A nonportable report definition file used by Oracle Developer that can be 
converted to other report formats.  It must have a RECFM of F.

REP A compact, nonportable report definition file used by Oracle Developer that 
cannot be converted to other report formats.  It must have a RECFM of F.

RES A resource file used by Oracle Developer.  RES files must have a 
RECFM of F.

REX A portable report definition file used by Oracle Developer.  It must have a 
RECFM of V or VB.

SQL An input file to SQL*Plus or Server Manager.
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)LOH 1DPH�$WWULEXWH $XJPHQWDWLRQ )DFLOLW\
The FNA facility provides user-controlled manipulation of file names beyond the 
scope of normal OS/390 file name and extension processing.  With FNA, you can: 

� Access OS/390 dataset names that have relatively complex syntax (such as PDS)

� Overcome logical ambiguities imposed by nonextendable file names (those 
prefixed with a pathname) 

� Select JCL-like parameters (such as DCB attributes and DASD space allocations) 
for specific types of files written by Oracle tools

A small set of FNA controls is distributed with Oracle8 for OS/390.  These controls 
ensure the use of specific DCB attributes with several types of output files.  You can 
modify, eliminate, or expand these controls.

)1$ &RQWUROV DQG 2SHUDWLRQV

FNA is controlled by the file syntax array (FSA), a logical table containing 
specifications for modifying file names and adding JCL-like keywords before a file 
is actually opened.  The FSA contents are determined by: 

� A set of default FSA entries distributed with the product 

� An optional file (created by the user) that adds more FSA entries or alters the 
distributed default entries 

FNA file name manipulation is controlled by the FSA contents and the following 
specifications: 

base file name is a character string, usually (though not always) supplied by 
the user.

filetype suffix is a character string supplied by the Oracle tool, which identifies 
the type of file being used.

TSO PROFILE 
PREFIX

is a character string that might have been set by the PROFILE 
PREFIX command (this command must be issued before calling 
the Oracle tool).
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You can supply the base file name in the following ways: 

� In the parameters specified when a tool is called 

� In response to a prompt from the tool 

� In a subcommand of the tool (like the SQL*Plus SPOOL command) 

Many tools support the full range of naming syntax described in “Using OS/390 
Files” in this chapter.  Some tools require file names in a simpler format or shorter 
length than is preferable in OS/390.  If the full range of naming syntax is not 
available, then you can take advantage of FNA name manipulation to convert a 
simple name string to a larger, more complex file name string.

Before a tool opens a file, it calls FNA processing.  The tool supplies FNA with the 
base file name and filetype suffix.  FNA builds the final file name from this input, 
using the FSA data and a set of rules.  The final file name string, which is essentially 
unrestricted in size and syntax, is returned to the tool.  The tool then proceeds with 
opening and reading or writing the file.

Only file names specified without a pathname (without a /���/ prefix) are subject 
to extension processing.

)6$ 7DEOH

The logical table of FSA data used by FNA is comprised of three columns.  The first 
column contains filetype suffixes.  Each filetype for which FSA data is present 
appears in this column once.  The second column contains character strings that 
designate construction of the final file name for the corresponding filetype.  The 
third column contains character strings of JCL-like keywords.  These are added to 
final file names for the corresponding filetype and are effective only when the file is 
opened for output.
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)1$ )LOH 1DPH &RQVWUXFWLRQ

To construct a file name, FNA substitutes characters as appropriate, then extends 
the name accordingly.

6XEVWLWXWLRQ

The FNA file name construction process copies all characters from the modification 
string except plus signs, �, and asterisks, , exactly as given.  FNA uses the 
following substitution for these special characters:    

� � is replaced with the user-supplied base file name.  

�  is replaced with the current TSO PROFILE PREFIX value.  

&RQVWUXFWLRQ 3URFHGXUH

FNA takes the base file name and filetype suffix as input and uses the following 
procedure to construct the final file name: 

�� The FSA is searched for an entry with a filetype matching the filetype suffix 
provided.  If a matching entry is found, then FNA proceeds with Step 2 through 
Step 4.  If no matching entry is found, then FNA uses the unmodified base file 
name and proceeds with Step 4.

�� If the FSA contains a file name string, then that name is modified.  If the FSA 
does not contain a name string, then the base (user-supplied) file name is 
modified.

To modify the name, first the base file name is substituted wherever the plus 
sign appears in the FSA file name string, and then the TSO PROFILE PREFIX is 
substituted wherever an asterisk appears.  If no PREFIX is defined, then each 
asterisk is replaced by a null string.

�� If the FSA entry for the filetype contains a non-null attribute string, then a colon 
(�) and the attribute string are appended to the file name (which might have 
been modified by Step 2).

The colon is a delimiter to separate the attribute keywords from the file name.  
The attribute string is the third column of the FSA entry, where JCL-like 
attributes are specified.  The addition of attributes is meaningful only for files 
that undergo dynamic allocation.  FNA attributes for /DD/ files have no effect.
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�� If the file name does not begin with a path prefix (�) or apostrophe (®), then the 
following steps are taken:

� A period and the filetype suffix are added on the right.  The filetype suffix 
is added so any PDS member name or attributes in parentheses are kept on 
the right end of the file name.

� If attributes are specified by the user in addition to those specified in the 
FSA, then the user’s attributes are attached to the name following those 
from the FSA.  If the user specifies attribute keywords that duplicate those 
in the FSA, then the user’s attributes are used.

� The following string is attached to the beginning of the name:

�'61�SUHIL[

where SUHIL[ is your TSO PROFILE PREFIX.  If the PROFILE PREFIX is 
not set or you are not running under TSO, then only /DSN/ is attached to 
the name.

FNA processing is complete and the file name is returned to the tool, which opens 
and then reads or writes the file.

)1$ ,OOXVWUDWLRQ

Suppose TSO user GJONES (with PROFILE PREFIX set as GJONES) has issued the 
following SQL*Plus command, which specifies a base file name of MYSQL2:

67$57 0<64/�

SQL*Plus associates a filetype of SQL with the file used in the START command.  
Assume also that the following entry is in the FSA: 

)6$ �

)7<3(�64/�

)1$0(�®64//,%���®�

)$775�®9%�/5(&/ ���®�

�

A sample FNA process:

�� Locate the FSA entry

This locates the FSA entry for the filetype SQL (case is ignored).
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�� Perform the substitution

This processes the file name string SQLLIB(�), substituting the base file name 
MYSQL2 for the �, resulting in: 

64//,%�0<64/��

�� Add the attribute string

This step appends a colon (�) and the attribute string.  The attribute string is 
discussed in the section “Attribute Keywords” on page 3-24.  The result is the 
name: 

64//,%�0<64/���9%�/5(&/ ���

The following steps are completed when the name does not begin with a path prefix 
or apostrophe: 

�� Add the suffix

Attaches a period and a filetype suffix to the end of the name, before the 
member name in parentheses.  The result is the name:

64//,%�64/�0<64/���93�/5(&/ ���

�� Add the user’s attributes

No additional attributes are specified with the SQL*Plus START command, so 
the name remains unchanged.

�� Add /DSN/ and the TSO PREFIX

This step attaches the /DSN/ pathname and the TSO PROFILE PREFIX to the 
beginning of the name, resulting in:

�'61�*-21(6�64//,%�64/�0<64/���9%�/5(&/ ���

This file name string is passed back to SQL*Plus and opened.  Because the START 
command opens the subject file for input, the attribute data is ignored and the 
dataset’s existing DCB attributes are observed.  A member called MYSQL2 in the 
PDS named GJONES.SQLLIB.SQL is opened for the user’s MYSQL2 specification.

You can use FNA to provide additional flexibility in managing the interaction 
between Oracle utilities and OS/390 files by controlling the FSA entries.  Additional 
examples of FSA entries and FNA processing are described in “User-Defined FNA 
Control Files”.
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8VHU�'HILQHG )1$ &RQWURO )LOHV

All Oracle utilities use the default FSA entries every time the Oracle8 database 
server is called.  You cannot permanently modify the default entries.  However, you 
can define a control file that includes FSA entries for a specific invocation of an 
Oracle tool.

An FNA control file has the following uses: 

� Add FSA entries for suffixes not included in the default FSA, including 
specifications for modifying file names and appending output attributes. 

� Change the default FSA specifications for modifying file names and appending 
attribute data.  These changes can include eliminating the default specifications 
entirely.

� Add specifications for modifying file names to a default entry that only 
appends attribute data, or add specifications for appending attribute data to an 
entry that only modifies file names.

6SHFLI\LQJ DQ )1$ &RQWURO )LOH

A user-defined FNA control file always has the following name: 

�''�25$�)1$

You must allocate this file to an ORA$FNA DD statement in your JCL or TSO 
session.  The ORA$FNA DD statement must refer to one of the following types of 
datasets:

� A sequential dataset with fixed or variable length records 

� An instream (DD *) dataset 

� A PDS member with the member name specified in the DD statement 

If an ORA$FNA DD statement is present when a utility is called, then the utility 
refers to the FNA control file specified in the DD statement.  If an ORA$FNA DD 
statement is not present, then FNA uses the default FSA entries.
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&UHDWLQJ DQ )1$ &RQWURO )LOH

The FNA control file contains FSA entries specified with EBCDIC characters.  Any 
number of FSA entries can be included.  An FSA entry can be continued over 
multiple lines; no special continuation indicator is required.  Comments, 
surrounded by � and �, can be included at any point that permits a blank or end 
of record.  The control file records must not contain sequence numbers.

)6$ (QWULHV

FSA entries have the format:

FSA ( FTYPE(suffix-type)
      FNAME(’name-string’)             /* <optional> */  
      FATTR(attribute-string)          /* <optional> */ 
     )                                 /* <required> */
where:

VXIIL[�W\SH is a one-character to eight-character string indicating a 
file name suffix.  Any file name with this suffix is 
substituted by the value provided by the FNAME 
keyword that follows.

Do not enclose this string in single or double quotes.  
The string is converted to uppercase characters.  The 
first blank space or right parenthesis, �� is considered 
the end of the string.  For example:

)7<3(�64/�
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QDPH�VWULQJ is an alphanumeric string indicating the file name to 
substitute for files that have the suffix specified in 
FTYPE.  The FNAME keyword is optional.

Because FNAME is optional, the value for the omitted 
keyword is the value in the default FSA distributed 
with the Oracle8 database server, if any.  If there is no 
default entry in the default FSA, then an omitted 
FNAME is assumed to be a null (empty) string.

Enclose the substituted file name in single or double 
quotes; blanks within the quotes are recognized.  For 
example:

)1$0(�®�'61��25$&/(���64/®�

If the substituted file name needs more than one line in 
the control file, then extend the value to the end of the 
line and continue in the first position of the next line.

If the TSO PREFIX is GJONES and the user supplies a 
base file named MYSQL, then FNA processing resolves 
this name string to:

�'61�*-21(6�25$&/(�0<64/�64/

If there is no TSO PREFIX, then FNA processing 
resolves this string to the invalid file name string:

�'61��25$&/(�0<64/�64/

This particular FNAME is usable only with a TSO 
PROFILE PREFIX.
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1RWHV Following are usage notes for FSA entries:

� Include any character you want added to the base file.  These characters are 
added exactly as specified in the string.

� Use a plus sign, �, to indicate where to substitute the user-supplied base file 
name.

� Use an asterisk, , to indicate where to substitute the TSO PROFILE PREFIX in 
the file name when the utility is run with PROFILE PREFIX.  If the utility is run 
with PROFILE NOPREFIX, then the asterisk is ignored.

To use the TSO prefix substitution function in a batch job, run the job under the 
control of the batch monitor program IKJEFT01.  Use the TSO PROFILE PREFIX 
command in your SYSIN data stream to set the appropriate TSO prefix before 
calling the utility.

� To eliminate a default FSA entry, specify an empty string with a pair of adjacent 
single or double quotes.

DWWULEXWH�VWULQJ is the attribute data added to the substituted file name.  
The FATTR keyword is optional.

The attribute data can be in the form of a keyword list 
separated by commas and enclosed in single or double 
quotes.  Do not include blanks.  For example:

)$775�®9%�/5(&/ ���®�

Because this keyword is optional, the value for the 
omitted keyword is the value in the default FSA 
distributed with the Oracle8 database server, if any.  If 
there is no default entry in the default FSA, then an 
omitted FATTR is assumed to be a null (empty) string.

Refer to “Attribute Keywords” for information about 
the correct syntax for this keyword value.
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$WWULEXWH .H\ZRUGV
Attribute data that can be added to a file name includes the following examples 
with the equivalent JCL parameter.  Letters in lowercase can be omitted when the 
keywords are specified.

7DEOH �¤� $WWULEXWH .H\ZRUGV DQG -&/ 3DUDPHWHU (TXLYDOHQWV

.H\ZRUG -&/ 3DUDPHWHU (TXLYDOHQW

BLKsize DCB=BLKSIZE=Q.

BLOck indicates the space is allocated in blocks; it cannot be used with 
the CYL or TRK keywords.

CYL indicates space is allocated in cylinders; it cannot be used with the 
BLO or TRK keywords.

DIrectory indicates the number of directory blocks for a PDS.

LRecl DCB=LRECL=Q.

OLD DISP=OLD (exclusive DSN enqueue).

PRIMary indicates primary space allocation.

SECondary indicates secondary space allocation.

SHR DISP=SHR (shared DSN enqueue).

TRK indicates space allocation is in tracks; it cannot be used with the 
BLO or CYL keywords.

UNIT indicates the name of the allocation unit; it can be up to eight 
characters.

VOLume indicates the specific volume of allocation; it can be up to six 
characters.
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The following keywords indicate DCB record format: 

)1$ &RQWURO )LOH (UURU +DQGOLQJ
Most logical or syntax errors in the FNA control file are detected when the Oracle 
utility initializes.  Error messages are displayed in the standard error file, which is 
normally the computer in TSO (if PROFILE WTPMSG is set) or the OS/390 console 
(if PROFILE NOWTPMSG is set).  In batch, the SYSERR DD statement controls the 
output destination.  In general, an erroneous entry is ignored and utility operation 
proceeds as though the entry is not specified.

Errors within the quoted FNAME or FATTR strings, such as invalid name syntax or 
improper attribute keywords or values, are not detected until the utility opens the 
associated file.  These errors normally result in descriptive messages written to the 
standard error file.  Because such errors usually make it impossible to open the 
associated file, utility operation typically halts in this situation.

7DEOH �¤� '&% 5HFRUG )RUPDW .H\ZRUGV DQG -&/ 3DUDPHWHU (TXLYDOHQWV

.H\ZRUG -&/ 3DUDPHWHU (TXLYDOHQW

F RECFM=F

FA RECFM=FA

FB RECFM=FB

FBA RECFM=FBA

FBS RECFM=FBS

FBAS RECFM=FBAS

V RECFM=V

VA RECFM=VA

VB RECFM=VB

VBA RECFM=VBA
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'HIDXOW )6$ (QWU\
The distributed Oracle product contains the default FSA entry listed in Table 3–5.  
For all other filetypes, the defaults are null strings, which means FNA supplies no 
special name or attributes.

The DMP entry sets DCB attributes required for Export data.

The FSA default entry can be overridden, unless otherwise noted in Table 3–5, by 
supplying an FNA control file with an entry for the corresponding filetype with a 
string specified for the item (FNAME or FATTR) to be overridden.

)6$ .H\ZRUG 8VDJH 1RWHV
When you use an FNA control file to override a default FSA entry, the string you 
specify for FNAME or FATTR completely replaces the string in the default entry.  Be 
careful to add attributes using FATTR; a default attribute not replicated in the 
control file FATTR string is lost.  For example, the DMP filetype has default FATTR 
of FB and LR of 4096 to meet the requirements of Export.  To force the DMP file to a 
specific allocation unit, you can use an FNA control file containing:

)6$�)7<3(�'03� )$775�®81,7 6<6762®��

Because the override FATTR string replaces the default, the RECFM with FB and 
LRECL with 4096 attributes are lost in this sample specification, resulting in an 
unusable Export file.  To prevent this, you must respecify the needed defaults along 
with the attribute being added, as in the following example: 

)6$�)7<3(�'03� )$775�®81,7 6<6762�)%�/5 ����®��

DCB attributes specified through FATTR, whether defaults or from an FNA control 
file, replace corresponding attributes that might already be associated with an 
OS/390 dataset.

When writing to preallocated datasets with DCB attributes you want to retain, do 
not use an FATTR specification, as shown in the following example: 

)6$ � )7<3(�64/� )1$0(�®�''�64/6®� �

7DEOH �¤� 2UDFOH 3URGXFW 'HIDXOW )6$ (QWU\

)LOHW\SH )1$0( )$775

DMP (null) FB,LR=4096
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Attributes supplied for a file specified with a /DD/ pathname generally have no 
effect.  In this case, attributes must be specified on the DD statement or in the TSO 
ALLOC command, or must already exist (for an existing dataset).

Files opened for output default to DISP=OLD.  If you want to allow for concurrent 
use of PDSs, then you must override this default by including an FATTR string of 
SHR in the FNA control file.

([DPSOHV 8VLQJ )1$
The examples in the following sections illustrate sample FNA control file 
specifications:

� Partitioned datasets

� Shared libraries

� Group libraries

([DPSOH �� 3DUWLWLRQHG 'DWDVHWV

In the following example, assume the installation wants each user to have a PDS 
that stores the SQL files created and run by each user.  The installation sets up an 
FNA control file containing the following entry: 

)6$� )7<3(�64/�� 64/3/86 �

)1$0(�®64/6���®��

Assume a user with a TSO PREFIX of GJONES has an ORA$FNA DD statement 
pointing to the FSA in the previous example.  When the user issues the SQL*Plus 
START command with PAYROLL as the argument, GJONES.SQLS.SQL(PAYROLL) 
becomes the file name and is used for the SQL file.

Without this FSA entry, the system defaults to file name GJONES.PAYROLL.SQL for 
the SQL file.

This example emphasizes two points: 

� The general defaults for naming files are implemented in the default FSA, 
which has the format: 

)6$ �

)7<3(�VXIIL[�

)1$0(�®�®�

�

� You can use the FNA facility to specify simple names that are treated as 
members of PDSs.
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([DPSOH �� 6KDUHG /LEUDULHV

In this example, assume the installation wants shared libraries for SQL files.  The 
installation sets up the following FSA control file: 

)6$ �

)7<3(�64/�

)1$0(�®�'61�6<6��64/���®�

�

Assuming the same user described in “Example 1: Partitioned Datasets” on page 
3-27, the SYS5.SQL(PAYROLL) becomes the shared library name and is used for the 
SQL file.

The pathname /DSN/ preceding the dataset name suppresses the extension 
processing normally performed under OS/390.  Both /DSN/ and /DD/ can be 
used in the FSA.

([DPSOH �� *URXS /LEUDULHV

In the following example, assume an installation groups users, and each group is 
identified by a TSO PREFIX.  This FSA entry provides the necessary names for a 
library shared within a group: 

)6$� )7<3(�64/�

)1$0(�®�'61��64/���®��

Assume a user with a TSO PREFIX of GROUP2 uses the SQL*Plus command START 
PAYROLL and has an ORA$FNA DD statement pointing to the previous FSA.  
GROUP2.SQL(PAYROLL) becomes the shared group library name and is used for 
the SQL file.

Although the Oracle subsystem dynamically creates these datasets, Oracle 
Corporation recommends the installation preallocate all datasets referenced by 
FNA.
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�
([SRUW DQG ,PSRUW 8WLOLWLHV

The Export and Import utilities provide the capability to move data in the Oracle8 
database server within the OS/390 environment.  This chapter describes the 
function of each of these utilities as they relate to the OS/390 operating system and 
contains the following sections: 

The information in this chapter supplements the documentation for the Oracle 
utilities in the Oracle8 Server Utilities.

7RSLF 3DJH

Export 4-2

Import 4-5
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([SRUW
The Export (EXP) utility reads data from the Oracle8 database according to your 
request and writes an OS/390 sequential dataset.  Export is used to provide 
backups of the Oracle tables and database.  It is also used to move data from one 
Oracle8 database to another.

The Export utility has additional functions for users with Oracle DBA authority.  
For example, to perform incremental or cumulative Exports, DBA authority is 
required.  Refer to the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 System Administration 
Guide for a description of the Export utility for database administrators.

5XQQLQJ 8QGHU 762

The syntax for running Export under TSO is:

(;3 >XVHULG>�SDVVZRUG>#:�VVQ@@

where:

The normal OS/390 EOF key sequence, �, ends the Export utility from any 
prompt.  The alias of EXP is ORAEXP.

5XQQLQJ LQ %DWFK

Export is supported in the batch environment through the ORAEXP JCL procedure.  
A copy of this procedure is: 

��25$(;3 352& ,1'(; RUDQ�

�� /,%9 RUDY�

�� 6<6287 ®6<6287 ®�

�� 86(5,' ®1$0(�3$66:25'®

��25$(;3 (;(& 3*0 (;3�5(*,21 �0�

�� 3$50 ®	86(5,'®

��67(3/,% '' '61 	,1'(;��	/,%9��&0'/2$'�',63 6+5

��6<6287 '' 	6<6287�'&% �/5(&/ ����%/.6,=( �����5(&)0 9%�

��6<6(55 '' 6<6287 �'&% �/5(&/ ����%/.6,=( �����5(&)0 9%�

��25$35,17 '' 6<6287 

XVHULG is the Oracle userid.  This parameter is optional.

SDVVZRUG is the password associated with XVHULG.  This parameter is 
optional.

VVQ is the Oracle subsystem name.  This parameter and the #W 
prefix are optional.
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To run this JCL procedure, you must include additional DD statements that refer to 
other required datasets.  The following example assumes the Oracle8 database 
server is installed with a subsystem name of ORA1:

��86(5�-2% -2% ��������

��67(3� (;(& 25$(;3�

�� 3$50 ®6&277�7,*(5 3$5),/( �''�3$5),/(®

��25$#25$� '' '800<

��6<6,1 '' '800<

��(;37)/ '' '61 XVHULG�(;3'7)/�7(67�

�� ',63 �1(:�&$7/*�'(/(7(��

�� 92/ 6(5 7(03���81,7 6<6'$�

�� 63$&( �75.�������5/6(��

�� '&% �5(&)0 )%�/5(&/ �����%/.6,=( ������

��3$5),/( '' 

',5(&7 1

%8))(5 �����

),/( �''�(;37)/

*5$176 <

,1'(;(6 <

52:6 <

&21675$,176 <

&2035(66 1

)8// 1

7$%/(6 �'(37�

�

In this example, Oracle user SCOTT with password TIGER performs an Export of 
data from the ORA1 subsystem.  The Export parameters reside in PARFILE 
instream data.  As an alternative, the Export responses can be included as SYSIN 
instream data.

To further illustrate, you can use Export in two ways:

� Enter the command EXP user name and password PARFILE ILOHQDPH with 
the remaining Export parameters contained in the specified file.  This is the 
preferred method.  If you use this method, then PARFILE cannot be a PDS 
member.

� Enter the command EXP user name and password followed by various 
parameters that control how Export runs.  You can use this method as long as 
the number of parameters does not exceed the maximum length of a command 
line on your system.  The parameter redirection attribute �� can be used to 
redirect parameters to the input file.

For more information on using Export, refer to Oracle8 Server Utilities.
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5HWXUQ &RGHV

Export issues the following return codes:    

([SRUWLQJ WR 1RQ�26���� 6\VWHPV

When exporting to non-OS/390 systems, ensure the data transfer process does not 
result in the translation of the Export file from EBCDIC to ASCII or from one 
EBCDIC character set to another.  This translation, if necessary, is provided by the 
Import utility on the receiving system.  If an external translation is performed, then 
Import terminates with an irrecoverable error and you receive the following error 
message: 

6HDOV GRQ®W PDWFK

You must also ensure Exports to other operating system environments are done on 
compatible media.   

0 normal (successful) completion.  Review results carefully as a 0 return code 
can indicate an error not serious enough to terminate the utility, but 
invalidates the Export file.

8 termination due to an irrecoverable error.  The error can be:

� File error (in this case Export terminates with an X’37’ abend), or

� Insufficient parameters in the input file when Export is run in batch, or

� Export session terminated with a period (�) instead of a null entry.  The 
Export log file contains an error message describing the error.

1RWH� Importing partitioned tables that are partitioned on character values into an 
OS/390 table might not be possible if they were exported from an ASCII database.  
The same is true for importing into an ASCII database after exporting from OS/390.  
If this is required, then use conventional path export and create the table before 
importing.
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,PSRUW
The Import (IMP) utility reads data from a sequential dataset prepared by the 
Export utility and writes data into an Oracle8 database.

The Import utility has additional functions for users with Oracle DBA authority.  
Refer to the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 System Administration Guide for a 
description of Import with DBA authority.

5XQQLQJ 8QGHU 762

The syntax for running the Import utility under TSO is: 

,03 >XVHULG>�SDVVZRUG>#:�VVQ@@

where: 

Use the normal OS/390 EOF key sequence (�) to end the Import utility from any 
prompt.  The IMP alias is ORAIMP.

5XQQLQJ LQ %DWFK

Import is supported in the batch environment through the ORAIMP JCL procedure.  
A copy of this procedure is: 

��25$,03 352& ,1'(; RUDQ�

�� /,%9 RUDY�

�� 6<6287 ®6<6287 ®�

�� 86(5,' ®1$0(�3$66:25'®

��25$,03 (;(& 3*0 ,03�5(*,21 �0�

�� 3$50 ®	86(5,'®

��67(3/,% '' '61 	,1'(;��	/,%9��&0'/2$'�',63 6+5

��6<6287 '' 	6<6287�'&% �/5(&/ ����%/.6,=( �����5(&)0 9%�

��6<6(55 '' 6<6287 �'&% �/5(&/ ����%/.6,=( �����5(&)0 9%�

��25$35,17 '' 6<6287 

XVHULG is the Oracle userid.  This parameter is optional.

SDVVZRUG is the password associated with XVHULG.  This parameter is 
optional.

VVQ is the Oracle subsystem name.  This parameter and the #W prefix 
are optional.
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The following JCL illustrates the use of the previous procedure:

��86(5�-2% -2% ��������

��67(3� (;(& 25$,03�

�� 86(5,' �

�� 3$50 ®3$5),/( �''�3$5),/(®

��25$#25$� '' '800<

��6<6,1 '' '800<

��(;37)/ '' '61 XVHULG�(;3'7)/�7(67�',63 6+5

��3$5),/( '' 

86(5,' 6&277�7,*(5

%8))(5 �����

),/( �''�(;37)/

6+2: 1

,*125( 1

*5$176 <

,1'(;(6 <

52:6 <

)8// <

&200,7 <

�

In this example, data is imported to the ORA1 subsystem.  The Import parameters 
reside in PARFILE instream data.  These responses can alternatively be specified as 
SYSIN instream data.

To further illustrate, you can use Import in two ways:

� Enter the command IMP user name and password PARFILE ILOHQDPH with 
the remaining Import parameters contained in the specified file.  This is the 
preferred method.  If you use this method, then PARFILE cannot be a PDS 
member.

� Enter the command IMP user name and password followed by various 
parameters that control how Import runs.  You can use this method as long as 
the number of parameters does not exceed the maximum length of a command 
line on your system.  The parameter redirection attribute ++ can be used to 
redirect parameters to the input file.

For more information about Import, refer to Oracle8 Server Utilities.
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5HWXUQ &RGHV

Import provides one of the following return codes: 

,PSRUWLQJ IURP 1RQ�26���� 6\VWHPV

When importing from non-OS/390 systems, ensure your data transfer process does 
not translate the Export file from ASCII to EBCDIC.  This translation, if needed, is 
provided by the Import utility on the OS/390 system.  If an external translation is 
performed, then Import terminates with an irrecoverable error and you receive the 
following error message: 

6HDOV GRQ®W PDWFK

You must also ensure Exports done for eventual Import to OS/390 environments 
are done on compatible media.  

0 is a normal (successful) completion.  Review results carefully as a 0 return 
code can indicate an error not serious enough to terminate the utility, but 
invalidates the Import file.

8 Is a termination due to an irrecoverable error.  The Import log file contains 
an error message describing the error.

1RWH� Importing partitioned tables that are partitioned on character values into an 
OS/390 table might not be possible if they were exported from an ASCII database.  
The same is true for importing into an ASCII database after exporting from OS/390.  
If this is required, then use conventional path export and create the table before 
importing.
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64//RDGHU

SQL*Loader is a utility that facilitates the transfer of data from sequential files into 
tables in an Oracle8 database.

Read this chapter to understand how this powerful utility’s advanced function data 
loader capabilities are used under OS/390.

The following sections are in this chapter: 

This information supplements the documentation for SQL*Loader in Oracle8 Server 
Utilities.

7RSLF 3DJH

Running Under TSO 5-2

SQL*Loader Files 5-3

Running in Batch 5-5

Return Codes 5-6

SQL*Loader VSAM File Support 5-6

SQL*Loader Direct Path 5-9
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5XQQLQJ 8QGHU 762
Use SQL*Loader to load data from sequential files into the Oracle8 database.  Use a 
control file to describe the data location, data format, and target tables.  You can 
direct data that does not satisfy specified conditions to special files.

Following is the syntax of the SQL*Loader command under TSO:

64//'5 NH\ZRUG YDOXH >NH\ZRUG YDOXH����@

The alias of SQLLDR is SQLLOAD.

The parameters passed to SQL*Loader are keyword parameters.  A complete 
description of parameters is documented in Oracle8 Server Utilities.  The parameters 
can be specified in any order.  The valid keywords are:

BAD   specifies the flat file used as a depository for rejected records.

BINDSIZE specifies the size of the bind array in bytes (the default for OS/390 
is 64K).

CONTROL specifies the control file.

DATA specifies the file used as input.

DIRECT  specifies whether to use the direct path or not.

DISCARD specifies the flat file used as a depository for records that are neither 
rejected nor inserted into a table.

DISCARDMAX specifies the number of discards to allow.

ERRORS specifies the number of errors to allow.

FILE   specifies the file to allocate extents from for the parallel load.

LOAD specifies the number of logical records to load.

LOG specifies the log file.

PARALLEL specifies whether multiple SQL*Loader sessions are to be used.

PARFILE specifies the parameter file.

ROWS specifies the number of rows in the bind array.

SILENT suppresses messages during operation.

SKIP specifies the number of logical records to skip.

USERID specifies the Oracle userid and password.
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64//RDGHU )LOHV
SQL*Loader uses the following files: 

� A BAD file to store records from the input data file that fail basic validation 
checks, such as nonnumeric data in a numeric field 

� A CTL file containing all the control information 

� A DAT file containing the data to be loaded 

� A DSC file to store the discarded records from the input data file, which are 
records that do not qualify to be loaded into the database 

� A LOG file containing entries describing what SQL*Loader did 

64//RDGHU )LOH 1DPHV

Each of the file names supplied to SQL*Loader is subject to extension and FNA 
processing as described in “File Name/Attribute Augmentation Facility” on 
page 3-15.  The filetype extensions are BAD, CTL, DAT, DSC, and LOG.

For example, without any special FNA controls, the following specification results 
in SQL*Loader using WVRSUHIL[.TESTDATA.CTL as the control dataset: 

64//'5 ��� &21752/ 7(67'$7$

In batch or when using TSO without a PROFILE PREFIX, TESTDATA.CTL is used 
as the control file instead.  This dataset is probably not a good choice in most 
OS/390 systems because TESTDATA is probably not a proper high-level qualifier 
for a dataset name.

If any file other than the control file is not specified, then SQL*Loader uses the 
control file name to derive the name of the file.  For example, if the LOG parameter 
is omitted but CONTROL=TEST3 is specified, a log file name of 
WVRSUHIL[.TEST3.LOG is used.  The same processing applies to the BAD, DAT, 
and DSC files if any of these are not specified.

To have a BAD file generated, you must specify a BAD filetype.

If the supplied control file name is one that cannot be modified with an extension 
(that is, it is prefixed with a pathname surrounded by slashes), then the name 
cannot be used to derive the names of any omitted files.  In this case, SQL*Loader 
uses the default name LOADER for the derivation.

For example, to call SQL*Loader use the following command: 

64//'5 86(5,' 6&277�7,*(5 &21752/ �''�&7/),/( ���
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This command results in the derived LOG file name WVRSUHIL[.LOADER.LOG 
because /DD/CTLFILE cannot be used to derive the other distinct file names.

This approach to deriving file names can be convenient in the TSO environment.  
But when running in batch where there is no TSO PROFILE PREFIX it might be 
difficult to use, depending on the dataset naming standards and allocation controls 
at your installation.  The best approach to running SQL*Loader in batch is to specify 
all required files with /DSN/ or /DD/ notation:

��/2$' (;(& 3*0 64//'5�

�� 3$50 ®&21752/ �''�&7/ '$7$ �''�'$7$ /2* �''�/2* %$' �''�%$'

',6&$5' �''�',6®

��&7/ '' ���

��'$7$ '' ���

��/2* '' ���

��%$' '' ���

��',6 '' ���

64//RDGHU )LOH $WWULEXWHV

SQL*Loader for OS/390 differs from SQL*Loader for other systems in the way file 
attributes are decided for the BAD and DSC files.  In other systems, the file 
attributes for these files are made identical to the data file.  This is done so you can 
make corrections to these files and recycle them through SQL*Loader again.  In 
OS/390, these datasets are created with default DCB attributes that are generally 
different from the attributes of the input file.  There are two ways to overcome this:

�� You can, in your JCL or TSO ALLOC command for the BAD/DSC file, specify 
the DCB attributes of the BAD/DSC files be the same as that of the data file by a 
refer back, as shown: 

��%$' '' ',63 6+5�'61 352'�&$6(��%$'�'&% 352'�&$6(��'$7

��',6 '' ',63 6+5�'61 352'�&$6(��'6&�'&% 352'�&$6(��'$7

�� For each invocation of SQL*Loader you can have a different FNA control file 
allocated to the ORA$FNA DD statement at runtime.  This FNA control file can 
contain FSA entries for suffixes BAD and DSC specifying the correct FATTR 
parameters.
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5XQQLQJ LQ %DWFK
SQL*Loader is supported in the batch environment through the ORALDR JCL 
procedure.  A copy of this procedure is reproduced in the following example.  The 
example assumes the Oracle8 database server has been installed with the subsystem 
name of ORA1.

��25$/'5 352& ,1'(; 
RUDQ
�

�� 12196$0 /,%5$5< +/,1'(;�

�� /,%9 
RUDY
�

�� 25$&/(�9(56,21 $1' ,167$// /(9(/�

�� ,1'' /'5&7/� ,1387 &21752/ ),/( ''1$0(�

�� 6<6287 
6<6287 
� 6<6287 &/$66�

�� /2*'' /2*''� 287387 5(3257�

�� 86(5,' 
1$0(�3$66:25'
� 86(5,'

�� ' )$/6( ',5(&7 758( )25 )$67 /2$'(5

��

�� 

�� 64//2$'(5 %$7&+ 352&(6625 

��

��25$/'5 (;(& 3*0 64//2$'�5(*,21 �0�

�� 3$50 �
&21752/ �''�	,1'' 86(5,' 	86(5,'
�

�� 
/2* �''�	/2*'' ',5(&7 	'
�

��67(3/,% '' '61 	,1'(;��	/,%9��&0'/2$'�

�� ',63 6+5

��6<6287 '' 	6<6287�'&% �/5(&/ ����%/.6,=( �����5(&)0 9%�

��6<6(55 '' 6<6287 �'&% �/5(&/ ����%/.6,=( �����5(&)0 9%�

��25$35,17 '' 6<6287 

��6<6,1 '' '800<

��

�� 5(48,5(6 ��25$#661 '' '800< 67$7(0(17 �25$&/( 68%6<67(0 1$0(��

�� $/62 5(48,5(6 %$''' $1' '6&'' 72 63(&,)< %$' $1' '6& ),/(6

��

When running this procedure, you must include additional DD statements.  These 
DD statements refer to other required datasets.
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The following example illustrates the use of the previous procedure:

��86(5�-2% -2% ��������������

��6� (;(& 25$/'5�

�� 3$50 ®&21752/ �''�&7/ 86(5,' $�% %$' �''�%$' '$7$ �''�'$7

�� ',6&$5' �''�',6®

��&7/ '' ',63 6+5�'61 352'�&$6(��&7/

��'$7 '' ',63 6+5�'61 352'�&$6(��'$7

��%$' '' ',63 6+5�'61 352'�&$6(��%$'�'&% 352'�&$6(��'$7

��',6 '' ',63 6+5�'61 352'�&$6(��'6&�'&% 352'�&$6(��'$7

��6<6,1 '' '800<

��25$#25$� '' '800<

When called in batch, the command line arguments are often longer than is allowed 
in the PARM field of the EXEC statement.  To work around this, use the standard 
Oracle parameter redirection operation as in any other Oracle utility.  Refer to 
“Redirecting Standard Files and Parameters” on page 3-12 for more information.

5HWXUQ &RGHV
SQL*Loader issues the following return codes: 

64//RDGHU 96$0 )LOH 6XSSRUW
SQL*Loader for OS/390 is enhanced to provide native VSAM support.  This feature 
lets you load Oracle tables directly from VSAM key sequenced dataset (KSDS), 
entry sequenced dataset (ESDS), and relative record dataset (RRDS) clusters.  All the 
normal SQL*Loader operating capabilities, such as loading multiple tables and 
discard logic, work with VSAM clusters in the same way as with non-VSAM 
datasets.

0 normal (successful) completion.

4 discontinued load.  This is due to a runtime error, such as running out 
of file extents.

8 termination due to an irrecoverable error.
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6SHFLI\LQJ 96$0 ,QSXW WR 64//RDGHU

The file name supplied with the INFILE or INDDN keyword can take one of three 
forms:     

In all these cases, QDPH can optionally include a slash followed by a VSAM cluster 
password on the right side.  Because SQL*Loader only opens VSAM clusters for 
input, a cluster’s READPW (read password) or any higher-level password can be 
specified.  If a cluster does not have a read password, then no password must be 
specified.  If a cluster has a read password and the correct password is not supplied 
in the file name, then VSAM performs normal prompting of the TSO user or system 
operator when SQL*Loader opens the cluster.  VSAM password prompting is 
affected by the ATTEMPTS parameter of the IDCAMS DEFINE or ALTER 
command.

([DPSOHV The following partial examples of SQL*Loader LOAD DATA statements 
show how to specify VSAM files in various ways.

The VSAM cluster GJONES.PAYSEQ2.MASTER is dynamically allocated for input; 
the password ZAP is included: 

/2$' '$7$ ,1),/( �'61�*-21(6�3$<6(4��0$67(5�=$3 ���

Assuming a TSO user with a PROFILE PREFIX of GJONES, the VSAM cluster 
GJONES.MY.RRDS is dynamically allocated for input: 

/2$' '$7$ ,1),/( 0<�55'6 ���

/DD/QDPH is the one-character to eight-character name of a DD statement or 
TSO allocation already present in the jobstep or TSO session.  The 
DD statement or allocation specifies the VSAM cluster to be 
loaded.

/DSN/QDPH is the 1-character to 44-character fully-qualified dataset name of 
the VSAM cluster.  SQL*Loader dynamically allocates the cluster 
with DISP set to SHR before opening it.

QDPH a file name that does not begin with /DD/ or /DSN/ is assumed 
to be an unqualified dataset name.  In this case, SQL*Loader 
appends a TSO user’s PROFILE PREFIX on the left side of QDPH 
and proceeds with dynamic allocation and open as if /DSN/ is 
used.  When no PROFILE PREFIX is defined for a TSO user and 
when running in batch, QDPH is processed as a fully-qualified 
name just as though a /DSN/ pathname prefix is included.
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A password is also supplied: 

/2$' ,1),/( �''�96$0''�SDVVZRUG ���

For the following specification, the job includes a DD statement:

��96$0'' '' ',63 6+5�'61 *-21(6�5(&9%/�/2*

Or, if it is being used in a TSO session, a prior TSO ALLOC command can be issued: 

$//2& ),/(�96$0''� '$�®*-21(6�5(&9%/�/2*®� 6+5

64//RDGHU 96$0 3URFHVVLQJ &RQVLGHUDWLRQV

SQL*Loader VSAM processing is generally the same as for non-VSAM input files.  
The following considerations are unique to VSAM: 

� SQL*Loader reads KSDS clusters in key sequence, RRDS clusters in record 
number sequence, and ESDS clusters in RBA sequence.  Empty record slots in 
an RRDS are not read and do not contribute to SQL*Loader SKIP or LOAD 
counts.

� SQL*Loader also processes an Alternate Index Path as input.  However, as this 
only changes the order in which records are read and can significantly reduce 
performance, Oracle Corporation recommends loading directly from the base 
cluster.

� All VSAM-specific error or warning messages issued by SQL*Loader are 
written to the C standard error file (normally the SYSERR DD allocation in 
batch or the user’s computer in TSO).

� If SQL*Loader is unable to dynamically allocate a VSAM cluster, then the 
return, error, and information codes from OS/390 dynamic allocation are 
reported, and the load terminates.

� If the OPEN of a VSAM cluster fails, then the return code and ACBERFL (ACB 
error code) value are reported and the load is terminated.

� Warning conditions indicated by VSAM OPEN are reported by SQL*Loader but 
do not terminate processing.

� VSAM clusters containing invalid control intervals (that is, lacking valid 
CIDF/RDF fields) cannot be processed by SQL*Loader.
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� If a VSAM GET request fails, then the return, component, and RPL feedback 
codes are reported and the load terminated.

� If the CLOSE of a VSAM cluster fails, then the return code and ACBERFL value 
are reported, but the already completed load is unaffected.

Return and related codes from OS/390 dynamic allocation and VSAM request 
macros are documented in the appropriate IBM documentation.

%$' DQG ',6&$5' )LOH &RQVLGHUDWLRQV ZLWK 96$0 ,QSXW

When an input record to SQL*Loader encounters an Oracle error during insertion or 
is not selected for insertion due to WHEN criteria, it is written to the BAD or DSC 
file, respectively.  These files are normally identical to the input data file in structure 
and format.

However, when a VSAM file is used as input to SQL*Loader, the BAD and DSC files 
remain non-VSAM in structure (as they are with non-VSAM input).  This eliminates 
the need to DEFINE additional VSAM files each time SQL*Loader is used with 
VSAM input.

With VSAM input, SQL*Loader normally requires the BAD and DSC files to use 
RECFM=V or VB and LRECL=Q, where Q is greater than or equal to the maximum 
record length of the input VSAM file.  Where the input VSAM file is known to have 
all records the same length (such as in an RRDS), you can use RECFM=F or FB and 
LRECL=[, where [ is the exact length of the input VSAM records.  Use caution 
when using this format for other than RRDS clusters, however, because VSAM has 
no mechanism to ensure all records in a KSDS cluster or ESDS cluster are actually 
the same size.

64//RDGHU 'LUHFW 3DWK
The SQL*Loader direct path (DIRECT option) has significant performance 
improvements for many data load applications.  Some of the performance 
improvements include reduced CPU usage and less time needed to perform a data 
load.  Refer to Oracle8 Server Utilities for a complete description of the SQL*Loader 
direct path.
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3HUIRUPDQFH

When you run SQL*Loader with the DIRECT set to TRUE option, performance is 
significantly influenced by the number of QSAM buffers available for processing 
the input file.  The number of buffers is controlled by the DCB BUFNO parameter 
value you specify when you allocate the data file.  The default value is five if you do 
not specify a BUFNO value.  You can dramatically increase the data load rate in 
DIRECT mode by increasing the number of buffers to 100 or more.

Tests show that 200 buffers can increase the data load rate by a factor of three or 
more over the data load rate with the default number of buffers.  SQL*Loader 
performance does not appear to improve with more than 200 buffers allocated for 
the input file.

Increase the number of buffers by providing a BUFNO value when the input file is 
allocated.  For example, if you are running SQL*Loader as a batch job, then provide 
100 buffers for the input file by allocating the file with the DCB=BUFNO=100 
parameter: 

��'$7$ '' '61 LQSXW�ILOH�QDPH�',63 6+5�'&% %8)12 ���

If you are running SQL*Loader from TSO, then provide 100 buffers for the input file 
by adding the BUFNO parameter to the ALLOC command that allocates the file: 

$//2& ),/(�'$7$� '$�®LQSXW�ILOH�QDPH®� 6+5 %8)12�����

Ensure the region available to SQL*Loader includes enough memory to hold the 
extra buffers.  For example, a file with a block size of 23 476 allocated with 100 input 
buffers requires 2 347 600 bytes of memory for the buffers.  Therefore, you might 
need to increase the region parameter value to 4M or more to run SQL*Loader with 
many buffers.

With 200 input file buffers available, SQL*Loader running with the DIRECT set to 
TRUE option can use more than 90% of one central processor, and attain data load 
rates of over 250K per second on some types of processors.  If you do not want 
SQL*Loader to use this much CPU, then reduce the data load rate by reducing the 
BUFNO value for the input file to 20 or less.

Each SQL*Loader session runs as a single OS/390 task and does not use more than 
one central processor in a multiprocessor complex.  For example, the maximum 
amount of CPU a single SQL*Loader session can use in a four-way processor 
complex is 25 percent.

To exploit more than one processor in a multiprocessor complex, use multiple 
SQL*Loader sessions, as documented in Oracle8 Server Utilities.
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7KH 2UDFOH 3URJUDPPDWLF ,QWHUIDFHV

Oracle8 for OS/390 supports two types of programmatic interfaces: Oracle 
Precompilers and the Oracle Call Interface.  Together, they allow precise control 
over SQL statement operations in a high-level source program.

Read this chapter for OS/390-specific information about using the Oracle 
Precompilers and the Oracle Call Interface under OS/390.  Sections in this chapter 
include:

7RSLF 3DJH

Oracle Precompilers 6-3

Specifying Input 6-3

Using the Precompilers 6-3

Oracle Call Interface 6-12

Running Oracle Precompilers Under CICS 6-14

Running OCI Under CICS 6-16

Running Oracle Precompilers Under IMS/TM 6-18

Running OCI Under IMS/TM 6-21
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The product-specific documentation for the Oracle Programmatic Interfaces is 
contained in:

� Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Precompilers

� Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Call Interface

� Programmer’s Guide to the Pro*C Precompiler

� Programmer’s Guide to the Pro*COBOL Precompiler

� Pro*FORTRAN Supplement to the Oracle Precompilers
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2UDFOH 3UHFRPSLOHUV
The Oracle Precompilers are used to process C, COBOL, or FORTRAN programs 
before passing them to their native compilers.  Oracle Precompilers translate 
embedded SQL statements in the programs into the appropriate native language 
statements and calls necessary to access the Oracle8 database server.  There are 
three parts involved in this process: precompiling, linking, and running.

6SHFLI\LQJ ,QSXW
When specifying precompiler input parameters, separate each parameter with one 
or more blanks.  Do not use a comma as a separator.

To specify a fully-qualified dataset name in the precompiler input parameters, use 
the /DSN/ or /DD/ specifications.  Do not use a quoted dataset name.

8VLQJ WKH 3UHFRPSLOHUV
There is a different Oracle Precompiler load module for each supported language.             

7DEOH �¤� /RDG 0RGXOH 3DUDPHWHU 9DOXHV IRU 26���� 6XSSRUWHG /DQJXDJHV

3URJUDP /DQJXDJH 0RGXOH 1DPH

C PROC               

COBOL PROCOB18 (version 1 precompiler)
PROCOB (version 8 precompiler)

FORTRAN PROFOR (version 1)
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Some of the Oracle Precompiler parameters require special attention when running 
under OS/390:   

Because there are many possible parameters for Oracle Precompilers, you might 
find it impossible to fit all the parameters in the 100 bytes OS/390 allows for 
parameters initially passed to user programs (from JCL or under TSO).  You can use 
the following methods to pass more than 100 bytes of parameter data to an Oracle 
Programmatic Interface: 

� Use the Oracle Precompiler EXEC ORACLE OPTION statement in your source 
program to specify some of the parameters.

This is a good way to specify options that do not change for each compile.  
Refer to the appropriate precompiler manual for information on the EXEC 
ORACLE OPTION statement.

� Use a parameter redirection operator to direct the Oracle Precompiler to retrieve 
parameters from an OS/390 file in addition to the OS/390 parameter field.  
Refer to Chapter 3, “Oracle8 Database Server and OS/390 Files”, for more 
information about parameter redirection.

INAME specifies the input dataset containing the source code, in any 
supported language, for the precompiler.  Refer to Chapter 3, “Oracle8 
Database Server and OS/390 Files”, for a description of how to specify 
OS/390 dataset names to the Oracle8 database server.  Typically, this 
operand is coded as shown in the following example: 

,1$0( �''�6<6,1

with a SYSIN DD statement pointing to the input source code.

ONAME specifies the dataset to contain the output from the Oracle 
Precompiler.  Refer to Chapter 3, “Oracle8 Database Server and 
OS/390 Files”, for rules on specifying OS/390 dataset names to the 
Oracle8 database server.  Typically, this operand is coded as:

21$0( �''�6<6381&+

with a SYSPUNCH DD statement pointing to a dataset that is passed 
as input to the native language compiler.

LNAME specifies the dataset to contain the listing from the Oracle Precompiler.  
Typically, this operand is coded as: 

/1$0( �''�6<635,17

with a SYSPRINT DD statement pointing to a SYSOUT dataset.
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6DPSOH -&/ 8VHG WR &DOO DQ 2UDFOH 3UHFRPSLOHU

The following example shows sample JCL used to call an Oracle Precompiler.  Use 
this example for programs written in any Oracle Precompiler language:

��35(&203/ (;(& 3*0 SFFBPRG� � 5HIHU WR 1RWH � �

�� 3$50 ®���''�6<63$50®

��67(3/,% '' '61 RUDQ�RUDY�&0'/2$'�',63 6+5

��6<635,17 '' 6<6287 

��6<6/,% '' '61 RUDQ�RUDY�65&/,%�',63 6+5

��352&)* '' '800< � 5HIHU WR 1RWH � �

��6<6,1 '' '61 � 5HIHU WR 1RWH � ��',63 6+5

��6<6381&+ '' '61 		3&&287�',63 ��3$66�'(/(7(��

�� 81,7 9,2 � 5HIHU WR 1RWH � �

��6<63$50 '' 

,1$0( �''�6<6,1

21$0( �''�6<6381&+

/1$0( �''�6<635,17

�

��6<6287 '' 6<6287 

��6<6(55 '' 6<6287 

��6<687� '' 81,7 9,2 � 5HIHU WR 1RWH � �

��6<687� '' 81,7 9,2

��6<687� '' 81,7 9,2 � 5HIHU WR 1RWH � �

([HFXWLRQ RI WKH 2UDFOH 3UHFRPSLOHU SURJUDP®V QDWLYH ODQJXDJH

FRPSLOHU JRHV KHUH� 7KH LQSXW GDWDVHW WR WKH FRPSLOHU VKRXOG EH

GDWDVHW �		3&&287� IURP WKH SUHYLRXV VWHS� �

��/.(' (;(& 3*0 ,(:/�

�� 3$50 ®;5()�/(7�/,67®

��6<635,17 '' 6<6287 

��6<6/,% '' '61 RUDQ�RUDY�64//,%�',63 6+5

�� '' � 5HIHU WR 1RWH � �

��6<6/02' '' � 5HIHU WR 1RWH � �

��7(;7 '' � 5HIHU WR 1RWH � �

��6<687� '' 81,7 9,2 �

��6<6/,1 '' 

,1&/8'( 6<6/,%�64/678%�

,1&/8'( 7(;7

� 5HIHU WR 1RWH � �

�
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1RWHV If you are running under CICS, then refer to “Running Oracle Precompilers 
Under CICS” on page 6-14.  If you are running under IMS/TM, then refer to 
“Running Oracle Precompilers Under IMS/TM” on page 6-18.

�� This is the name of the Oracle Precompiler load module.

�� Only PROCOB requires this DD statement.

�� This DD statement points to your Oracle Precompiler program source.

�� The output from the precompilation process is placed in this dataset.

�� If the ORECLEN parameter is larger than 132, then the DCB attributes must be 
specified in the SYSUT1 or SYSUT2 DD statements to set the LRECL equal to 
the ORECLEN value.  For example, the following statement sets the LRECL to 
200:

��6<687� '' 81,7 9,2�'&% �/5(&/ ����

�� Include additional libraries required by your program and any runtime libraries 
required by the native language.

�� This DD statement describes the library in which your linkedited Oracle load 
module is placed.

�� This DD statement points to the object output from your Oracle Precompiler 
program’s native language compiler.

�� Include any additional linkage editor statements you might require.

The following modules must be available when the program is run: 

� SQLANKOR

� ORADRV

� SSMVDLD

5HWXUQ &RGHV

The Oracle Precompiler utility sets a return code of 0 upon successful 
precompilation of source code.  A return code of 8 is set if the precompiler detects 
an irrecoverable error condition.  In this case, an error message is written to the 
dataset specified in the LNAME parameter passed to the Oracle Precompiler.
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3DUDPHWHUV

The parameters passed to the Oracle Precompiler utility must reside in an 
unnumbered dataset.  If the parameter file contains sequence numbers, then an 
irrecoverable error occurs and the Oracle Precompiler stops processing.

/LQNLQJ WKH 6WXE

User applications only need to linkedit a small stub module.  The stub is designed 
to contain the smallest amount of code possible.  It contains no code that depends 
on the Oracle routine being called, nor the parameters being passed to it.  At 
runtime, this stub module dynamically loads ORADRV.

The stubs contained in SQLLIB needed to support your precompiler applications 
and OCI are:    

SQLSTUB is the Oracle Precompiler interface stub.  This stub has entry points 
that resolve external references to SQL[[[ modules from the code 
generated by the Oracle Precompilers.  While running, the stub 
issues an operating system (OS) load for the SQL interface modules 
as needed.

This stub is linked into your application and need not be placed in 
any JOBLIB or STEPLIB.  To provide compatibility with prior 
releases, Oracle Corporation recommends referencing only SQLSTUB 
in linkedits.

HLISTUB is the interface stub used with programs written in IBM high-level 
languages (such as COBOL and FORTRAN) that use the Oracle Call 
Interface.  Do not use this stub with programs written in C.  Use 
HLISTUBC for C programs.

This stub is linked into your application and need not be placed in 
any JOBLIB or STEPLIB.

HLISTUBC is the interface stub used with programs written in C that use the 
Oracle Call Interface.

This stub is linked into your application and need not be placed in 
any JOBLIB or STEPLIB.
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5XQQLQJ 8QGHU 762

To use an Oracle Precompiler application under TSO (by the CALL command or as 
a command processor), ensure an EXEC SQL COMMIT WORK RELEASE or EXEC 
SQL ROLLBACK WORK RELEASE statement is run before the program ends.  
Otherwise, an abend with completion code A03 occurs when the program attempts 
to end.  The RELEASE request ensures Oracle cleanup actions are taken, in 
particular the removal of an OS/390 subtask that is used to handle TSO computer 
attention signals.

'LVDEOLQJ 3$�

Because the Oracle attention exit is called by pressing the [PA1] key, the TSO TEST 
processor, which also uses the [PA1] key, cannot be used with Oracle applications 
unless the attention exit is disabled.  To disable the Oracle attention exit, you must 
append NOSTAX to the Oracle connection string.  For example, the following string 
connects user SCOTT to the ORA1 subsystem using cross memory services and 
disables the attention exit: 

6&277�7,*(5#=�25$��1267$;

Currently you cannot disable the attention exit with the ORA#VVQ DD statement; 
you must supply the full connection string.

When the Oracle attention exit is disabled, you cannot cancel long-running SQL 
operations.

The IBM TSO TEST processor does not support cross memory mode operations.  
Because Oracle applications perform all database operations in cross memory 
mode, you cannot escape to TSO TEST when an Oracle application is performing 
operations within the database.

5XQWLPH 2UDFOH 0RGXOHV

If you are running under CICS, then refer to “Running Oracle Precompilers Under 
CICS” on page 6-14.  If you are running under IMS/TM, then refer to “Running 
Oracle Precompilers Under IMS/TM” on page 6-18.

All the stub routines needed to support Oracle Precompiler applications and OCI 
are contained in the SQLLIB library.  However, the discrete parts of the interfaces 
are packaged into load modules located in the CMDLOAD library.  Oracle 
Precompiler applications are linked with SQLSTUB and the underlying support 
routine is ORADRV.  OCI is linked with HLISTUB.  The underlying support routine 
is in ORADRV.
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The CMDLOAD library also contains other modules critical to the operation of the 
Oracle Precompilers and OCI:    

0DNLQJ WKH 0RGXOHV $FFHVVLEOH

Because customer programs accessing the Oracle8 database server use the Oracle 
Precompilers or OCI, the runtime modules must be available at runtime for 
dynamic loading by interface stubs.  You can use one of the following methods to 
make these modules available:

� Place the modules in the dataset named by the STEPLIB or JOBLIB DD 
statement.  The cataloged procedures provided for running Oracle utilities 
include a STEPLIB DD statement for the CMDLOAD library for this purpose.

� Place the modules in a library included in the system LINKLIST (as defined by 
the LNKLST[[ member of SYS1.PARMLIB).

� Place the reentrant modules in the PLPA.  While you can place ORADRV in the 
PLPA, SQLANKOR cannot be placed in the PLPA because it is not reentrant 
and must be handled by one of the previously described techniques.

� Use the ORA$LIB facility to make the modules available at run time.

ORADRV is the SQL and OCI interface module.  This is a reentrant module 
containing the SQL and OCI interfaces.

SQLANKOR is the SQL storage anchor module.  This is a small, nonreentrant 
module used by the SQL interface stub to store the location of the 
private area used by the ORADRV interface.  This module must be 
placed in a library available to Oracle tools, Oracle Precompiler 
applications, and OCI applications at runtime (STEPLIB, JOBLIB, 
or the system LINKLIST).

It is not possible to use the ORA$LIB facility to point to the 
SQLANKOR module.

SSMVDLD is the reentrant load module used by the ORA$LIB facility in its 
search for Oracle modules.  This module must be placed in a 
library available to Oracle tools, Oracle Precompiler applications, 
and OCI applications at runtime (STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or the system 
LINKLIST).

It is not possible to put SSMVDLD in ORA$LIB.  SSMVDLD uses 
this library to perform its functions.
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25$�/,% )DFLOLW\

The Oracle Precompiler and OCI interface stubs first search for the ORA$LIB DD 
statement.  If the statement is present, then they search the library for ORADRV.  
This makes it possible for an installation to test the new driver module without 
modifying the PLPA or changing existing STEPLIBs or JOBLIBs. 

'LDJQRVWLF ,QIRUPDWLRQ
If there are unresolved external references for symbols whose names are in the 
format SQL[[[ (where [[[ is a series of numbers or letters), then the linkage 
editor cannot find one or more of the subroutines called by the generated code 
produced by the Oracle Precompiler.  Ensure SQLSTUB is included in the linkedit.  
This stub resolves any calls in the generated code.  If SQLSTUB is correctly 
included, then the problem is probably caused by a missing entry point to the stub 
routine and Oracle Support Services can be contacted.

During Oracle utility or program operation, you can receive OS/390 message 
IEA703I.  This message is usually followed by an error code of the form [06-Q 
(where [ = 1, 3, 8, and so forth, and Q is a reason code) and indicates the utility had 
a problem loading ORADRV.  Consult the IBM MVS/ESA System Codes manual to 
determine why ORADRV cannot be loaded and correct the problem.

2SWLRQV 1RW 6XSSRUWHG

The CONFIG option is not supported under OS/390.  There are no system 
configuration files under OS/390.  Oracle Corporation recommends you use the 
same method as previously used.  For example, PARM=’++/DD/GGQDPH
RSWLRQ� RSWLRQ� � �’.  This serves the same function as a configuration file.

3UR&

The load module for the Oracle Pro*C Precompiler is PROC.

1RWH� It is not possible to use the ORA$LIB facility to point to SQLANKOR or 
SSMVDLD.
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3UR&2%2/

The load module for the Oracle Pro*COBOL Precompiler version 1 is PROCOB18.  
The load module for the Oracle Pro*COBOL Precompiler version 8 is PROCOB.  

The default MAXLITERAL for Pro*COBOL is 120.  If you supply a MAXLITERAL 
value, then it is rounded down to the fullword boundary (for example, 50 to 48).

In the generic Oracle documentation, SQL library function parameters are often 
documented with a data type of INTEGER.  In OS/390, integers are a fullword and 
must be defined in COBOL as S9(8) COMP fields.  An S9(4) definition generates a 
halfword that is the default integer size on some operating systems.  This can cause 
problems when migrating applications from other operating systems to OS/390.  
For example, a call to SQLIEM expects an integer MESSAGE_LENGTH as the 
second parameter.  Define a MESSAGE_LENGTH field as PIC S9(8) COMP in your 
program.  A call to SQLGLM expects the second and third parameters, 
BUFFER_SIZE and MESSAGE_LENGTH respectively, to be integers.  As with 
SQLIEM, they must be defined as PIC S9(8) COMP fields.

5HWXUQ IURP D 64/ &DOO

Oracle Pro*COBOL does not use the COBOL RETURN-CODE special register to 
return information about the most recently run SQL statement.  Consequently, the 
RETURN-CODE variable contains unpredictable values when returning from a SQL 
call that is issued immediately before the program terminates.  This value is then 
used as the completion code.

3UR)2575$1

The load module for the Oracle Pro*FORTRAN Precompiler is PROFOR.

Some versions of IBM VS FORTRAN version 2 have calling sequences that are 
incompatible with the Oracle Precompilers.  Unless manually overridden, these 
calls attempt to pass a parameter string to calling subroutines that include entries 
for character string lengths.  The Pro*FORTRAN Precompiler and OCI routines 
assume these extra parameter list entries are not present; if they are present, then 
unpredictable results occur.  Procedures for circumventing the problem while still 
using the early compiler are in the IBM VS/FORTRAN Programming Guide.  More 
recent compilers from IBM do not have this problem.

1RWH� Pro*COBOL Precompiler version 8 only supports the IBM VS COBOL II 
compiler, not older compilers.
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2UDFOH &DOO ,QWHUIDFH

OCI is a set of application programming interfaces that allow you to manipulate 
data and schema in an Oracle8 database.  You compile and linkedit a nondatabase 
application.  There is no need for a separate preprocessing or precompilation step.   

8VLQJ WKH 2UDFOH &DOO ,QWHUIDFH

Only programs written in C can use the Oracle8 database server using the OCI 
documented in the Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Call Interface.  The following 
considerations for OS/390 apply:

� When binding numeric values to do date arithmetic in a SQL statement, you 
might need to use parentheses to inform the Oracle8 database server to expect a 
numeric value.  For example, the following statement can cause an invalid data 
type message when the BIND call occurs: 

6(/(&7 6<6'$7( � ��

However, the following statement produces the correct results: 

6(/(&7 6<6'$7( � �� � ���®

1RWHV�  

1.  With Oracle8, many OCI functions are defined with function names that are 
longer than eight characters.  However, many older OS/390 compilers are unable to 
support these long names.  In order to support all OS/390 users with a single set of 
functions, Oracle Corporation has defined a short version for each of the long 
names.  These short names are used in two different ways, depending on the host 
language containing the OC function calls.

C language programs should be coded to use the long names exactly as they appear 
in the Oracle generic documentation.  When compiling such a program, the 
Oracle-specific macro MVS_ORAOCI must be defined.  The OCI.H header file 
contains code that automatically maps the coded long name to the internal short 
name without further action being necessary.

OCI programs in all other languages must code the short names.  Refer to Appendix 
B, “Short Names for Oracle8 for OS/390”, which contains a cross-reference between 
the documented long names and the internal short names.

2.  OCI callbacks are not supported.
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� The failure of a SQL operation in an outstanding transaction causes the 
automatic rollback of that transaction.

� IBM compilers always pass parameters by reference, not by value (except for C).      

� When linkediting programs that use OCI, include the SQLLIB library in the 
SYSLIB DD statement.  You must also include a linkage editor control 
statement, INCLUDE for HLISTUB (for applications written in languages other 
than C) or HLISTUBC (for programs written in C).

The JCL in the following example can be used to linkedit a non-C OCI 
application: 

��/.(' (;(& 3%0 ,(:/�3$50 �;5()�/(7�/,67�

��6<635,17 '' 6<6287 

�RWKHU OLQNDJH HGLWRU -&/ VWDWHPHQWV IROORZ�

��6<6/,% '' '61 RUDQ�RUDY�64//,%�',63 6+5

�RWKHU '' VWDWHPHQWV UHTXLUHG IRU RWKHU OLEUDULHV IROORZ�

��6<6/,1 '' 

,1&/8'( 6<6/,%�+/,678%�

�RWKHU OLQNDJH HGLWRU FRQWURO VWDWHPHQWV IROORZ�

�

� When running an OCI application, the ORADRV, SSMVDLD, and SQLANKOR 
modules must be available at runtime.

Refer to “Making the Modules Accessible” on page 6-9 for more information.  
SSMVDLD and SQLANKOR cannot be loaded using the ORA$LIB facility and 
must be made accessible using one of the other methods.

'DWD 7\SHV

9DULDEOH /HQJWK &KDUDFWHU 6WULQJV

Variable length character strings (data type 5) are supported only by the C and 
Assembler compilers.
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)XOOZRUGV DQG +DOIZRUGV

All integer values are addressed by the OCI routines as fullwords, not halfwords, 
unless they are part of a data structure.  Generally, define integer values as 
fullwords: 

)2575$1� ,17(*(5��

&2%2/� 3,&785( 6���� &203�

)ORDWLQJ 3RLQW 3UHFLVLRQ

The Oracle8 database server maintains floating point numbers to a high level of 
precision (38 decimal places).  When a floating point value is placed into a user’s 
floating point format, the low-order binary digits are truncated rather than 
rounded.  This can lead to peculiar problems of precision.  When retrieving floating 
point values from the Oracle8 database server, it is always best to do it using the 
Oracle ROUND function, specifying the required number of decimal places to 
return.

2SWLRQDO RU 0LVVLQJ 3DUDPHWHUV

Missing (unused) parameters in a calling sequence are represented by values of 
negative 1.

5XQQLQJ 2UDFOH 3UHFRPSLOHUV 8QGHU &,&6
Use Oracle Access Manager for CICS to have CICS transactions issue SQL 
statements using COBOL or C programs to access an Oracle8 database server 
anywhere in your network.  Neither Oracle Access Manager for CICS nor Oracle 
Access Manager for IMS/TM support FORTRAN.

Oracle Precompiler applications written to run under CICS are no different from 
other Oracle Precompiler applications from an Oracle8 database server point of 
view.  A CICS transaction can access DL/I databases or VSAM datasets in addition 
to Oracle tables.  However, there are special considerations to be aware of when 
using Pro*C or Pro*COBOL applications with CICS transactions.
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'HVLJQ &RQVLGHUDWLRQV

CICS applications must follow normal CICS coding techniques.  A transaction that 
accesses an Oracle8 database server has the following components: 

� The base program, written in COBOL or C that includes the control logic.

� The SQL statements that retrieve, update, delete, or insert the Oracle data.

The Programmer’s Guide to the Pro*COBOL Precompiler and the Programmer’s 
Guide to the Oracle Precompilers explain how to code SQL statements and embed 
them in a program.  The following example shows how to do this in COBOL:

(;(& 64/

6(/(&7 HQDPH�MRE

,172 �HPS�QDPH� �HPS�MRE

)520 (03

:+(5( (0312  �HPS�QXP

(1'�(;(&�

The variables preceded with a colon (�) are host variables and must be declared 
in the EXEC SQL BEGIN/END DECLARE section.

� The CICS services and functions that are coded using command level CICS.

The transaction must use the techniques presented in the appropriate IBM CICS 
documentation and the Pro*C or Pro*COBOL documentation.

CICS transactions communicate with a CICS computer through the normal CICS 
mechanisms.  Input is received using the CICS RECEIVE function and output is sent 
to the computer with the CICS SEND function.  No Oracle messages are sent 
directly to the user at the computer.  Thus, the user notices no difference when a 
transaction is accessing Oracle data.

3DVVLQJ &RQWURO 8VLQJ /,1.�;&7/

One consideration applies to user written programs under CICS that pass control to 
other programs through LINK/XCTL.  Any explicitly opened cursor must be closed 
before control is passed to another program if Oracle COMMITs are being used.  A 
COMMIT WORK RELEASE can be used instead of closing the cursor for user 
written programs.
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3URJUDP 3UHSDUDWLRQ

When preparing Oracle COBOL or C programs for operation under the control of 
IBM CICS, you must perform the following steps: 

�� Preprocess your program through an Oracle Precompiler.

�� Translate CICS commands with the CICS translator.

�� Compile with a COBOL or C compiler.

�� Linkedit, ensuring the CICS SQLCICS is linked instead of SQLSTUB, the TSO, 
and batch version.

The Oracle Precompilers examine each SQL statement and translate it into the 
corresponding calls to the database.  The Oracle Precompilers must be run before 
the CICS translator, as the CICS translator issues warning messages for each EXEC 
SQL statement it encounters.  Refer to the machine-readable samples in SRCLIB for 
JCL to process COBOL or C programs.

5XQQLQJ 2&, 8QGHU &,&6
Several considerations apply to user-written programs running OCI under CICS.

1RWH� All Precompiler applications must be linkedited with AMODE set to 31.  
There are no special requirements for RMODE.

1RWH� OCI callbacks are not supported.
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8QVXSSRUWHG &DOOV

The following OCI calls are not supported under CICS and cause the linkage editor 
to fail:

In addition, if an application specifies callback functions as parameters to the 
following functions, they are ignored:

� OCILobRead

� OCILobWrite

2PLWWHG 3DUDPHWHUV

Omitted length parameters can be indicated by a value of -1.  All other omitted 
parameters must be indicated by a value of 0.

� OBIND                 � OCIPasswordChange              

� OBINDN � OCIServerAttach              

� OCIAQDeq                      � OCIServerDetach             

� OCIAQEnq                  � OCISvcCtxToLda                   

� OCIBindDynamic                    � OCITransCommit                   

� OCIBreak                 � OCITransDetach                  

� OCIDefineDynamic                   � OCITransForget                  

� OCIEnvInit                   � OCITransPrepare                   

� OCIInitialize                 � OCITransRollback                

� OCILdaToSvcCtx                 � OCITransStart                     

� OCILogoff                    � ORLON   

� OCILogon                   �
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5XQQLQJ 2UDFOH 3UHFRPSLOHUV 8QGHU ,06�70
To run Oracle Precompiler programs in an IMS/TM environment, you must install 
and configure Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM.  Oracle Access Manager for 
IMS/TM supports the operation of Oracle Pro*COBOL and Pro*C applications in an 
IMS MPP, IFP, or BMP region.  It also supports the use of OCI, as discussed in 
“Running OCI Under IMS/TM” on page 6-21.

From an IMS perspective, transaction programs accessing Oracle data have no 
special requirements.  The normal IMS calls for input and output message 
processing, data access, and synchronization operate as usual.  Interspersed with 
these are your Oracle EXEC SQL statements to define data elements and run Oracle 
SQL.  The program source code is first processed through the Oracle precompiler, 
then it is compiled and linked following the normal procedures your installation 
uses for IMS applications.  At linkedit time, you must include two small pieces of 
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM object code.  One provides the program 
interface to Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM and the other identifies the specific 
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM instance, essentially the target Oracle8 
database server, the application is to use.

Programs can access and update both IMS and Oracle data within a single 
synchronized transaction.  Transactions can also access and update DB2 data.  
However, the DB2 and Oracle access logic must be separated into distinct source 
programs that are precompiled and compiled separately and then linked to act as a 
single transaction program.

There are a number of special considerations involved in writing applications for 
use with Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, including:

� Connecting to the Oracle8 database server

� Synchronizing updates

� SQL statement restrictions

� Oracle precompiler options
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&RQQHFWLQJ WR WKH 2UDFOH� 'DWDEDVH 6HUYHU

Normally an Oracle application issues an EXEC SQL CONNECT statement to 
connect to the database or databases to be accessed.  This statement specifies the 
Oracle userid and password and, optionally, the logical address or identifier of the 
target database.

With Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, applications are not permitted to issue 
the CONNECT statement.  The target database address, the Oracle userid, and the 
Oracle password are configured outside the program, at the IMS subsystem level.  
The program is linked with a small piece of object code called a language interface 
token (LIT) that designates which Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM instance and 
which Oracle8 database server is to be accessed.  The Oracle userid and password, if 
any, are specified to IMS based on the IMS PSB name for the application.

A program used with Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM can directly access only a 
single Oracle8 database server, the one associated with the LIT with which the 
program module is linked.  The Oracle Precompiler mechanics for establishing 
multiple database connections are not supported with Oracle Access Manager for 
IMS/TM.

If a program running under Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM control issues an 
EXEC SQL CONNECT statement, then it is abnormally terminated.

6\QFKURQL]LQJ 8SGDWHV

The Oracle8 database server updates are normally synchronized with the EXEC 
SQL COMMIT and EXEC SQL ROLLBACK statements.  Programs running under 
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM control are required to use the native IMS 
functions (such as SYNC and ROLB) to synchronize both Oracle and non-Oracle 
updates together.  Programs attempting to use the Oracle COMMIT or ROLLBACK 
function end abnormally.

64/ 6WDWHPHQW 5HVWULFWLRQV

Programs used with Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM can only use Oracle data 
manipulation language (DML) SQL statements.  Programs attempting to use data 
definition language (DDL) or data control language (DCL) statements such as 
CREATE TABLE or GRANT receive an Oracle error code indicating improper use of 
distributed transaction mechanics.
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2UDFOH 3UHFRPSLOHU 2SWLRQV

The Oracle Precompiler MODE option lets you specify one of several alternatives to 
normal Oracle SQL processing behavior that cause applications to adhere more 
closely to ANSI/ISO rules.  These options work properly under Oracle Access 
Manager for IMS/TM.  For example, if MODE is set to ANSI, the cursors are closed 
with each transaction.

When programs run under control of Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, the 
native Oracle COMMIT and ROLLBACK functions are prohibited.  Oracle 
COMMIT and ROLLBACK processing is triggered by IMS DLI calls (such as GU, 
SYNC, ROLL, or ROLB).

(UURU 3URFHVVLQJ

Oracle errors that are considered application-oriented are always returned to the 
transaction program to be handled by application logic.  These include message 
ORA-0001 (GXSOLFDWH NH\ LQ DQ LQGH[ FROXPQ ZLWK D XQLTXH

FRQVWUDLQW), all errors in the range of messages ORA-1400 to ORA-1489, and 
user-defined error range messages ORA-20[[[.  It is up to the application 
developer to include suitable error-handling logic for these types of errors.

All other Oracle errors are considered system-oriented.  This includes errors 
associated with loss of the connection to the target Oracle8 database server and 
simpler errors such as ORA-0942 WDEOH RU YLHZ GRHV QRW H[LVW.  How 
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM handles these errors is determined by an IMS 
option called the region error option (REO).  The REO can specify that system errors 
are to be passed to the transaction for handling that is identical to 
application-oriented errors.  Alternatively, the REO can specify that system errors 
abend and requeue, or abend and discard the transaction.  Which REO option to use 
is decided by the application developer and the IMS administrator.  The REO is not 
specified by or in the application program.  It is an IMS region configuration 
parameter.
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5XQQLQJ 2&, 8QGHU ,06�70
When using OCI to develop an Oracle application running under IMS, guidelines 
similar to those for precompiler programs apply.  The OCI functions for logon, 
logoff, commit, and rollback, including the autocommit control calls OCON and 
OCOF, are prohibited.  If you use OCI version 7, then Oracle Access Manager for 
IMS/TM automatically initializes the LDA data area with the required connection 
information on the program’s first OCI call.  Updates to the Oracle8 database server 
are synchronized with IMS native SYNC and ROLB functions.

As with precompiler applications, Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM does not 
support the use of DDL or DCL SQL statements in an OCI program.

8QVXSSRUWHG &DOOV

The following OCI calls are not supported under IMS/TM and cause the linkage 
editor to fail:

Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM supports both version 7 and version 8 OCI 
functions.  OCON and OCOF are only supported for version 7.  For version 8, use 
OCIStmtExecute with mode parameter OCI_COMMIT_ON_SUCCESS.  If you 
specify OCI_COMMIT_ON_SUCCESS with version 7, then the mode parameter is 
changed to OCI_DEFAULT. 

1RWH� OCI callbacks are not supported.

� OCIDefineDynamic                   � OCISessionBegin                

� OCIEnvInit                   � OCISessionEnd                

� OCIInitialize                 � OCISvcCtxToLda                   

� OCILdaToSvcCtx                 � OCITransCommit                   

� OCILogoff                    � OCITransDetach                  

� OCILogon                   � OCITransForget                  

� OCIPasswordChange              � OCITransPrepare                   

� OCIServerAttach              � OCITransRollback                

� OCIServerDetach             � OCITransStart                     

�
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3UHSDULQJ DQ 2UDFOH 3UHFRPSLOHU RU 2&, 3URJUDP IRU ,06�70

Except for the precompiler MODE option, there are no special considerations in 
precompiling an application for Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM.  When 
compiling the precompiler output or an OCI program, follow the conventions your 
installation normally uses for IMS applications.  Oracle Access Manager for 
IMS/TM programs use the same compile-time structures, such as inclusion files, as 
non-IMS Oracle programs.

The linkedit of an Oracle Precompiler or OCI program running as an IMS 
transaction differs from the CICS, TSO, and batch linkedits.  Two pieces of Oracle 
Access Manager for IMS/TM object code must be included:

� The linking stub, AMILS

� A LIT module, which is generated and named by the person who configured 
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM on your system

The linkedit inclusions associated with CICS, TSO, and batch Oracle applications 
(such as SQLSTUB and HLISTUB) are not used when linking for IMS.

/LQNLQJ 6WXE

The linking stub contains all entry points required to resolve application OCI calls 
and the calls generated by the Oracle Precompiler or designated as explicitly 
callable in precompiler documentation.  The stub is included in the linkedit of any 
Oracle program running in an IMS region and the entry points receive control 
directly from the program’s OCI or SQLLIB calls.  The main purpose of the stub is 
to: 

� Build information describing the function call

� Locate the LIT for the target Oracle8 database server

� Route control to the IMS ESAF request handler

� Postprocess return or error codes that result
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2UDFOH $FFHVV 0DQDJHU IRU ,06�70 /DQJXDJH ,QWHUIDFH

The Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM language interface is also linked with 
Oracle IMS application program code.  It is nothing more than a four-character 
value (the LIT) identifying the target Oracle8 database server.

Your installation must have a separate language interface module for each distinct 
target Oracle8 database server.  A single default language interface module 
containing a specified LIT is shipped with the product.  Your installation can 
generate additional interface modules for LITs using an Assembler language macro 
that is also provided.  Only one Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM language 
interface module can be included in a given application program.

The following example illustrates a linkedit step for an Oracle application to be 
used with IMS.  The example assumes:

� Prior steps in the same job precompiled and compiled the application program.  
The compiler object code output is passed in temporary dataset &&OBJSET.

� The Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM linking stub is installed in dataset 
RUDQ�RUDY.SQLLIB.

� The installation has generated an Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM LIT 
named AMILI020 for the target Oracle8 database server and placed it in the 
same dataset as the linking stub.

� The application program module is to be linked into existing dataset 
IMS1.TEST.APPLIB with the name PRGL08.

��/.(' (;(& 3*0 ,(:/�

�� 3$50 ®/,67�;5()�5(17�5()5�$02'( ���502'( $1<®

�5HIHU WR 1RWH ��

��6<635,17 '' 6<6287 

��6<6/,% '' ',63 6+5�'61 ,06��'(9�6<6/,% �5HIHU WR 1RWH ��

��$0,/,% '' ',63 6+5�'61 RUDQ�RUDY�64//,% �5HIHU WR 1RWH ��

��6<6/02' '' ',63 6+5�'61 ,06��7(67�$33/,%

��6<6/,1 '' ',63 �2/'�'(/(7(��'61 		2%-6(7

�� '' 

,1&/8'( $0,/,%�$0,/6�

,1&/8'( $0,/,%�$0,/,����

� DGGLWLRQDO OLQNHGLW FRQWURO VWDWHPHQWV �5HIHU WR 1RWH ��

1$0( 35*/���5�

�
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1RWHV

�� The linkage editor PARM values shown are typical but are not required by 
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM.  Use the same PARM values used for a 
non-Oracle IMS transaction with the same characteristics and written in the 
same language.

�� The example includes a SYSLIB specification but this is not required by Oracle 
Access Manager for IMS/TM.  If your normal IMS linkedit does not use 
autocall, then you can include the NCAL option in the PARM field and omit the 
SYSLIB DD statement.

�� If the application uses OCI version 8 functions, then AMILS must be from 
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM release 8.0.4.  Applications prior to 
version 8 that have been linked to AMILS versions prior to Oracle Access 
Manager for IMS/TM version 8 can still be run without relinking.

�� Your programming language or standard IMS practices might call for 
additional linkage editor control statements such as INCLUDE, ENTRY, and 
others.  These are not affected by Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM and can 
be supplied as usual.

Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM does affect the application linkedit slightly.  
The included code is less than 10K bytes in size.  It does contain a number of 
external names, all beginning with AMI, SQL, and O (the OCI routines).  
Unsupported OCI functions result in a return code of 8 from the linkedit step.  The 
LIT module contains a CSECT named by the person who generated the LIT.
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�
64/3OXV

The primary interface to the Oracle8 database server, SQL*Plus provides a powerful 
environment for querying, defining, and controlling data.

This chapter describes accessing and running SQL*Plus commands and procedures 
in an OS/390 environment.  The following sections are in this chapter:

The information in this chapter supplements the primary documentation for 
SQL*Plus found in the SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference Manual.

7RSLF 3DJH

Running Under TSO 7-2

Attention Processing 7-3

Running in Batch 7-4

SQL*Plus Profiles 7-5

The SQL*Plus HOST Command 7-6

SQL*Plus Time Usage Information 7-8

Using OS/390 Editors from SQL*Plus 7-8

Dataset Enqueuing 7-9

Restricting User’s Privileges in SQL*Plus 7-10

Exiting SQL*Plus 7-10

Usage Notes 7-11

Unsupported Functions 7-12
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5XQQLQJ 8QGHU 762
To access SQL*Plus as a command processor, use the following syntax: 

64/3/86 >�6@ >XVHULG>�SDVVZRUG>#GULYHUBSUHIL[�GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ@@@

>#VWDUWBILOH@

where:    

All parameters are optional to SQL*Plus.

According to the following syntax, the following command example connects 
Oracle user SCOTT to the Oracle subsystem named ORA1.  This automatically runs 
the SQL statements contained in member INITIAL in dataset TEST.ORACLE.SQL:

64/3/86 6&277�7,*(5#:�25$� #�'61�7(67�25$&/(�64/�,1,7,$/�

-S calls SQL*Plus silently.  The initial banner and the 
command prompts are not displayed.  If used, then -S 
must be specified immediately following the SQLPLUS 
command.

XVHULG is the Oracle userid.

SDVVZRUG is the Oracle password associated with XVHULG.

GULYHUBSUHIL[ is the driver prefix you are using.

GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ is the target database information.  If your connection is 
made using OS/390 services, then this must be a valid 
Oracle subsystem name.  If your connection uses Net8, 
then this must be a valid Oracle8 database server name 
and additional connect string information is required by 
Net8.

The GULYHUBSUHIL[ and GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ 
must immediately follow SDVVZRUG with no 
intervening spaces.

For more information about using Net8 connect strings, 
refer to the Net8 Administrator’s Guide.

VWDUWBILOH specifies a SQL command file to start after SQL*Plus 
initialization.  This string must be separated from 
XVHULG and SDVVZRUG by at least one blank to 
indicate it is a start file and not a database pointer.
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$WWHQWLRQ 3URFHVVLQJ
Use of the [PA1] or [Attn] key interrupts the operation of SQL*Plus.  Using the 
attention interrupt is useful when you enter a command producing results you did 
not expect or are not interested in viewing.

SQL*Plus does not support the NOSTAX attribute in the attention interrupt process.

3URFHVVLQJ 6WDWHV

Because the computer operator can issue an attention interrupt at any time, the 
attention exit responds differently depending upon the processing state of 
SQL*Plus.  Regardless of the processing state, the following message is displayed: 

�

2UDFOH $771�

If the [PA1] key is pressed during a running query or update, then the operation is 
canceled.  The Oracle8 database server returns the following error message, 
acknowledging the cancel: 

(UURU� 25$������ XVHU UHTXHVWHG FDQFHO RI FXUUHQW RSHUDWLRQ

If the [Attn] key is pressed during a running query, then the query might continue 
to retrieve and display a number of rows before the cancel is acknowledged.  The 
query sometimes continues because the [Attn] key operates asynchronously.  Any 
messages queued to the user before the attention interrupt are displayed.

If there is no update or query running, then SQL*Plus waits for other user input.

%DWFK 3URFHVVLQJ

Because attention processing cannot occur in the OS/390 batch environment, 
attention processing considerations do not apply to SQL*Plus operations in batch.
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5XQQLQJ LQ %DWFK
You can call SQL*Plus in the batch environment by running the ORASQL JCL 
procedure.  This procedure is created during the Oracle8 database server 
installation process.  Consult with your DBA or systems programming staff for the 
location of this procedure.  A copy of the procedure is reproduced in the following 
example: 

��25$64/ 352& ,1'(; RUDQ�

�� /,%9 RUDY�

�� 6<6287 ®6<6287 ®

��25$64/ (;(& 3*0 64/3/86�5(*,21 �0

��67(3/,% '' '61 	,1'(;��	/,%9��&0'/2$'�',63 6+5

��6<6287 '' 	6<6287�'&% �/5(&/ ����%/.6,=( �����5(&)0 9%�

��6<6(55 '' 6<6287 �'&% �/5(&/ ����%/.6,=( �����5(&)0 9%�

��25$35,17 '' 6<6287 

When running this JCL procedure, include additional DD statements referring to 
other datasets required for proper operation of the utility.

The following JCL illustrates the use of the procedure described in the previous 
example: 

��86(5�-2% -2% ��������

��67(3� (;(& 25$64/�3$50 ®6&277�7,*(5®

��25$#VVQ '' '800<

��6<6,1 '' '61 6&277�25$&/(�64/�64/678))��',63 6+5

Note the additional DD statements: 

� ORA#VVQ, where VVQ is the subsystem name of the Oracle8 database server to 
which you want to connect.  This statement is required only when the 
subsystem name is not specified in the SQL*Plus logon string.

�  SYSIN, which contains the SQL commands you want to run.
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Use this procedure as a model for creating your own JCL procedures conforming to 
your installation’s policies.

To pass parameters to SQL*Plus in the batch environment, use the JCL PARM field.

You can also access the Oracle8 database server through the terminal monitor program 
(TMP) in batch mode.  In this case, refer to “Running Under TSO” on page 7-2.  File 
allocations required in TSO access are also required in batch mode.

64/3OXV 3URILOHV
During initialization, SQL*Plus searches for an allocation to the SQLLOGIN DD 
statement.  If a file is allocated to this DD statement, then it is opened for input and 
the contents are run automatically, one command at a time, until an EOF is 
encountered.  This DD statement points to a file that can contain any valid SQL or 
SQL*Plus statements you want run with each log on to SQL*Plus.

If the file allocated by the SQLLOGIN DD statement is not found during 
initialization, then the following messages are displayed: 

(5525 23(1,1* �''�64//2*,1� ''1$0( 67$7(0(17 0,66,1* 25 0,663(//('

81$%/( 72 23(1 ),/(� ��''�64//2*,1�

These messages signal an unsuccessful SQLLOGIN allocation and you are provided 
with the normal SQL prompt.  This message display is not an error condition.  It 
merely indicates automatic running of SQL or SQL*Plus statements at startup did 
not occur.

If you are not using automatic running of SQL or SQL*Plus statements at startup 
and do not want to receive these messages, then use the DUMMY parameter in the 
dataset allocation.
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A short SQLLOGIN profile example is shown in the following figure:

)LJXUH �¤� 6DPSOH 64//2*,1 3URILOH

7KH 64/3OXV +267 &RPPDQG
Use the SQL*Plus HOST command to use a variety of commands and utilities from 
within SQL*Plus.

5XQQLQJ 762�( &RPPDQGV

The SQL*Plus HOST command lets you run TSO/E commands from within 
SQL*Plus:

64/! +267 6(1' ®*22' 0251,1*® 86(5�60,7+�

The HOST command is valid only in native TSO/E and cannot be used in batch 
mode.

&DOOLQJ &/,67V

The SQL*Plus HOST command lets you use CLISTs from within SQL*Plus.  To run a 
CLIST, use: 

64/! +267 FOLVW

where FOLVW is the name of the CLIST to run.

VHW HFKR RII

VHW IHHGEDFN �

VHW PHVVDJH RQ

VHW HFKR RQ

VHOHFW  IURP GDLO\BUHPLQGHU�
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&DOOLQJ 26���� (GLWRUV

Call an OS/390 editor using the SQL*Plus HOST command: 

64/! +267 (',7 ILOHQDPH 2/' '$7$

or 

64/! +267 ,63) �

0XOWLSOH 64/3OXV 3URFHVVHV

Use the HOST command from within SQL*Plus with a different Oracle userid to 
start a new, separate SQL*Plus process.  Other Oracle utilities can also be called, 
subject to available memory.

5HWXUQ &RGHV IURP WKH 64/3OXV +267 &RPPDQG

The HOST command under SQL*Plus returns codes as shown in the following 
table.  (IKJEFTSR is an IBM TSO command processor.)    

     

5HWXUQ &RGH ([SODQDWLRQ

0 Normal completion of a command.

rc= command If greater than 0, then return code from command; if less than 0, abend 
completion code from command.

9000 Command terminated by attention ([PA1] or [Attn] key).

90[[ IKJEFTSR parameter error; [[ is the reason code.  Refer to the IBM 
TSO/E Guide for more information.

9995 Cannot find IKJEFTSR to call.

9996 IKJEFTSR parameter error.

9997 Internal IKJEFTSR failure.

9998 Invalid IKJEFTSR parameter residency (MVS/XA only).

9999 Unknown IKJEFTSR return (>28 decimal).
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64/3OXV 7LPH 8VDJH ,QIRUPDWLRQ
SQL*Plus provides two means of gathering time usage information:  the TIMING 
and SET TIMING commands.  Refer to the SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference 
Manual for more information about TIMING and SET TIMING.

7KH 7,0,1* &RPPDQG

The TIMING command is used to record and display time usage statistics.  The 
timing data returned has the following format: 

(ODSVHG [�[[�[[�[[� XVHU�&38 \�\\ VHF

where:   

7KH 6(7 7,0,1* &RPPDQG

The SET TIMING command is used to display time usage information.  The 
information returned by the SET TIMING command is displayed after each 
SQL*Plus command is run.  The timing data returned has the following format: 

(ODSVHG [�[[�[[�[[� XVHU�&38 \�\\ VHF

where: 

8VLQJ 26���� (GLWRUV IURP 64/3OXV
You can use the following OS/390 editors with SQL*Plus:

� TSO

� ISPF

[�[[�[[�[[ is the amount of time since the current timing area started.

\�\\ is the amount of CPU-time used since the current timing area 
started.

[�[[�[[�[[ is the amount of time since the SQL*Plus command was issued.

\�\\ is the amount of CPU-time used to run the SQL*Plus command.
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7KH 762 (GLWRU

SQL*Plus lets you edit external files or the current SQL buffer.  Edit files by using 
the editing commands (such as CH/ROG/QHZ/) or by calling an external editor of 
your choice.

The EDIT command, without a parameter, copies the current SQL buffer to an 
OS/390 dataset.  The name of this dataset is determined by the EDITFILE variable 
of the SET command.  Default values for EDITFILE and SUFFIX are AFIEDT and 
SQL, respectively.  Following is the default dataset name:

WVRBSUHIL[�$),('7�64/

The call fails if there is nothing in the SQL buffer.  EDIT calls the specified editor, 
passing the file name as the first parameter.  If the editor can take the file name as 
an input argument, then the invocation of EDIT places you in an editor session with 
the dataset already loaded.

Exiting the editor reloads the updated file into the SQL buffer and returns control to 
SQL*Plus.

7KH ,63) (GLWRU

To support the ISPF editor, the editor must be defined as ISPF using a 
DEFINE_EDITOR command from the command line or from a profile.  Once the 
editor is defined as ISPF, the ISPLINK interface is dynamically loaded when a 
SQL*Plus EDIT command is issued.

You cannot use /DD/ with the EDIT command to access a DD concatenation.  
Instead, you must use /DSN/, as in the following example: 

(',7 �'61�*-21(6�25$&/(�64/�64/678))�

'DWDVHW (QTXHXLQJ
When you begin editing a member with ISPF, ISPF obtains an exclusive ENQ for 
QNAME SPFEDIT and a 52-byte RNAME consisting of the dataset name and 
member.  ENQ is held during the entire edit session.  When you save the member, 
ISPF obtains a second exclusive ENQ for QNAME SPFEDIT and a 44-byte RNAME 
containing only the dataset name.  ISPF opens the PDS for output, writes the edited 
member, and closes the PDS.  The two enqueues are released in the order they were 
obtained.

For more information about the enqueue mechanism used by Oracle tools, refer to 
Chapter 2, “Using the Oracle8 for OS/390 Subsystem”.
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When you open an output PDS with the SQL*Plus SPOOL command, the Oracle 
runtime library obtains the same two enqueues, but must obtain them both 
immediately when the dataset is opened for output.  Both enqueues are held until 
the dataset is closed by the SPOOL OFF command or by exiting SQL*Plus.

5HVWULFWLQJ 8VHU©V 3ULYLOHJHV LQ 64/3OXV
The DBA can use the PRODUCT_USER_PROFILE table, located in the SYSTEM 
account, to disable certain SQL*Plus commands for a user.  You might be able to use 
the PRODUCT_USER_PROFILE table with your applications.  For more 
information about the PRODUCT_USER_PROFILE table, consult with the DBA for 
your system and refer to the SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference Manual.

([LWLQJ 64/3OXV
To exit SQL*Plus, you can enter the following: 

64/!(;,7 >UHWXUQ FRGH NH\ZRUG _ YDULDEOH@

or 

64/!48,7 >UHWXUQ FRGH NH\ZRUG _ YDULDEOH@

QUIT is a synonym for the EXIT command.

The EXIT command lets you specify an operating system return code.  This enables 
you to run SQL*Plus command files in batch mode and detect any unexpected 
events.  Under OS/390, the return code values are:         

The syntax for the EXIT command is described in the SQL*Plus User’s Guide and 
Reference Manual.

&RPPDQG &RQGLWLRQ 5HWXUQ &RGH

SQL>EXIT SUCCESS 0

FAILURE 1

WARNING 1

�YDULDEOH! Value of �YDULDEOH!

SQL.SQLCODE Return code from the last SQL operation to the 
database
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6SRROLQJ 64/3OXV 2XWSXW

When using the SQL*Plus SPOOL command, SQL*Plus uses a default output file 
suffix of LST.

8VDJH 1RWHV
There are special considerations for the following:

� Special characters

� String concatenation

� Input line truncation

� SQL*Plus ASCII function

� SQL*Plus ## on OS/390

6SHFLDO &KDUDFWHUV

The SQL symbol for negation is the exclamation point.  For not equal, �! is 
recommended.

6WULQJ &RQFDWHQDWLRQ

The SQL*Plus symbol for concatenation under OS/390 is a either broken vertical 
bar or the solid vertical bar.  The solid bar is preferred.

A string concatenation function, CONCAT, provides an alternative to using the 
broken vertical bar character for concatenation.  Installations that do not have 
computer keyboards with the broken vertical bar can use this function.  For 
installations where the broken vertical bar is available on the computer keyboards 
and where portability to environments with other character sets is not important, 
the broken vertical bar character can be used.

The CONCAT function has the syntax: 

&21&$7�®[®�®\®�

where [ and \ are the strings to concatenate.  The quotes in the syntax are required.

For example, the following statement selects rows where the employee name is 
CLARK:

6(/(&7  )520 (03 :+(5( (1$0(  &21&$7�®&/®�®$5.®��
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,QSXW /LQH 7UXQFDWLRQ

SQL*Plus currently truncates, without warning, input lines exceeding 255 
characters.

7KH 64/3OXV $6&,, )XQFWLRQ

Under OS/390, the SQL*Plus ASCII function can cause confusion.  Contrary to 
what the name implies, the ASCII function does not convert an EBCDIC value to its 
ASCII equivalent.

The ASCII function takes a character, in this case EBCDIC, and returns the number 
representation for that character in the given character set.  For example, the ASCII 
value of A is 193 (ASCII(’A’)=193).  The inverse function is CHR (meaning, 
CHR(193)=’A’).

64/3OXV ## RQ 26����

SQL*Plus provides partial support for the ## command on OS/390.  When the ## 
command is entered from a keyboard, it is fully supported.  For example, if the TSO 
prefix is SCOTT and the suffix is SQL, entering the @@ABC command locates file 
SCOTT.ABC.SQL and runs it.

However, when the @@ command is enclosed in a SQL script and invoked 
indirectly, it is not supported.  For example, SQL script xxx contains the statement 
@@ABC.  Running the following examples 

#�'61�6&277�[[[�64/

#�'61�6&277�7(67�64/�[[[�

#[[[

encounters error message (UURU RSHQ ��'61�$%&�� G\QDOORF

IDLOXUH� 8QDEOH WR RSHQ ILOH ��'61�$%&�:

8QVXSSRUWHG )XQFWLRQV
The following functions are not supported:

� SPOOL OUT  

� SET NEWPAGE 0 

� RUNFORM
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6322/ 287

The SPOOL OUT function documented in the SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference 
Manual is not supported in OS/390 in the TSO or batch environments.  To spool to a 
dataset that is automatically printed, you can use the following steps:

�� Allocate a DDname to SYSOUT:

��6322/(' '' 6<6287 

�� Spool the output of the query to the preallocated DDname: 

64/! 6322/ �''�6322/('

6(7 1(:3$*( �

Using SET NEWPAGE 0 in SQL*Plus in OS/390 does not clear the screen between 
logical pages on a 3270 computer.  NEWPAGE 0 only applies to printed output.

581)250

The RUNFORM command is unavailable.  You receive an error message when you 
enter the RUNFORM command.
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Net8 is an optional Oracle product providing distributed database and processing 
capabilities.  Net8 for OS/390 supports network communications between Oracle 
applications and Oracle8 database server systems across different OS/390 systems 
or foreign operating systems.

This chapter discusses the Net8 architecture and the transparent network substrate 
(TNS) subsystem.  It contains the following sections:

For product-specific information, refer to the Net8 Administrator’s Guide.

7RSLF 3DJH

Net8 Overview 8-2

Net8 for OS/390 Architecture 8-3

Protocol Task Overview 8-4

Connecting to a Server 8-7

TNS Connect Descriptors for OS/390 8-7

Locating the TNS Subsystem 8-10

Net8 with the Parallel Server Option 8-11

Advanced Networking Option Encryption 8-13
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1HW� 2YHUYLHZ

Net8 supports network communications between Oracle applications and Oracle8 
database server systems or gateways across different images or operating systems.

Net8 also allows applications to connect to multiple Oracle8 database servers across 
a network, selecting from a variety of communications protocols and APIs to 
establish a distributed processing and distributed database environment.

A communication protocol is a set of implemented standards or rules governing 
data transmission across a network.  An API is a set of subroutines providing an 
interface for application processes to the network environment.

'LVWULEXWHG 3URFHVVLQJ

Dividing processing between a front-end computer running an application and a 
back-end computer used by the application is known as distributed processing.  
Net8 enables an Oracle tool or application to connect to a remote computer 
supporting an Oracle8 database server or gateway.

'LVWULEXWHG 'DWDEDVH

Several databases linked through a network, appearing to a user as a single logical 
database, are known as a distributed database.  Oracle tools running on a client 
computer can share and obtain information retrieved from other remote Oracle8 
database servers or gateway systems.  Regardless of the number of database 
information sources, the user might only be aware of one logical database.
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1HW� 7HUPLQRORJ\

The following terms are used to explain the architecture of Net8 for OS/390:

1HW� IRU 26���� $UFKLWHFWXUH

The architecture of TNS on OS/390 is different from the architecture of TNS on 
other platforms.  On OS/390, TNS is implemented as a complete OS/390 subsystem 
running in its own address space, separate from the Oracle subsystem.  All 
communication with the TNS subsystem is performed by the Oracle8 database 
server or client using a cross memory interface that maps the generic TNS API into 
cross memory calls.  All protocol-specific code runs inside the TNS subsystem, 
isolating it from operation environment changes in TSO, batch, CICS, IMS, and the 
Oracle8 database server.  The TNS subsystem provides a constant running 
environment for the protocol-specific code and allows accommodation of vendor 
restrictions without affecting the users of Net8.

Host is the computer on which the database resides and that runs the 
Oracle8 database server or an Oracle gateway.

Server is the Oracle8 database server instance.

Client is the application using a Net8 driver to communicate with a server.  
A server is also considered a client if it initiates a connection with 
another server.

Protocol is a set of standards governing the operation of a communication 
link.

Driver is part of Net8 supporting a given network protocol or 
communication method.

Network is a configuration of devices and software connected for 
information interchange.
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)LJXUH �¤� 1HW� IRU 26���� $UFKLWHFWXUH

3URWRFRO 7DVN 2YHUYLHZ

The following protocols are supported: 

� APPC/LU6.2

� IBM Sysplex Cross Coupling Facility (IXCF)

� IBM TCP/IP High Performance Native Sockets (HPNS)

� IBM TCP/IP Virtual Machine Communication Facility (VMCF)

� KNET TCP/IP

� SNS/TCPaccess TCP/IP            

� Net8 Cross Memory Driver (for version 8 Oracle Transparent Gateways only)        

2UDFOH $FFHVV 0DQDJHU IRU &,&6

1HW� FURVV PHPRU\ FDOOV

2UDFOH $FFHVV 0DQDJHU IRU ,06�70

1HW� FURVV PHPRU\ FDOOV
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$33&�/8���

For client and server support, Net8 APPC/LU6.2 uses the Net8 TNTL protocol task 
running in the TNS address space and an SNA network to support network 
communications between the Oracle8 database server or any Oracle8 for OS/390 
client and any remote Net8 APPC/LU6.2 client or server.

1HW� ,;&)

For client and server support, Net8 IXCF uses the IBM OS/390 cross-system 
coupling facility and the TNTX protocol task running in the TNS address space.  
This configuration supports network communications between the Oracle8 
database server or any Oracle8 for OS/390 client within an OS/390 sysplex.

,%0 7&3�,3 +316

Net8 supports release 3.2 of the IBM TCP/IP.  This enables support for High 
Performance Native Sockets (HPNS).  This release of IBM TCP/IP also lets you use 
dynamic name services (DNS) for name resolution when configuring your Net8 and 
TCP/IP network.

For client and server support, Net8 IBM TCP/IP uses the TCP HPNS 
implementation from IBM, the TNTJ protocol task running in the TNS address 
space, and a TCP/IP network to support network communications between the 
Oracle8 database server or any Oracle8 for OS/390 client and any remote Net8 
TCP/IP client or server.

,%0 7&3�,3 90&)

For client and server support, Net8 IBM TCP/IP VMCF uses the TCP 
implementation from IBM, the TNTI protocol task running in the TNS address 
space, and a TCP/IP network to support network communications between the 
Oracle8 database server, OS/390 TSO, Oracle Access Manager for CICS or IMS/TM, 
or batch client, and any remote Net8 TCP/IP client or server.

VMCF support reads the TCP host name from one of two places:

� It first attempts to obtain the information from the HOSTNAME DD statement 
specified in your TNSPROC, if any.  For more information, refer to the Oracle8 
Enterprise Edition for OS/390 Installation Guide.

� If no HOSTNAME DD statement is specified in your TNSPROC, then it reads 
the TCP host name from the active OS/390 VMCF SSVT control information.  
This SSVT control information is loaded during IPL.
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.1(7 7&3�,3

For client and server support, Net8 KNET TCP/IP uses the TCP implementation 
from Spartacus Corporation, the TNTK protocol task running in the TNS address 
space, and a TCP/IP network to support network communications between the 
Oracle8 database server or any Oracle8 for OS/390 client and any remote Net8 
TCP/IP client or server.

616�7&3DFFHVV 7&3�,3

For client and server support, Net8 TCP/IP SNS/TCPaccess uses the TCP 
implementation from Interlink, the TNTA protocol task running in the TNS address 
space, and a TCP/IP network to support network communications between the 
Oracle8 database server or any Oracle8 for OS/390 client and any remote Net8 
TCP/IP client or server.

The ACSSID startup parameter can be used to specify the Interlink subsystem 
names if the defaults are not being used at your site.

1RWHV IRU 7&3�,3 3URWRFROV

The following notes apply to all of the TCP/IP protocols:

� There can be only one active TCP/IP protocol task per TNS address space.

� KEEPALIVE is activated for all of the TCP/IP protocols at initialization time.  
The KEEPALIVE function is implemented in place of the Net8 generic dead 
connection detection feature.  KEEPALIVE tracks the remote TCP connections 
for any line and connection failure.  If a failure occurs within a specified time, 
then KEEPALIVE terminates the TCP session.

1HW� &URVV 0HPRU\ 'ULYHU

The Net8 cross memory driver is required for database link cross memory 
connections between an Oracle8 for OS/390 server and version 8 Oracle 
Transparent Gateways.  It is not a general purpose cross memory driver and is used 
exclusively for gateway access.  It does not require TNS to be installed.
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&RQQHFWLQJ WR D 6HUYHU
To use Net8 for OS/390 in client mode, the connect string must include an alias 
defined in the TNSNAMES file or a valid TNS connect descriptor.

To use the descriptors defined in the TNSNAMES file in a TSO session, allocate:

$//2& )�7161$0(6� '$�®25$�64/1(7�&17/�WQVQDPH�®�

To connect to a remote database with an alias of ORAUNIX using SQL*Plus, the 
following connect string can be used: 

64/3/86 6&277�7,*(5#25$81,;

The definition for alias ORAUNIX is defined in the dataset allocated to DDname 
TNSNAMES with: 

25$81,; �'(6&5,37,21 

�$''5(66 

�35272&2/ 7&3�

�+267 +481,;�

�3257 �����

�661 716��

�&211(&7B'$7$ 

�6,' 81,;���

Oracle Corporation recommends you define all your databases in a public dataset 
accessible by all users so they can connect to databases using aliases instead of TNS 
connect descriptors.

For more information about using Net8 connect strings, refer to the Net8 
Administrator’s Guide.

716 &RQQHFW 'HVFULSWRUV IRU 26����
OS/390 considerations for specifying TNS connect descriptors is described in the 
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 Installation Guide.  Refer to this book for more 
information.
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7&3�,3 $GGUHVVHV

The syntax for the TCP/IP address portion of a TNS connect descriptor on OS/390 
is described as:

�35272&2/  7&3�

�+267  KRVWQDPH�

�3257  SRUWBQXP�

�661  VVQ�

where: 

$33&�/8��� $GGUHVVHV

The syntax for the APPC/LU6.2 address portion of a TNS connect descriptor on 
OS/390 is: 

�35272&2/  /8���

�1$0(  OXQDPH�

�02'(  PRGHQDPH�

�731  WSQDPH�

�661  VVQ�

KRVWQDPH is the host nickname as defined to TCP/IP or the host internet 
address as a decimal value.  This host name must be specified in 
the local HOSTS.SITEINFO file.

SRUWBQXP is the TCP/IP port number on which the target database is 
listening.

VVQ is the TNS subsystem name through which the connection can be 
made.  This parameter is only valid on OS/390.

1RWH� If the IBM TCP/IP VMCF protocol is being used, then the host name 
specified in an OS/390 client connection descriptor must be defined in the local 
HOSTS.SITEINFO file.
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where:

1HW� ,;&) $GGUHVVHV

The syntax for the TNTX address portion of a TNS connect descriptor on OS/390 is 
described as:

�35272&2/  ,;&)�

�0(0%(5  PHPEHUBQDPH�

�7$5*(7  WDUJHWBPHPEHUBQDPH�

�661  VVQ�

where:

OXQDPH is the SNA LU name of the remote database server.

PRGHQDPH is the VTAM logmode entry name used for the connection.  This is 
specified only if the default logmode entry is not appropriate.

WSQDPH is the transaction program name started at the remote end of the 
connection.  Refer to the port-specific documentation for the remote 
system for further information.  This parameter is not required for 
OS/390 servers; but if provided, it might be set to any string with a 
maximum of eight characters.

VVQ is the TNS subsystem name through which the connection can be 
made.  This parameter is only valid on OS/390.

PHPEHUBQDPH specifies the local member name.

WDUJHWB

PHPEHUBQDPH

is an optional parameter specifying the specific remote IBM 
IXCF member to which to connect (usually an Oracle8 
database server member name).  If this parameter is not 
defined, then TNTX connects to any IXCF member in the 
active IXCF members list in the specified IXCF group.

VVQ specifies the TNS subsystem name through which the 
connection can be made.  This parameter is only valid on 
OS/390.
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1HW� &URVV 0HPRU\ 'ULYHU $GGUHVVHV

The syntax for the Net8 cross memory driver portion of a TNS connect descriptor 
on OS/390 is:

DOLDVQDPH �'(6&5,37,21 

�$''5(66 

�35272&2/ ;0�

�68%6<6 VXEV\VWHPQDPH�

�%8))(56,=( ^EXIIHUVL]H_����`��

�+6 2.��

where:

/RFDWLQJ WKH 716 6XEV\VWHP
All protocol work is performed in the TNS subsystem address space.  The 
subsystem name is used to locate the address space.  The default name is TNS.

If you are using a subsystem name other than TNS, then identify it to Net8 by one 
of the following methods: 

� In the SSN keyword in the connect string 

� In a TNS#VVQ DD statement, where VVQ is the TNS subsystem name 

The second method might be more convenient, but is overridden by the SSN 
parameter.

DOLDVQDPH is the name used to reference this connection description.

VXEV\VWHPQDPH is the name of the OS/390 subsystem used by the instance.

EXIIHUVL]H is the size of the communication buffer used.  The default of 
8192 is recommended for remote operations.

+6 is a keyword required only for Oracle Transparent 
Gateways version 8.
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To change the default TNS subsystem name for connect descriptors, which do not 
include the SSN parameter, add the following statement in a batch job: 

��716#VVQ '' '800<

or issue the following command under TSO: 

$//2& ''�716#VVQ� '800<

The second method must be used when connecting to a UNIX multithreaded server 
or a WindowsNT server using the APPC/LU6.2 protocol.

1HW� ZLWK WKH 3DUDOOHO 6HUYHU 2SWLRQ
For client and server support on a sysplex system, Net8 IXCF uses the IBM OS/390 
cross-system coupling facility and the TNTX protocol task running in the TNS 
address space.  This configuration supports network communications between the 
Oracle8 database server or any Oracle8 for OS/390 client within a sysplex 
environment.

&RQQHFWLQJ WR D 6HUYHU 8VLQJ 1HW� ,;&)

To use Net8 for OS/390 in client mode, the connect string must include an alias 
defined in the TNSNAMES file or a valid TNS connect descriptor.  For example, to 
connect to a remote database with an alias of ORAMVS1 using SQL*Plus, the 
following connect string is used: 

64/3/86 6&277�7,*(5#25$096�

The definition for alias ORAMVS1 is defined in the client dataset allocated to 
DDname TNSNAMES as:

25$096� �'(6&5,37,21 

�$''5(66 

�35272&2/ ,;&)�

�0(0%(5 %,//�

�7$5*(7 096��

�661 716�

�

�

In client mode, MEMBER is only used for identification purposes.

Oracle Corporation recommends you define all your databases in a public dataset 
accessible by all users.  They can then connect to databases using aliases instead of 
TNS connect descriptors.
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The following example shows the descriptor used by an OS/390 server instance to 
listen for a Net8 IXCF connection.  This definition is defined in the server dataset 
allocated to DDname MPMTNS:

096� �'(6&5,37,21 

�$''5(66 

�35272&2/ ,;&)�

�0(0%(5 096��

�661 716�

�

�

When the Oracle8 database server opens a database link, it uses the alias defined in 
the server dataset allocated to DDname TNSNAMES.  The following example 
shows the description used by an Oracle8 for OS/390 instance to connect to another 
Oracle8 for OS/390 instance in the sysplex:

25$096� �'(6&5,37,21 

�$''5(66 

�35272&2/ ,;&)�

�0(0%(5 '%��

�7$5*(7 096��

�661 716�

�

�

Starting TNTX

To start TNTX in the TNS subsystem, use the TNS START command after the TNS 
subsystem is initialized.  The syntax is:

67$57 ,;&) >*5283 V\VSOH[BJURXSBQDPH@

where V\VSOH[BJURXSBQDPH specifies a user-defined Net8 IXCF group within 
the sysplex.  All TNS subsystems associated with parallel server instances must be 
in the same group.  The default name is ORANET.
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$GYDQFHG 1HWZRUNLQJ 2SWLRQ (QFU\SWLRQ
Net8 supports CHECKSUM and the Export encryption algorithms.  The following 
sections describe a basic method of verifying this feature, if it is to be used by your 
site.  The easiest way to tell if Advanced Networking Option (ANO) encryption is 
attempting to work is to deliberately set wrong configuration parameters and 
attempt a connection between the server and client.  Incorrect parameters cause the 
connection to fail.

After receiving the expected failure message, set the configuration parameters to the 
correct settings and try the connection again.  You can assume ANO encryption is 
working properly if no further error messages are received.

The following procedures test ANO encryption by this method.  The incorrect 
parameter settings produce error 12660.

6HWWLQJ 8S $12 (QFU\SWLRQ IRU 7HVW

&KHFNOLVW IRU 6HWWLQJ 8S $12 (QFU\SWLRQ

�� Set ANO encryption parameters for the server

�� Set ANO encryption parameters for the client

1RWH� The international or Export version of ANO encryption supports the 
following encryption types:

� des40

� rc4_40
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6WHS �� 6HW $12 (QFU\SWLRQ 3DUDPHWHUV IRU WKH 6HUYHU

Use ISPF to edit the Net8 configuration file on the OS/390 system (server system) to 
add the following parameters and values; or, if the server is remote (not OS/390), 
use the appropriate editor for the server platform to change SQLNET.ORA.

64/1(7�&5<372B&+(&.680B6(59(5  5(-(&7('

64/1(7�(1&5<37,21B6(59(5  5(-(&7('

64/1(7�&5<372B&+(&.680B7<3(6B6(59(5  �0'��

64/1(7�(1&5<37,21B7<3(6B6(59(5  �'(6���5&�B���

64/1(7�&5<372B6(('  �DEFGHIJ�

The value shown for SQLNET.CRYPTO_SEED is only an example.  Set it to the 
value you want.  Refer to the Advanced Networking Option Administrator’s Guide for 
more information.

6WHS �� 6HW $12 (QFU\SWLRQ 3DUDPHWHUV IRU WKH &OLHQW

Edit the Net8 configuration file on the client system to add the following 
parameters:

64/1(7�&5<372B&+(&.680B&/,(17  5(48,5('

64/1(7�(1&5<37,21B&/,(17  5(48,5('

64/1(7�&5<372B&+(&.680B7<3(6B&/,(17  �0'��

6/41(7�(1&5<37,21B7<3(6B&/,(17  �'(6���5&�B���

64/1(7�&5<372B6(('  �DEFGHIJ�

The value shown for SQLNET.CRYPTO_SEED is only an example.  Set it to the 
same value used on the server system.

7HVWLQJ $12 (QFU\SWLRQ

After completing Steps 1 and 2 of the configuration procedure, you are ready to test 
the operation of the ANO encryption.

&KHFNOLVW IRU 7HVWLQJ $12 (QFU\SWLRQ

�� Connect client and server

�� Reset configuration parameters on server
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6WHS �� &RQQHFW &OLHQW DQG 6HUYHU

Attempt a connection between the server and client systems.  You receive the 
following error message:

25$������� (QFU\SWLRQ RU FU\SWR�FKHFNVXPPLQJ SDUDPHWHUV LQFRPSDWLEOH

6WHS �� 5HVHW &RQILJXUDWLRQ 3DUDPHWHUV RQ 6HUYHU

Change the ANO encryption parameters on the server to:

64/1(7�&5<372B&+(&.680B6(59(5  5(48,5('

64/1(7�(1&5<37,21B6(59(5  5(48,5('

Attempt the connection between the client and server again.  If no error message is 
returned and the connection completes, then ANO encryption is working properly.
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�
2UDFOH 5HSRUWV

Oracle Reports, developed on other systems, can run on OS/390 systems and access 
Oracle8 database servers on the local OS/390 system, or on remote systems using 
Net8.  This chapter discusses how to migrate Oracle Reports developed on these 
systems to run on OS/390.

This chapter contains the following sections:

7RSLF 3DJH

Oracle Reports Load Modules 9-3

Printer Definition Files 9-3

Global-Scope and User-Scope Preference Files 9-3

Setting Up Your Database to Store Reports 9-4

FNA Filetypes 9-4

Allocate Resource File Dataset 9-5

Sample JCL for Oracle Reports 9-5

Transferring Oracle Reports to OS/390 9-6

CRTL_TEMPATTR Environment Variable 9-7

Preparing User Exits Under OS/390 9-7

Writing Oracle Reports User Exits in a High-Level Language 9-9
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Oracle Reports replaces SQL*ReportWriter.  In addition to this chapter, the 
following product-specific documentation is available for Oracle Reports:

� Building Reports with Oracle Reports

� Oracle Reports Reference Manual

� Oracle Reports Migration Guide

� Oracle Reports Error Messages and Codes
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2UDFOH 5HSRUWV /RDG 0RGXOHV
Oracle Reports under OS/390 supports the following load modules: 

� R25CONV

� R25RUN

When run with the �" parameter, each load module displays its valid parameters.

Refer to the Oracle Reports Reference Manual for a complete description of their 
functions.

3ULQWHU 'HILQLWLRQ )LOHV
A minimum printer definition for OS/390 must contain the following entries:

35,17(5 �SULQWHUBQDPH�

%(7:((1 3$*(6 +(;�&�

$)7(5 5(3257 +(;�&�

5(7851 � �

/,1()((' +(;����

The AFTER REPORT and BETWEEN PAGES entries do not work correctly unless 
the output report file has a RECFM of FBA or VBA.

*OREDO�6FRSH DQG 8VHU�6FRSH 3UHIHUHQFH )LOHV
Oracle Reports supports global-scope and user-scope preference files.  Oracle 
Reports reads the global preference file from ORA$GPRF DDname and reads the 
user preference file from ORA$UPRF DDname.  The preference files are not needed 
when using Oracle Reports in batch mode.  When running in batch mode, allocate 
the ORA$GPRF and ORA$UPRF DDnames to DUMMY.

1RWH� The DESTYPE=MAIL parameter is not supported.
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6HWWLQJ 8S <RXU 'DWDEDVH WR 6WRUH 5HSRUWV
Installing Oracle Reports for OS/390 sets up your database to store reports.  Oracle 
Reports release 2.5 supports only centralized tables, not individual user tables.

)1$ )LOHW\SHV
Oracle Reports for OS/390 uses the following FNA filetypes:     

The following filetypes can be stored in a PDS:

� LIS           

� REX             

� PRT       

The following filetypes cannot be stored in a PDS:

� RDF        

� REP        

� RES        

Refer to the Oracle Reports Reference Manual for descriptions of the filetypes.

LIS is a print or listing file for DESTYPE=FILE.

PRT is the printer definition.

RDF is a nonportable report definition file that can be converted to other 
report formats.  It must have a RECFM of F and must be allocated in a 
single extent.

REP is a compact, nonportable report definition file that cannot be converted 
to other report formats.  It must have a RECFM of F.

RES is a resource file.  Currently there is one required resource file, DE.RES.  
RES files must have a RECFM of F.

REX is a portable report definition file.  It must have a RECFM of V or VB.

SQL is for external queries.
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$OORFDWH 5HVRXUFH )LOH 'DWDVHW
You must allocate the resource file dataset.  The resource file is included on the 
distribution tapes.  It is installed into dataset RUDQ�RUDY.REPORTS.RES by the 
REPINST job.  When you allocate the dataset, you must use an FNA entry to direct 
the RES filetype to the dataset you use.  For example, use the following FNA entry 
while running Oracle Reports:

)6$�)7<3(�5(6� )1$0(�®�'61�RUDQ�RUDY�5(32576���5(6®��

6DPSOH -&/ IRU 2UDFOH 5HSRUWV
The following JCL examples are provided for Oracle Reports:

6DPSOH -&/ IRU 5��581 

��

��65:�581 (;(& 3*0 5��581�

�� 3$50 ®���''�3$50,1®

��67(3/,% '' '61 RUDQ�RUDY�&0'/2$'�',63 6+5

��6<635,17 '' 6<6287 

��6<6287 '' 6<6287 

��6<6(55 '' 6<6287 

��25$#VVQ '' '800< �   25$#661 �25$&/( 68%6<67(0 1$0(�

��25$�)1$ '' '61 WVRLG�)1$�5��)1$��',63 6+5

��6<6,1 '' '800<

��3$50,1 '' 

86(5,' 6&277�7,*(5

5(3257 5(3257�

'(61$0( 5(3257�

%$7&+ <(6

'(67<3( ),/(

'(6)250$7 ')/7

�

��
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6DPSOH -&/ IRU 5��&219

��65:�&19 (;(& 3*0 5��&219�

�� 3$50 ®���''�3$50,1®

��67(3/,% '' '61 RUDQ�RUDY�&0'/2$'�',63 6+5

��6<635,17 '' 6<6287 

��6<6287 '' 6<6287 

��6<6(55 '' 6<6287 

��25$#VVQ '' '800< �   25$#661 �25$&/( 68%6<67(0 1$0(�

��25$�)1$ '' '61 WVRLG�)1$�5��)1$��',63 6+5

��6<6,1 '' '800<

��3$50,1 '' 

86(5,' 6&277�7,*(5

6285&( 5(3257�

67<3( 5(;),/(

'(67 5(3257�

'7<3( 5')),/(

29(5:5,7( <(6

��

��

6DPSOH )1$ &RQWURO )LOH 5(3)1$

)6$� )7<3(�/,6� )1$0(�®�'61��5(32576�/,6���®��

)6$� )7<3(�5')� )1$0(�®�'61��5(32576���5')®��

)6$� )7<3(�5(3� )1$0(�®�'61��5(32576���5(3®��

)6$� )7<3(�5(;� )1$0(�®�'61��5(32576�5(;���®��

)6$� )7<3(�5(6� )1$0(�®�'61�RUDQ�RUDY�5(32576���5(6®��

)6$� )7<3(�64/� )1$0(�®�''�64/���®��

)6$� )7<3(�357� )1$0(�®�'61�RUDQ�RUDY�5(32576�357���®��

7UDQVIHUULQJ 2UDFOH 5HSRUWV WR 26����
Oracle Reports generated on the client platform (for example, Microsoft Windows95 
or WindowsNT) can be transferred to the OS/390 platform by using ftp to send 
REX.FILE (.rex) reports in text mode.  The REX.FILE (.rex) reports must then be 
converted to RDF.FILE (.rdf) by using the OS/390 R25CONV program.

Alternatively, reports can be saved in the Oracle8 for OS/390 database from the 
Oracle Developer tool on the client (Microsoft Windows95, WindowsNT).  These 
reports must also be converted to the OS/390 RDFFILE using the R25CONV 
program.
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&57/B7(03$775 (QYLURQPHQW 9DULDEOH
On OS/390, the CRTL_TEMPATTR environment variable is used in place of the 
REP_TMP environment variable to override the default allocation of a temporary 
file.  Refer to Chapter 2, “Using the Oracle8 for OS/390 Subsystem”, for more 
information.

Specifying secondary extents is not supported.

3UHSDULQJ 8VHU ([LWV 8QGHU 26����
The restrictions and differences that apply to Oracle Reports user exits under 
OS/390 are discussed in this section.  Except as noted, user exits function as 
described in the Oracle Reports Reference Manual.

User exits are located using the OS/390 LOAD macro and receive control from 
Oracle Reports through a direct branch once they are loaded.  The user exit must be 
available through a STEPLIB or ORA$LIB DD statement at the time Oracle Reports 
is run.

/LQNDJH &RQYHQWLRQV

Oracle Reports passes arguments to user exits using standard OS/390 linkage 
conventions.  The second and third arguments are different from the arguments 
described in the Oracle Reports Reference Manual.  The arguments passed to the 
Oracle Reports user exits are: 

�� The address of the command line, exactly as entered on the field menu of the 
report definition.

�� The address of the length of the first word on the command line.  Because the 
first word on the command line is always the name of the exit itself, this value 
can be used to quickly index into the parameters after the exit name.

�� The address of a 256-byte error message return buffer.  This area, SRWERB, is 
described in the Oracle Reports Reference Manual.

3UHSURFHVVLQJ

If the user exit does not use the Oracle Precompiler EXEC SQL facilities, then the 
user exit does not require preprocessing with the Oracle Precompiler.  Otherwise, 
the user exit does require preprocessing with the Oracle Precompiler.
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&RPSLOLQJ

Compile your Oracle Reports user exit just like any other OS/390 application.  
Oracle Reports does not require special parameters or libraries.

/LQNLQJ

If your Oracle Reports user exit does not use EXEC SQL calls, then link the exit like 
any other OS/390 application.  If you are using a high-level language, then the 
entry point for your exit needs to be the interface stub described in “Writing Oracle 
Reports User Exits in a High-Level Language” on page 9-9.

6SHFLDO &RQVLGHUDWLRQV

The following considerations apply: 

� User exits do not need to be predefined to Oracle Reports.  The GENXTB utility 
is not used and you do not need to relink Oracle Reports to add user exits.

� User exits are located with the OS/390 LOAD macro.  User exit names cannot 
be longer than eight characters.  They follow the same syntax rules used for 
OS/390 load modules.  All characters are alphanumeric and the name must 
start with an alphabetic or national character.

� Names are not case sensitive.  Lowercase is converted to uppercase before the 
exit is loaded.  This applies only to the exit name.  The operands are passed to 
the exit as coded.

� Under OS/390, the address of the SRWERB field is passed to the user exit.  If a 
user exit wants to indicate an error to Oracle Reports and display the message 
in the report, then the message text must be copied to SRWERB before returning 
from the exit.  SRWERB is 256-bytes long.

� There are four prepackaged user exits present in the product:  RWECPF, 
RWECAT, RWEATS, and RWECTY.  Because these names are not dynamically 
loaded, the names of your user exits must differ from these four names.
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:ULWLQJ 2UDFOH 5HSRUWV 8VHU ([LWV LQ D +LJK�/HYHO
/DQJXDJH

As in other Oracle ports, you can write Oracle Reports user exits in various 
high-level languages such as C or COBOL.  Under OS/390, there are special 
considerations due to the nature of the runtime support for these languages.

Most of the IBM high-level languages require that some sort of runtime 
initialization be done before a mainline or subroutine written in that language can 
be used.

To successfully implement an Oracle Reports user exit in a high-level language, you 
must code an Assembler language stub that is called by Oracle Reports in place of 
your user exit.  The stub is responsible for doing any initialization for the user exit’s 
language and passing control to the user exit.  COBOL II and AD Cycle do not 
require the use of an Assembler language stub.

The stub uses the following OS/390 linkage conventions:

� Saves the Oracle Reports registers upon entry 

� Establishes a new save area for subsequent calls

� Restores the Oracle Reports registers before returning

To determine runtime initialization requirements for a particular language, consult 
the appropriate IBM programmer’s guide for that language.  Refer to the section 
describing the rules for calling subroutines from Assembler programs.

The following sections contain excerpts from the language references.  Refer to your 
IBM documentation before attempting to write or interface to Oracle Reports user 
exits.

$' &\FOH &2%2/����

For exits coded for AD Cycle COBOL/370, Oracle Reports can call the AD Cycle 
COBOL/370 exit directly.  The stub is not required.

&2%2/ ,,

For exits coded for COBOL II, Oracle Reports can call the COBOL II exit directly.  
The stub is not required.
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6$6�&

When you write an Oracle Reports user exit in SAS/C, the following conditions 
apply: 

� No Assembler stub is required 

� Use the INDEP compiler option 

� Do not use any I/O functions 

� The user exit cannot be a main ( ) type; it must be a subfunction 

,%0 &���� DQG ,%0 &�&��

When you are writing an Oracle Reports user exit in IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ the 
following conditions apply: 

� An Assembler stub is required.

� The user exit must be a main () function; it cannot be a subfunction.

� The main routine must be coded as MAIN(ARGC,ARGV).

� ARGC always equals 6.

� ARGV points to an array of six pointers.  The first five are the same parameters 
a standard Oracle Reports user exit receives.  The sixth is a pointer to a word 
where the exit places its return code.  For example, to indicate a failure, the 
program does the following: 

$5*9""��""�  ,$3)$,/�

5(7851 ��

� An IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ user exit does not receive parameters in the same 
manner as other Oracle Reports user exits.  IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ user exits 
also do not pass back a return code with the return instruction, because IBM 
C/370 or IBM C/C++ does not use the standard OS/390 return code 
mechanism for programs invoked with an Assembler interface.

� The user exit must contain the following statements: 

�35$*0$ 5812376�3/,67�096��

�35$*0$ /,1.$*(�0$,1�3/,�

If you do not have the appropriate PTFs from IBM installed for IBM APAR PL69725, 
then your IBMCSTUB does not use the EXECUTE method of preinitialization.  The 
copy of IBMCSTUB provided on this tape does not use EXECUTE.
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When an Oracle Reports trigger calls an IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ user exit, the 
following steps must take place: 

�� Initialize IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++.

�� Run the user exit.

�� End IBM C/370 or C/C++.

�� Return to form.

If you use the same user exit repeatedly, then you might improve performance by 
retaining the IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ environment until after the last time the 
user exit is invoked.  In this way, you can save the overhead of initializing IBM 
C/370 or IBM C/C++ each time the user exit is used.

In this case, the steps for using an IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ user exit are: 

�� IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ is initialized.  This step only needs to occur the first 
time the user exit stub is called.

�� The user exit is run.

�� Return to form.  Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the user exit is no longer needed.

�� IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ is stopped.  This step must occur before the form is 
exited.

To control this process and determine when IBM C is to be stopped, you use the 
KEY_EXIT trigger with a parameter that tells the stub when to go to the stopped 
IBM C call, as in the following: 

�VWXEQDPH WHUP

where WHUP is an arbitrary parameter the stub recognizes as the call to end the IBM 
C/370 or IBM C/C++ environment.
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,%0 &

The IBM C/370 Programming Guide discusses calling C subroutines from Assembler 
programs.  The following example shows how an Assembler stub might be used to 
pass control to an Oracle Reports user exit compiled with the IBM C/370 compiler:
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The Oracle8 ConText Cartridge for OS/390 is an Oracle cartridge that allows text 
queries to be performed from most Oracle interfaces through SQL and PL/SQL.  
Client tools such as SQL*Plus and Pro*C can be used to retrieve and manage text in 
an Oracle database.

The ConText cartridge runs as a server, handling multiple users concurrently and 
performing different tasks such as queries, DDL, and DML processing.  Currently 
data loading and linguistics processing are not available.

The following topics are covered in this chapter:

7RSLF 3DJH

Running the ConText Cartridge 10-2

Restrictions 10-3

ConText Demo Dataset 10-3
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5XQQLQJ WKH &RQ7H[W &DUWULGJH
The ConText cartridge can be run in either the TSO foreground or in batch.

762

ConText can be run under TSO by allocating appropriate FNA and environment 
files, and calling CTXSRV.  An appropriate FNA file is provided in 
RUDQ�RUDY�PARMLIB(CTXFNA) and an appropriate environment file is 
provided in RUDQ�RUDY�PARMLIB(CTXENV).  They need to be allocated as 
ORA$FNA and ORA$ENV, respectively.                  

Use the following syntax to run the ConText cartridge under TSO:

&7;659 �86(5 &7;6<6�SDVVZRUG>#GULYHUBSUHIL[�GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ@

>�3(5621$/,7< �'_4_0!@

>�/2*),/( ORJ�ILOH�QDPH@

>�64/75$&(@

where:

SDVVZRUG is the password for XVHU.

GULYHUBSUHIL[ is the driver prefix you are using, generally W.  If you 
are using Net8, then no driver prefix is necessary.  For 
more information, refer to “Driver Prefix” on page 2-12.

GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ is the target database information.  If your connection is 
made using OS/390 services, then this must be a valid 
Oracle subsystem name.  If your connection uses Net8, 
then this must be a valid Oracle8 database server name 
and additional connect string information is required by 
Net8.

The GULYHUBSUHIL[ and GDWDEDVHBVWULQJ 
must immediately follow SDVVZRUG with no 
intervening spaces.

For more information about using Net8 connect strings, 
refer to the Net8 Administrator’s Guide.

ORJ�ILOH�QDPH is the name of a dataset that ConText uses to record log 
messages.
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%DWFK

ConText is usually run in the batch environment using the ORACTX JCL procedure.  
Following is the JCL procedure:

��25$&7; 352& ,1'(; RUDQ�

�� /,%9 RUDY�

�� 6<6287 ®6<6287 ®�

�� 86(5,' ®&7;6<6�&7;6<6®�

�� 3(56 ®4®

��25$&7; (;(& 3*0 &7;659�3$50 ®�86(5 	86(5,' �3(5621$/,7< 	3(56®

��67(3/,% '' '61 	,1'(;��	/,%9��&0'/2$'�',63 6+5

��6<6287 '' 	6<6287�'&% �5(&)0 9%�/5(&/ �����

��6<6(55 '' 6<6287 

��6<6,1 '' '800<

��25$�)1$ '' 	,1'(;��	/,%9��3$50/,%�&7;)1$��',63 6+5

��25$�(19 '' 	,1'(;��	/,%9��3$50/,%�&7;(19��',63 6+5

The server personality is specified by the -PERSONALITY keyword.  Multiple 
ORACTX jobs can be submitted specifying ConText cartridges with different values 
for the -PERSONALITY keyword.  Or, depending on anticipated workloads, several 
ORACTX jobs can be submitted with all of them specifying the same 
-PERSONALITY keyword mask.

The JOB name must be unique for each ORACTX job submitted.                   

5HVWULFWLRQV

There are restrictions for the following when using ConText:

� Theme indexing          

� External text       

� CTXMSG environment variable          

� CTXCTL utility          

� R (reader/loader) and L (linguistic) -PERSONALITY keyword masks          

� CTXLOAD utility          
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7KHPH ,QGH[LQJ       

ConText theme indexing is not available with Oracle8 for OS/390.

([WHUQDO 7H[W      

External text is not available with Oracle8 for OS/390.

&7;06* (QYLURQPHQW 9DULDEOH        

With this release of ConText, you can specify an environment variable called 
CTXMSG, which is set in your ORA$ENV file.  CTXMSG must point to 
oran.orav.CTX.PKH(DRGUS), which contains the NLS message file for ConText.  
Following is an example:

&7;06* ®�'61�RUDQ�RUDY�&7;�3.+�'5*86�®

&7;&7/ 8WLOLW\       

The CTXCTL utility is not available with ConText for Oracle8 for OS/390.

5 �5HDGHU�/RDGHU� DQG / �/LQJXLVWLF� �3(5621$/,7< .H\ZRUG 0DVNV       

The R (reader/loader) and L (linguistic) -PERSONALITY keyword masks of 
ConText is not currently available.

&7;/2$' 8WLOLW\         

The dataset names must be given to CTXLOAD in the following form:

�'61�IXOO\�TXDOLILHG�GDWDVHW�QDPH

This includes file names embedded in load files (�VHSDUDWH).

The table (-name table_name) must exist prior to running the CTXLOAD utility.

Refer to the Oracle8 ConText Cartridge Release 2.3 Administrator’s Guide for additional 
information.

1RWH� The functions provided by CTXCTL can be performed with SQL*Plus.
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&RQ7H[W 'HPR 'DWDVHW

The RUDQ�RUDY�SQL dataset contains a set of SQL*Plus scripts that run text 
queries.  These scripts are quick and simple.  They can be used for testing or 
experimenting with the Oracle8 ConText Cartridge.

5HTXLUHPHQWV

The ConText demo dataset requires SQL*Plus.

)LOHV

The ConText demo uses the following files.  These files are located in 
RUDQ�RUDY�SQL.

6HWWLQJ 8S WKH &RQ7H[W 'HPR 'DWDVHW   

The ConText cartridge must be running with the query -PERSONALITY keyword 
mask before you can use the demo dataset.  First start SQL*Plus, pointing SQL entry 
of your FNA to the following:

)6$�)7<3(�64/� )1$0(�®RUDQ�RUDY�64/���®��

QUERY1                contains one-step queries for Oracle release 7.3 or later.

QUERY2            contains two-step queries.

QUERYC          contains cursor-based queries.

QUERYS           contains sorted cursor queries.

STRUCTQRY            contains structured queries.

VIEW            contains the article text viewer.

STOREQRY            creates a stored query.

SECTIONQRY            contains section search queries.
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5XQQLQJ WKH &RQ7H[W 'HPR 'DWDVHW IRU 'RFXPHQW 5HWULHYDO

Use the following steps when running the demo dataset for document retrieval:

�� Enter SQL*Plus as your ConText demo user.  The default is 
CTXDEMO/CTXDEMO.

�� Run any of the query scripts (QUERY1, QUERY2, QUERYC, or QUERYS).  
When prompted by the system, enter a search term.  For example, running 
QUERY2 with the search term SOVIET:

64/! #48(5<�

(17(5 9$/8( )25 48(5<B7(506� 629,(7

6&5 ,' $87+25 7,7/(

�� �� -RKQ 9DOHQWLQH &RPPRGLWLHV� &RIIHH )XWXUHV� 3ULFHV 'HFOLQH 2Q

�� � 1ROR 5LFKDUGV ,QWHUQDWLRQDO� ,WDO\ :RQ®W *LYH 6RYLHWV &UHGLW

This is a listing of the articles with the word SOVIET in them.  The SRC column 
is the relevance ranking of the document and the ID column is the primary key 
value of the document.

Following is another example of running STRUCTQRY with the search term 
NASDAQ and the criteria of %POWER% for the structure query:

64/! #6758&745<

(17(5 9$/8( )25 48(5<B7(506� 1$6'$4

(17(5 9$/8( )25 6758&7B48(5<� $87+25 /,.( ®®�32:(5�®®

6&5 ,' $87+25 7,7/(

�� � :LOOLDP 3RZHU 27& )RFXV� &RPSRVLWH ,QGH[ )DOOV WR �����0RQWK /R

To view a document, use the VIEW script by passing it the id of the document 
you want to view.  For example:

64/! #9,(: ��

/LYLQJ� 'HF ��� ����

&2002',7,(6� &2))( )8785(6 35,&(6 '(&/,1( 21 1(:6 7+$7 8�6� 0,*+7 127

���

�� Try different query strings and examine the different query scripts to explore 
document retrieval with the Oracle8 ConText Cartridge.
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5XQQLQJ WKH &RQ7H[W 'HPR 'DWDVHW IRU 6WRUHG 4XHULHV

To create a stored query, you must run the STOREQRY script.  When prompted by 
the system, provide the name and query string for the new stored query.  For 
example:

64/! #6725(45<

(QWHU D QDPH IRU WKH QHZ VWRUHG TXHU\� 0<64(

(QWHU WKH TXHU\ VWULQJ� 629,(7

&UHDWH D VWRUHG TXHU\ 0<64(�

To obtain a listing of your stored queries, select the following from the 
CTX_USER_SQES view:

64/! 6(/(&7 48(5<B1$0(� 48(5<B7(;7 )520 &7;B86(5B64(6�

48(5< 1$0( 48(5< 7(;7

0<64( 629,(7

Stored queries can be run with the SQE operator busing any of the query scripts 
mentioned previously.  For example:

64/! #48(5<�

(17(5 9$/8( )25 48(5<B7(506� 64(�0<64(�

6&5 ,' $87+25 7,7/(

�� �� -RKQ 9DOHQWLQH &RPPRGLWLHV� &RIIHH )XWXUHV� 3ULFHV 'HFOLQH 2Q

�� � 1ROR 5LFKDUGV ,QWHUQDWLRQDO� ,WDO\ :RQ®W *LYH 6RYLHWV &UHGLW

Refer to Oracle8 ConText Cartridge Release 2.3 User’s Guide for additional information 
about running demos.
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8VLQJ WKH 2UDFOH 6XEV\VWHP IURP 26����
81,; 6\VWHP 6HUYLFHV

This appendix explains how to access the Oracle8 for OS/390 server using OS/390 
UNIX System Services (previously known as OpenEdition MVS) and contains the 
following topics: 

7RSLF 3DJH

OS/390 UNIX System Services A-2

Accessing Oracle8 Database Server from OS/390 UNIX System Services A-2
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26���� 81,; 6\VWHP 6HUYLFHV
OS/390 UNIX System Services is an integral part of the IBM open distributed 
computing environment.  Applications in an information network can exchange 
data and be managed across the network, exploiting the traditional strengths of 
OS/390.

With Oracle for OS/390, customer-written Oracle applications in C or Assembler 
can be run from an OS/390 UNIX System Services environment.  Applications can 
access an Oracle database server on OS/390 and inter-operate with the other 
140-plus platforms supported by the Oracle8 database server, using Oracle Net 
technology.

$FFHVVLQJ 2UDFOH� 'DWDEDVH 6HUYHU IURP 26���� 81,;
6\VWHP 6HUYLFHV

Oracle8 database servers can be accessed by programs run from the OS/390 UNIX 
System Services Hierarchical File System (HFS).  These programs must be coded in 
C or Assembler, and must utilize OCI or the Oracle Pro*C Precompiler.  You need a 
thorough understanding of the following:

� OS/390 UNIX System Services environment

� IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ compiler

� DFSMS/MVS Program Management binder

� IBM prelinker

� LE/370 runtime library

� OS/390 UNIX System Services c89 shell command

OCI programs can be compiled, prelinked, and linkedited (bound) entirely within 
the OS/390 UNIX System Services shell using the c89 command.  Oracle 
Precompiler programs must be precompiled under a traditional OS/390 batch or 
TSO environment.  The precompiler output can be moved to the HFS as input for 
the c89 command; or you can compile in a traditional OS/390 environment and use 
the binder to link the program directly into the HFS.  An OS/390 UNIX System 
Services compatible version of the IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ compiler and LE/370 
runtime library must be used.  Depending on the nature of the application, you 
might also need to call the C/370 or C/C++ prelinker.
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Once the OCI or Oracle Precompiler application is created, it is typically run from 
the OS/390 UNIX System Services shell.  To connect to an Oracle8 database server, 
the Oracle runtime library must be available.  This is done by setting the STEPLIB 
environment variable within the shell to the Oracle CMDLOAD library.  For 
example, the line

(;3257 67(3/,% RUDQ�RUDY�&0'/2$'

can be coded in the �SURILOH file to meet this requirement.  Refer to the IBM 
OpenEdition MVS User’s Guide for details on the STEPLIB variable.

2YHUYLHZ RI 26���� 81,; 6\VWHP 6HUYLFHV 6XSSRUW

The following annotated figures illustrate the main points of Oracle OS/390 UNIX 
System Services support:

)LJXUH $¤� %XLOGLQJ DQ ([HFXWDEOH 3UHFRPSLOHU RU 2&, 3URJUDP LQ +)6

��

��

��

��
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1DWLYH 096
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��

��

3&&�6285&(�352*��
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Steps 1 through 3 are performed by the precompiler application developer:

�� Create the C source for the application.  Include SQL statements as documented 
in the Programmer’s Guide to the Pro*C Precompiler.

�� Use a traditional OS/390 batch job to precompile, compile, and linkedit the 
executable directly into the HFS.

�� Place the executable in a HFS directory available to the application users.

Steps 4 through 7 are performed by the OCI application developer:

�� Sign on to TSO.

�� Access OS/390 UNIX System Services by using the OMVS TSO command.  
Developers can also access OS/390 UNIX System Services through the RLOGIN 
DAEMON, if available at their site.

�� Create the C source for the application using the Programmer’s Guide to the 
Oracle Call Interface as a reference.

�� Compile, prelink, and linkedit (bind) the C source.

)LJXUH $¤� 5XQQLQJ DQ 2UDFOH 3URJUDP IURP ZLWKLQ +)6

762 �XVHU��

2096 �NRUQ VKHOO�

�SURILOH

(;3257

FG �X�XVHU�

SURJ�

��

��

���

���

���

^

+)6

SURJ�

�X�XVHU�

67(3/,% 25$�&0'/2$'
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Steps 8 through 12 are performed by application users:

�� Sign on to TSO.

�� Access OS/390 UNIX System Services by running the OMVS TSO command.  
Users can also access OS/390 UNIX System Services through the RLOGIN 
DAEMON, if available at your site.

��� Establish a STEPLIB pointing to the Oracle command library by including an 
EXPORT command in the �SURILOH file or by running the EXPORT 
command directly from the shell.

��� Change to the directory where the application is located.  This assumes the 
working directory is set as part of the operation path.

��� Call the application by entering the executable’s name.

8VLQJ WKH F�� 6KHOO &RPPDQG

If the c89 shell command is used to linkedit (bind) the program, then the �O option 
must be specified to make the OCI or precompiler stub modules available.  
Following is sample of the syntax used:

F�� �: ���ODQJOYO�H[WHQGHG�� �: O�S�83&$6( �X +/,678%& ?

�O ���®RUDQ�RUDY�64//,%®�

The SQLLIB dataset is created during the installation of the Oracle Precompiler 
products.  The UPCASE option is required because the stub modules do not 
currently support long names.  The OCI stub is named HLISTUBC.

3UHFRPSLOHU &RQVLGHUDWLRQV

If the Oracle Precompiler is used to create the application, then it is usually more 
convenient to precompile, compile, optionally prelink, and then linkedit directly 
into HFS.  This can be done using TSO or batch.  Use the instructions in Chapter 6, 
“The Oracle Programmatic Interfaces”, for including the SQLSTUB in your 
program.
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3ODFLQJ 3URJUDPV LQWR WKH +)6

The following example shows typical JCL override statements that allow the binder 
to place the program directly into the HFS:

�

�

�

��

��/.('�6<6,1 '' 

,1&/8'( 25$�64/678%�

(175< &((67$57

1$0( (;$03��5�

�

��/.('�6<6/02' '' 3$7+ ®�X�RUDFOH�H[DPS�®�

�� 3$7+2376 �2:521/<�2&5($7�27581&��

�� 3$7+02'( �6,;27+�6,5:;*�6,5:;8�

��/.('�25$ '' ',63 6+5�'61 RUDQ�RUDY�64//,%

&RQQHFWLQJ WR DQ 2UDFOH ,QVWDQFH

The application can connect cross memory to an Oracle instance on the same 
OS/390 image.  Net8 can be used for connections to an instance on a different 
OS/390 image or an instance on an entirely different hardware platform.  In either 
case, supply the connect string within the program in the logon function call for 
OCI programs or the EXEC SQL CONNECT statement for precompiler programs.  
A cross memory connect string uses the W driver and is specified as:

:�VVQ

where VVQ is the Oracle8 for OS/390 subsystem name.  Refer to Chapter 2, “Using 
the Oracle8 for OS/390 Subsystem”, for more information.

Net8 uses the TNSNAMES file to resolve connect strings.  The current release of 
Net8 for OS/390 cannot make use of HFS.  Net8 expects a traditional OS/390 file to 
be allocated to a TNSNAMES DDname.  OS/390 UNIX System Services does not 
allow for the allocation of non-HFS OS/390 datasets to be passed from one process 
to another.  Because of this, the OCI or precompiler application must allocate the 
TNSNAMES dataset internally before attempting a connect that uses Net8.
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&RQQHFWLQJ 7KURXJK 1HW� 8VLQJ '\QDPLF $OORFDWLRQ

The dynamic allocation must be done using the IBM C/370 or IBM C/C++ 
G\QDOORF�� function.  Depending on the release level of the compiler, you might 
need to set the ODQJOYO�H[WHQGHG� compiler option to make this function 
available.  The c89 shell command does not have this option set as a default.  
Additionally, applications that require Net8 tracing or ANO capabilities might have 
to allocate the SQLNET, SQLNETTC, or SQLNETLG DDnames.

For example:

�LQFOXGH �G\QLW�K!

�

�

�

BBG\QBW G\QBLS� �&OHDU G\QDPLF DOORFDWLRQ VWUXFWXUH �

G\QLQLW�	G\QBLS��

G\QBLS�BBGGQDPH  �7161$0(6��

G\QBLS�BBGVQDPH  �25$8�1$0(6�&17/��

G\QBLS�BBPHPEHU  �7161$0(6��

G\QBLS�BBVWDWXV  BB',63B6+5�

G\QBLS�BBQRUPGLVS  BB',63B.((3�

LI �G\QDOORF�	G\QBLS� � ��

^

SULQWI���V 7161$0(6 DOORFDWLRQ IDLOHG (& ���;� ,& ���;?Q��

G\QBLS�BBGVQDPH� G\QBLS�BBHUUFRGH� G\QBLS�LQIRFRGH��

H[LW����

`

&KLOG 3URFHVV 5HVWULFWLRQV

OS/390 UNIX System Services allows an application to take advantage of the 
IRUN�� function.  This allows a parent process to create some number of child 
processes.  The Oracle8 database server does not allow a child process to make use 
of a connection established by a parent.  If this is attempted, then the result is:

25$������� $6,' LQ 87( GRHV QRW PDWFK FDOOHU®V $6,'

If Net8 is being used, then such an attempt might result in the creation of an orphan 
process.  Each process must establish a unique connection with the Oracle8 
database server and use it exclusively.
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If Net8 or precompiler programs are being used, then you cannot establish a 
connection from a forked address if the parent process already holds a connection.  
The attempt to make a connection hangs the user’s computer.  If the user escapes 
out, then the child process is orphaned and must be ended using a shell KILL 
command or an OS/390 CANCEL command.

The connect capabilities for a child process after a fork are:

326,; 6XSSRUW

OS/390 UNIX System Services also provides for POSIX threading.  If the 
application uses threads, then it must ensure two or more threads do not attempt to 
use the same connection simultaneously.

&RQQHFWLRQ 7\SH 3&& 3URJUDP 2&, 3URJUDP

Cross memory Yes Yes

Net8 No Yes
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%

6KRUW 1DPHV IRU 2UDFOH� IRU 26����

This appendix provides the Oracle8 for OS/390 short names to be used in place of 
Oracle8 long names:  

2UDFOH� /RQJ 1DPHV 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6KRUW 1DPHV

OCICacheFlush oricfls

OCICacheFree oricfre

OCICacheRefresh oricrfs

OCICacheUnmark oricumk

OCICacheUnpin oricunp

OCIObjectIsDirty oridrty

OCIObjectArrayPin orioapn

OCIObjectCopy oriocpy

OCIObjectFlush oriofls

OCIObjectFree oriofre

OCIObjectExists oriogex

OCIObjectGetInd oriogns

OCIObjectGetObjectRef oriogor

OCIObjectPinTable oriogtb

OCIObjectGetTypeRef oriogtr

OCIObjectLock oriolck

OCIObjectNew orionew
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OCIObjectMarkDelete oriopdl            

OCIObjectPin oriopin    

OCIObjectMarkDeleteByRef oriordl   

OCIObjectRefresh oriorfs  

OCIObjectUnmark orioumk

OCIObjectNotAlwaysLatest oriouml

OCIObjectUnmarkByRef orioumr

OCIObjectUnpin oriounp

OCIObjectMarkUpdate orioupd

OCIObjectPinCountReset orioupz      

OCICollAppend orlcapp

OCICollAssignElem orlcase

OCICollAssign orlcasg

OCIIterCreate        orlccit 

OCIIterDelete orlcdit  

OCICollGetElem orlcget

OCIIterGetCurrent orlcicur

OCIIterInit orlciit

OCIIterNext orlcinxt

OCIIterPrev orlciprv

OCIIter orlcitr

OCICollMax orlcmax

OCICollSize orlcsiz

OCICollTrim orlctrm

OCIDateAddDays orldadd

OCIDateAddMonths orldadm

OCIDateDaysBetween orldbtw

OCIDateCheck orldchk

2UDFOH� /RQJ 1DPHV 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6KRUW 1DPHV
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OCIDateCompare orldcmp

OCIDateLastDay orldlst    

OCIDateNextDay orldndy

OCIDateSysDate orldsys     

OCIDateFromText orlds2d

OCIDateZoneToZone orldz2z

OCILobAssign orllasg

OCILobIsEqual orllequ

OCILobCharSetForm ocilgcfm

OCILobCharSetId ocilgcid

OCILobFileGetName orllgnm

OCILobFileSetName ocifsetn

OCINumberAbs orlnabs

OCINumberArcCos orlnacos

OCINumberAdd orlnadd

OCINumberAssign orlnasg

OCINumberArcSin orlnasin

OCINumberArcTan orlnatan

OCINumberArcTan2 orlnatn2

OCINumberPower orlnbex

OCINumberCeil orlncel

OCINumberCmp orlncmp

OCINumberCos orlncos

OCINumberHypCos orlncsh

OCINumberDiv orlndiv

OCINumberExp orlnexp

OCINumberFloor orlnflr

OCINumberSetZero orlnini

2UDFOH� /RQJ 1DPHV 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6KRUW 1DPHV
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OCINumberFromInt orlni2n

OCINumberLn orlnln

OCINumberLog orlnlog

OCINumberMod orlnmod

OCINumberMul orlnmul

OCINumberNeg orlnneg

OCINumberIntPower orlnpwr

OCINumberRound orlnrou

OCINumberFromReal orlnr2n

OCINumberSign orlnsgn

OCINumberSin orlnsin

OCINumberHypSin orlnsnh

OCINumberSqrt orlnsqr

OCINumberSub orlnsub

OCINumberFromText orlns2n

OCINumberTan orlntan

OCINumberHypTan orlntnh

OCINumberTrunc orlntru

OCINumberIsZero orlnzer

OCINumberToInt orln2i

OCINumberToReal orln2r

OCINumberToText orln2s

OCIRefAssign orlrasg

OCIRefClear orlrclr

OCIRefIsEqual orlrequ

OCIRefHexSize orlrhsz

OCIRefFromHex orlrh2r

OCIRefIsNull orlrnul

2UDFOH� /RQJ 1DPHV 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6KRUW 1DPHV
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OCIRefToHex orlr2h

OCITableDelete orltdel

OCITableExists orltexi    

OCITableFirst orltfst

OCITableLast orltlst

OCITableNext orltnxt

OCITablePrev orltprv

OCITableSize orltsiz

OCIStringAssign orlvass

OCIStringAllocSize orlvasz

OCIStringAssignText orlvats

OCIStringPtr orlvgsp

OCIStringSize orlvgsz

OCIStringResize orlvrsz

OCIRawAssignBytes orlwabr

OCIRawAssignRaw orlwarr

OCIRawAllocSize orlwasz

OCIRawPtr orlwgrp

OCIRawSize orlwgsz

OCIRawResize orlwrsz

OCITypeArrayByName ortgatyp

OCIAttrSet ocisattr

OCIBind ocibndh

OCIBindArrayOfStruct ocibsa

OCIBindByName ocibdn

OCIBindDynamic ocibda

OCIBindObject ocibndt

OCIBlobLocator ociblobl

2UDFOH� /RQJ 1DPHV 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6KRUW 1DPHV
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OCICallbackDefine ocidcfp

OCICallbackInBind ocibicfp

OCICallbackLobRead ocilrfp

OCICallbackLobWrite ocilwfp

OCICallbackOutBind ocibocfp

OCIClobLocator ociclobl

OCIComplexObject ocicorh

OCIComplexObjectComp ocicord

OCIDefine ocidfnh

OCIDefineArrayOfStruct ocidarr

OCIDefineByPos ocidfne

OCIDefineDynamic ociddf

OCIDefineObject ocidndt

OCIDescribe ocidsch

OCIDescribeAny ocidsca

OCIDescriptorAlloc ocigdesc

OCIDescriptorFree ocifdesc

OCIDuration oroodt

OCIEnv ocienvh

OCIEnvInit ociinit

OCIError ocierrh

OCIErrorGet ocigdr

OCIHandleAlloc ocighndl

OCIHandleFree ocifhndl

OCIInd oroind

OCIInitialize ocipi

OCILdaToSvcCtx ocild2sv

OCILobAppend ocilfap

2UDFOH� /RQJ 1DPHV 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6KRUW 1DPHV
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OCILobCopy ocilfcp

OCILobDisableBuffering ocildis

OCILobEnableBuffering ocilenbf

OCILobErase ocilfer

OCILobFileClose ocifcls

OCILobFileCloseAll ocifcall

OCILobFileCreate ocifcrt

OCILobFileDelete ocifdel

OCILobFileExists ocifexst

OCILobFileIsOpen ocifisop

OCILobFileOpen ocifopen

OCILobFlushBuffer ocilobfl

OCILobGetLength ocilfln

OCILobLength ocillen

OCILobLoadFromFile ocilf2l

OCILobLocator ocilobd

OCILobLocatorIsInit ocilobi

OCILobMode ocilmo

OCILobOffset ociloff

OCILobOpenFile ocifopn

OCILobRead ocilfrd

OCILobTrim ocilftr

OCILobWrite ocilfwr

OCILockOpt oroolm

OCIMarkOpt oroomo

OCIObjectEvent orocev

OCIObjectLifetime oroolft

OCIObjectMarkstatus oroomst

2UDFOH� /RQJ 1DPHV 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6KRUW 1DPHV
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OCIObjectProperty oroopr

OCIObjectPropId oroopi

OCIParam ocipard

OCIParamGet ocigparm

OCIParamSet ocisparm

OCIPinOpt oroopo

OCIRef ororef

OCIRefreshOpt orooro

OCIResult ocirstd

OCIResultSetToStmt ocirs2sh

OCIRowid ociridd

OCISecurity ociossh

OCISecurity_PKEncrypt ocizkec

OCISecurityGetIdentity ocizgi

OCISecurityPKDecrypt ocizkdc

OCISecuritySignDetached ocizsd

OCISecuritySignDetExpansion ocizxsd

OCISecurityTerminate ocizterm

OCISecurityVerifyDetached ocizved

OCIServer ocisrvh

OCIServerDetach ocidtch

OCIServerVersion ocivers

OCISession ociusrh

OCISessionBegin ociauth

OCISessionEnd ocitac

OCISnapshot ocisnad

OCIStmt ocistmh

OCIStmtBindByName ocibndn

2UDFOH� /RQJ 1DPHV 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6KRUW 1DPHV
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OCIStmtBindByPos ocibndp

OCIStmtExecute ociexec

OCIStmtFetch ocifch

OCIStmtGetBindInfo ocigbp

OCIStmtGetPieceInfo ocigpi

OCIStmtSetPieceInfo ocispi

OCISvcCtx ocisvch

OCISvcCtxToLda ocisv2ld

OCITrans ocitxnh

OCITransCommit ocitxcm

OCITransDetach ocitxdt

OCITransForget ocitxfgt

OCITransPrepare ocitxpre

OCITransRollback ocitxrl

OCITransStart ocitxst

OCITypeByName ocitbn

OCITypeCode orotc

OCITypeEncap orotec

OCITypeGetOpt orotgo

OCITypeMethodFlag orotmf

OCITypeParamMode orotpm

2UDFOH� /RQJ 1DPHV 2UDFOH� IRU 26���� 6KRUW 1DPHV
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ACSSID startup parameter, 8-6
AD Cycle

COBOL/370 for Oracle Reports, 9-9
user exits, 9-9

addresses
for Net8

APPC/LU6.2, 8-8
IXCF, 8-9
TCP/IP, 8-8

relative byte, 5-8
spaces, 2-2
TNS, 8-10

Advanced Network Option See ANO
AFIEDIT.SQL file, 7-9
ALLOC command, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-27, 5-4, 

5-8, 5-10, 8-11
Alternate Index Path, 5-8
AMILS stub (OCI or Oracle Precompilers), 6-22
AMIRT macro, 2-14
ANO, 8-13

checklist
for setting up, 8-13
for testing, 8-14

connect client and server, 8-15
reset configuration parameters on server, 8-15
set parameters

for client, 8-14
for server, 8-14

testing, 8-14
APPC/LU6.2 protocol, 8-4, 8-5
appending output, 3-12, 3-13

applications
CICS

design considerations, 6-15
precompiling, 6-16

HLISTUB, 6-22
Oracle Access Manager for CICS design 

considerations, 6-15
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM design 

considerations, 6-18
programs for precompiling CICS, 6-16
SQLSTUB, 6-22

architecture for Net8, 8-3
ASCII

Export translation, 4-7
SQL*Plus function, 7-12

ATTEMPTS parameter (SQL*Loader), 5-7
attention processing

disabling, 2-11
Oracle Precompilers, 6-8
SQL*Plus, 7-3

attributes
appending, 3-20
DCB, 3-15, 3-26, 6-6
for SQL*Loader files, 5-4
keywords for FNA facility

BKLsize, 3-24
BLOck, 3-24
CYL, 3-24
DIrectory, 3-24
LRecl, 3-24
OLD, 3-24
PRIMary, 3-24
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SECondary, 3-24
SHR, 3-24
TRK, 3-24
UNIT, 3-24
VOLume, 3-24

NOSTAX, 2-11
preallocated datasets, 3-26
SQL*Plus NOSTAX, 7-3

automatic rollback for OCI, 6-13

%

BAD
file, 5-3, 5-4, 5-9
filetype

extension, 5-3
suffix, 3-14

keyword, 5-2
batch

applications
HLISTUB, 6-22
SQLSTUB, 6-22

connecting through cross memory services, 2-2
file name extension, 3-8
monitor program IKJEFT01, 3-23
prefix substitution, 3-8
procedures, 2-5, 2-8
running

ConText, 10-2, 10-3
Export utility, 4-2
Import utility, 4-5
SQL*Loader, 5-4, 5-5
SQL*Plus, 7-4
TMP, 7-5

SQL*Plus
processing, 7-3
unsupported functions, 7-13

submissions, 2-8
supplied tools, 2-8
W driver, 2-13

CMDLOAD dataset, 2-13
migration, 2-13

BIND call, 6-12
binding numeric values, 6-12
BINDSIZE keyword, 5-2

BLKsize attribute keyword, 3-24
BLOck attribute keyword, 3-24
BMP IMS region, 6-18
BUF filetype suffix, 3-14
BUFFER_SIZE parameter (Oracle 

Precompilers), 6-11
buffers

increasing number, 5-10
QSAM, 5-10
SQL, 7-9

&

C and OCI, 6-12
C/370 prelinker, A-2
c89 command, A-2, A-5, A-7
CALL

CMDLOAD library, 2-7
command, 2-7, 3-6, 3-7, 3-12, 6-8

callback functions, 6-17
OCILobRead, 6-17
OCILobWrite, 6-17

calling sequences for Pro*FORTRAN, 6-11
calls

BIND, 6-12
IMS DLI, 6-20
OCI, 6-22
Oracle Reports EXEC SQL, 9-8
return from SQL, 6-11
SQLLIB, 6-22
unsupported for CICS, 6-17

OBIND, 6-17
OBINDN, 6-17
OCIAQDeq, 6-17
OCIAQEnq, 6-17
OCIBindDynamic, 6-17
OCIBreak, 6-17
OCIDefineDynamic, 6-17
OCIEnvInit, 6-17
OCIInitialize, 6-17
OCILdaToSvcCtx, 6-17
OCILogoff, 6-17
OCILogon, 6-17
OCIPasswordChange, 6-17
OCIServerAttach, 6-17
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OCIServerDetach, 6-17
OCISvcCtxToLda, 6-17
OCITransCommit, 6-17
OCITransDetach, 6-17
OCITransForget, 6-17
OCITransPrepare, 6-17
OCITransRollback, 6-17
OCITransStart, 6-17
ORLON, 6-17

unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21
OCIDefineDynamic, 6-21
OCIEnvInit, 6-21
OCIInitialize, 6-21
OCILdaToSvcCtx, 6-21
OCILogoff, 6-21
OCILogon, 6-21
OCIPasswordChange, 6-21
OCIServerAttach, 6-21
OCIServerDetach, 6-21
OCISessionBegin, 6-21
OCISessionEnd, 6-21
OCISvcCtxToLda, 6-21
OCITransCommit, 6-21
OCITransDetach, 6-21
OCITransForget, 6-21
OCITransPrepare, 6-21
OCITransRollback, 6-21
OCITransStart, 6-21

CANCEL OS/390 command, A-8
checklists

setting up ANO, 8-13
testing ANO, 8-14

child processes, OS/390 UNIX System 
Services, A-7

CHR SQL*Plus function, 7-12
CICS

applications
design considerations, 6-15
HLISTUB, 6-22
SQLSTUB, 6-22

Oracle Precompilers, 6-14
program preparation, 6-16
RECEIVE function, 6-15

running
OCI, 6-16
Oracle Precompilers, 6-14

SEND function, 6-15
translator, 6-16

class, SYSOUT, 3-5
CLIST

accessing tools, 2-7
controlling tool operation, 2-6
invoking from SQL*Plus, 7-6

CLOSE failure, 5-9
clusters

ESDS, 5-8, 5-9
KSDS, 5-8, 5-9
RRDS, 5-6, 5-8, 5-9
VSAM, 5-6, 5-7, 5-8

CMDLOAD
dataset, 2-13, 2-14
library, 2-5, 6-8, 6-9, A-3

assumed name, 2-5
CALL command, 2-7

COBOL and OCI, 6-12
COBOL II

Oracle Reports user exits, 9-9
user exits, 9-9

command processors, 2-7
commands

CALL, 3-6, 3-7, 3-12
EXP, 4-3
EXP, alias for ORAEXP, 4-2
EXPORT, A-5
IDCAMS

ALTER, 5-7
DEFINE, 5-7

IMP, 4-5, 4-6
IMP, alias for ORAIMP, 4-5
KILL, A-8
LINK, 6-15
LOGOFF, 3-11
Net8 TNS START, 8-12
ORAEXP, 4-2
ORAIMP, 4-5
OS/390 CANCEL, A-8
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OS/390 UNIX System Services c89, A-2, A-5, 
A-7

processors, 2-7
PROFILE, 3-8
RUNFORM, 7-13
SET, 7-9
SQL*Loader

SQLLDR, alias for SQLLOAD, 5-2
SQLLOAD, 5-2

SQL*Plus
DEFINE_EDITOR, 7-9
EDIT, 7-9
EXIT, 7-10
HOST, 3-5, 7-6, 7-7
HOST return codes, 7-7
QUIT, 7-10
SAVE, 3-5
SET TIMING, 7-8
SPOOL, 3-16, 7-10, 7-11
SPOOL OFF, 7-10
START, 3-5, 3-8, 3-18, 3-19, 3-27, 3-28
TIMING, 7-8

TSO
ALLOC, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-27, 5-4, 5-8, 

5-10, 8-11
CALL, 2-7, 6-8
LISTALC, 2-4
OMVS, A-4, A-5
PROFILE PREFIX, 3-15, 3-23
START, 8-12

XCTL, 6-15
COMMIT function, 6-20
COMMIT WORK RELEASE SQL statement, 6-15
compilers

IBM VS COBOL II, 6-11
INDEP option, 9-10

computer
files, 3-10
input, 3-10
output, 3-10

CONCAT SQL*Plus function, 7-11
concatenation

DD, 7-9
SQL*Plus string, 7-11

CONFIG option, 6-10
CONNECT statement (Oracle Access Manager for 

IMS/TM), 6-19
connections, 2-2

Net8 IXCF, 8-11
supported types, 2-2
to Oracle8 for OS/390, 2-11

CONNSTR
environment variable, 2-15, 2-17
statement, 2-4

ConText, 1-17, 10-1
datasets

demo, 10-5, 10-6, 10-7
oran.orav.SQL, 10-5

document retrieval, 10-6
files

QUERY1, 10-5
QUERY2, 10-5
QUERYC, 10-5
QUERYS, 10-5
SECTIONQRY, 10-5
STOREQRY, 10-5
STRUCTQRY, 10-5
VIEW, 10-5

PL/SQL, 1-17
restrictions, 10-3

CTXCTL utility, 10-3, 10-4
CTXLOAD utility, 10-3, 10-4
CTXMSG environment variable, 10-3, 10-4
external text, 10-3, 10-4
-PERSONALITY keyword masks for R and 

L, 10-3, 10-4
theme indexing, 10-3, 10-4

running, 10-2
batch, 10-2, 10-3
TSO, 10-2

scripts
QUERY1, 10-6
QUERY2, 10-6
QUERYC, 10-6
QUERYS, 10-6

SQL, 1-17
SQL*Plus, 10-5
SQL*Plus and CTXCTL utility, 10-4
stored queries, 10-7
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control files
ORA$FNA, 3-20
specification, 3-9

CONTROL keyword, 5-2
conventions, ii
CPU usage with SQL*Loader, 5-10
cross memory

driver, 2-2, 2-12, 8-6
addresses, 8-10
database string, 2-12
prefixes, 2-12

services, 2-2, 2-3, 2-11
database string, 2-14
Z driver, 2-14

CRTL_PDSWAIT environment variable, 2-18, 3-10
CRTL_SPFENQ environment variable, 2-18, 3-10
CRTL_TEMPATTR environment variable, 2-18, 9-7
CSECT, 6-24
CTL

file, 5-3
filetype

extension, 5-3
suffix, 3-14

CTX_USER_SQES view, 10-7
CTXLOAD utility, 10-4
cumulative export, 4-2
CYL attribute keyword, 3-24

'

DAT
file, 5-3
filetype

extension, 5-3
suffix, 3-14

data
load rate, 5-10
stream SYSIN, 3-23

data control language See DCL
data definition language See DDL
DATA keyword, 5-2
data manipulation language See DML

data types
INTEGER, 6-11

fullword, 6-11
halfword, 6-11

NCHAR, 1-9
OCI, 6-13

floating point precision, 6-14
fullword, 6-14
halfword, 6-14
variable length character strings, 6-13

database strings, 2-12
cross memory services, 2-14
M driver, 2-16
Z driver, 2-15

datasets
allocating resources for Oracle Reports, 9-5
CMDLOAD, 2-13, 2-14
ConText

demo, 10-5, 10-6, 10-7
oran.orav.SQL, 10-5

ESDS, 5-6
KSDS, 5-6
naming conventions, 3-8
Net8, TNSNAMES, A-6
optional file, 3-6
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM

&&OBJSET, 6-23
SQLLIB, 6-23

Oracle Precompilers
SQLLIB, A-5
unnumbered, 6-7

partitioned, 2-17
preallocated, 3-26
prefixes, 3-8
resource file, 9-5
specifying

by unqualified name, 3-7
files by full name, 3-6
files by unqualified name, 3-7

SQL*Forms, FRM, 3-26
SQL*Plus, enqueuing, 7-9
SQLLIB, 6-23
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STEPLIB, 2-9
SYSOUT, 6-4
unqualified names, 3-7
VSAM, 5-6

DB2 and Oracle Precompilers, 6-18
DBADDR field, 2-14
DCB

attributes, 3-15, 3-26, 6-6
BUFNO parameter, 5-10
FNA facility, 3-15
record format keywords

F, 3-25
FA, 3-25
FB, 3-25
FBA, 3-25
FBAS, 3-25
FBS, 3-25
V, 3-25
VA, 3-25
VB, 3-25
VBA, 3-25

DCL SQL statement, 6-19, 6-21
DD statements

concatenation, 7-9
DUMMY, 2-2
HOSTNAME, 8-5
JOBLIB, 6-9
ORA$ENV, 2-5, 2-17
ORA$FNA, 3-20, 3-28, 5-4
ORA$LIB, 2-5, 6-10, 9-7
ORA@ssn, 2-4, 2-6, 2-9, 2-10, 2-17, 6-8, 7-4
SQLLOGIN, 7-5
STEPLIB, 2-5, 2-9, 6-9, 9-7
SYSERR, 3-25, 5-8
SYSIN, 2-9, 6-4, 7-4
SYSLIB, 6-13, 6-24
SYSOUT, 2-9
SYSPRINT, 6-4
SYSPUNCH, 6-4
SYSUT1, 6-6
SYSUT2, 6-6
TNS@ssn, 8-10

DDL SQL statement, 6-19, 6-21

DDnames
/DD/ filetype, 3-3
/ODD/ filetype, 3-4
allocation, 3-5
Net8

MPMTNS, 8-12
SQLNET, A-7
SQLNETLG, A-7
SQLNETTC, A-7
TNSNAMES, 8-7, 8-11, 8-12, A-6

optional, 3-5
Oracle Reports

ORA$GPRF, 9-3
ORA$UPRF, 9-3

specifying files, 3-5
using, 3-5

DE.RES resource file, 9-4
defaults

FNA facility, FSA entries, 3-20
FSA

FNA facility, 3-26
overriding entries, 3-26

DEFINE_EDITOR command, 7-9
DESTYPE parameter, 9-3
DIRECT

keyword, 5-2
mode, 5-10
option, 5-9

DIrectory attribute keyword, 3-24
disabling attention processing, 2-11
DISCARD keyword, 5-2
DISCARDMAX keyword, 5-2
distributed

computing with data replication, 1-10
database, Net8 and Oracle tools, 8-2
processing, Net8, 8-2

DML, 1-5, 6-19
DMP

default FSA entry, 3-26
files, 3-26
filetype suffix, 3-14

document retrieval for ConText, 10-6
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documentation
OS/390-specific, i
product-specific, i, ii
understanding, i
what you receive, i

drivers
M, 2-16
prefix, 2-12

M driver, 2-12
W driver, 2-12
Z driver, 2-12

usage notes, 2-16
W, 2-12, 2-13, 2-14, A-6

batch, 2-13
migration, 2-13
Oracle Access Manager for CICS, 2-14
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, 2-14
OS/390 UNIX System Services, 2-14
TSO, 2-13

Z, 2-14, 2-15
DSC

file, 5-3, 5-4, 5-9
filetype

extension, 5-3
suffix, 3-14

DUMMY
DD statement, specifying subsystem, 2-2
parameter, 7-5

(

EBCDIC
characters, FNA facility control files, 3-21
translation, 4-4
value, 7-12

EDA/SQL Server, 1-19
SQL DELETE, 1-19
SQL INSERT, 1-19
SQL UPDATE, 1-19
supported file systems, 1-19

EDIT command, 7-9
EDITFILE variable, 7-9
enqueue mechanism, controlling, 3-10
ENTRY statement, 6-24

environment variables, 2-17
CONNSTR, 2-3, 2-15, 2-17
CRTL_PDSWAIT, 2-18, 3-10
CRTL_SPFENQ, 2-18, 3-10
CRTL_TEMPATTR, 2-18
NLS_LANG, 2-19
Oracle Reports

CRTL_TEMPATTR, 9-7
REP_TMP, 9-7

PDS member, 2-17
REP_TMP, 2-18
sequential files, 2-17
STEPLIB, 2-14, A-3

EOF
Export utility usage, 4-2
Import utility, 4-5

EPLPA, 2-6
errors

handling, FNA facility control files, 3-25
messages

diagnosing, 6-10
displays, 3-25
during Oracle utility, 6-10
during program operation, 6-10

processing, 6-20
SQL*Loader VSAM processing, 5-8

ERRORS keyword, 5-2
ESDS

clusters, 5-8, 5-9
dataset, 5-6

EXEC ORACLE OPTION statement (Oracle 
Precompilers), 6-4

EXEC SQL
call, 9-8
COMMIT statement, 6-19
COMMIT WORK RELEASE statement, 6-8
CONNECT statement, 2-14, 6-19, A-6
facility, 9-7
ROLLBACK statement, 6-19
ROLLBACK WORK RELEASE statement, 6-8
statement, 6-16, 6-18

EXEC statement, 2-9, 3-12, 5-6
EXIT command, return codes, 7-10
exiting, tools, 2-10
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EXP command, 4-3
alias for ORAEXP, 4-2

Export
DMP filetype, 3-14
running

in batch, 4-2
in TSO, 4-2

to non-OS/390 systems, 4-4
utility, 1-11, 3-10, 4-1, 4-2

ASCII translation, 4-4
cumulative incremental exports, 4-2
EBCDIC translation, 4-4
ending, 4-2
EOF, 4-2
incremental, 4-2
media compatibility, 4-4
overview, 4-2
parameters, 4-2
return codes, 4-4

EXPORT command, A-5
extending file names, PROFILE PREFIX, 3-8

)

F DCB record format keyword, 3-25
FA DCB record format keyword, 3-25
facilities

ORA$LIB, 6-9, 6-10, 6-13
Oracle Reports, EXEC SQL, 9-7

failures
CLOSE of VSAM cluster, 5-9
OPEN of a VSAM cluster, 5-8
VSAM GET request, 5-9

FATTR keyword, 3-23
FB DCB record format keyword, 3-25
FBA DCB record format keyword, 3-25
FBAS DCB record format keyword, 3-25
FBS DCB record format keyword, 3-25
fields

DBADDR, 2-14
JCL PARM, 3-7
Oracle Reports, SRWERB, 9-8
parameter, 3-13
PARM, 2-9, 3-12, 5-6, 7-5

FILE keyword, 5-2
File Name/Attribute Augmentation facility See FNA 

facility
file syntax array See FSA
files

AFIEDT.SQL, 7-9
BAD, 5-4, 5-9
base, 3-16
computer, 3-10
ConText

QUERY1, 10-5
QUERY2, 10-5
QUERYC, 10-5
QUERYS, 10-5
SECTIONQRY, 10-5
STOREQRY, 10-5
STRUCTQRY, 10-5
VIEW, 10-5

DE.RES, 9-4
DMP, 3-26
DSC, 5-4, 5-9
FNA, control, 3-27
FRM, 3-26
general notation, 3-2
HOSTS.SITEINFO, 8-8
INP, 3-26
JES spool, 3-5
names

extending with suffix, 3-8
FNA facility construction, 3-17
manipulation, 3-15
SQL*Loader, 5-3

Net8
HOSTS.SITEINFO, 8-8
TNSNAMES, 8-7, 8-11, A-6

ORA$FNA, 3-20
Oracle

/ODD/SYSERR, 3-12
/ODD/SYSIN, 3-12
/ODD/SYSOUT, 3-12
standard, 3-12

Oracle Reports
global-scope preference, 9-3
user-scope preference, 9-3
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OS/390
operator console, 3-11
using, 3-2

parameter, 3-9
PDS specification, 3-10
printer definition, 9-3
redirecting, 3-12

appending output, 3-13
recommendations, 3-12
specifying, 3-12
symbols, 3-12

sequential, 2-17
specification

control file, 3-9
methods, 3-3
optional dataset, 3-6
optional DDname, 3-5
OS/390 operator console, 3-11
parameter file, 3-9
shared PDS, 3-10
TSO computer, 3-10
type summary, 3-3
using DDname, 3-5
using unqualified dataset names, 3-7
without pathname, 3-7

specification types, 3-3
/DD/ddname, 3-3
/DD/ddname(mem), 3-3
/DSN/*, 3-3, 3-4
/DSN/dsname, 3-3
/DSN/dsname(mem), 3-3
/LMODR/mem, 3-4
/LOAD/lmod(entry), 3-3
/ODD/ddname, 3-4
/ODD/ddname(mem), 3-4
/ODSN/dsname, 3-4
/ODSN/dsname(mem), 3-4
/OPER/, 3-4
/SCREEN/, 3-4
/TERM/, 3-4
/WTO/, 3-4
dsname, 3-3
dsname(mem), 3-3

SQL, 3-28

SQL*Loader, 5-3
attributes, 5-4
BAD, 5-3, 5-9
CTL, 5-3
DAT, 5-3
default, 5-3
DSC, 5-3, 5-9
LOG, 5-3
names, 5-3
unspecified, 5-3
VSAM support, 5-6

standard, 3-12
SYSIN, 2-9
TMP, 2-18
type

BAD suffix, 3-14
BUF suffix, 3-14
CTL suffix, 3-14
DAT suffix, 3-14
defaults, 3-14
DMP suffix, 3-14
DSC suffix, 3-14
LOG suffix, 3-14
LST suffix, 3-14
PLB suffix, 3-14
PRT suffix, 3-14
RDF suffix, 3-14
REP suffix, 3-14
RES suffix, 3-14
REX suffix, 3-14
SQL suffix, 3-14
suffix, 3-14, 3-15

VSAM, 3-2
filetypes

BAD, 3-14
BUF, 3-14
CTL, 3-14
DAT, 3-14
DMP, 3-14
DSC, 3-14
LIS, 9-4
LOG, 3-14
LST, 3-14
PLB, 3-14
PRT, 9-4
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RDF, 3-14, 9-4
REP, 3-14, 9-4
RES, 3-14, 9-4, 9-5
REX, 3-14, 9-4
SQL, 3-14, 9-4

floating point numbers
precision, 6-14
value passing, 6-14

FNA facility, 3-15
adding specifications, 3-20
appending attributes, 3-20
attribute keywords

BLKsize, 3-24
BLOck, 3-24
CYL, 3-24
DIrectory, 3-24
LRecl, 3-24
OLD, 3-24
PRIMary, 3-24
SECondary, 3-24
SHR, 3-24
TRK, 3-24
UNIT, 3-24
VOLume, 3-24

base file name, 3-16
construction, 3-17
control files, 3-20, 3-21

creating, 3-21
default FSA entries, 3-26
EBCDIC characters, 3-21
error handling, 3-25
error message displays, 3-25
FSA entry usage notes, 3-23
FSA keyword usage, 3-26
ORA$FNA, 3-20
requirements, 3-21
specifying, 3-20, 3-24
SQL*Loader, 5-4
uses, 3-20

controls, 3-15
DCB attributes, 3-15
default FSA entries, 3-20

file name
extension, 3-17
FSA manipulation, 3-15
manipulation specifications, 3-15
prefixes, 3-15
substitution, 3-17

filetype suffix, 3-15, 3-16
FSA, 3-19

appending output attributes, 3-20
controls, 3-15
delete default, 3-20
DMP default entry, 3-26
modifying file names, 3-20

operations, 3-15
Oracle Reports

filetype LIS, 9-4
filetype PRT, 9-4
filetype RDF, 9-4
filetype REP, 9-4
filetype RES, 9-4
filetype REX, 9-4
filetype SQL, 9-4
filetypes, 9-4

overview, 3-15
special characters, 3-17
SQL*Loader, 5-3
substitution description, 3-17
TSO PROFILE PREFIX, 3-15
user-defined control files, 3-20

FNAME keyword, 3-21, 3-22
FORTRAN and OCI, 6-12
FSA, 3-15

contents, 3-15
entries

DMP, 3-26
overriding defaults, 3-26

file name manipulation, 3-15
FNA facility, 3-19

changing default entries, 3-20
default entries, 3-20, 3-26
entries, 3-21
format, 3-21
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FTYPE, 3-21
modifying file name entries, 3-20
overriding entries, 3-20

keyword usage notes, 3-26
table, 3-16
table columns, 3-16

fullword data type, 6-14
function keys, 2-10

Oracle Precompilers, 6-8
SQL*Plus, 7-3

functions
callback, 6-17

OCILobRead, 6-17
OCILobWrite, 6-17

CICS
RECEIVE, 6-15
SEND, 6-15

COMMIT, 6-20
logon call, 2-14
Net8 and IBM KEEPALIVE, 8-6
ROLLBACK, 6-20
SQL*Plus

ASCII, 7-12
CHR, 7-12
CONCAT, 7-11
SPOOL OUT, 7-10
unsupported SET NEWPAGE 0, 7-12, 7-13
unsupported SPOOL OUT, 7-12, 7-13
unsupported, RUNFORM, 7-12, 7-13

*

general notation of files, 3-2
GENXTB utility, Oracle Reports, 9-8
GET failure, 5-9
GETLINE processing, 3-10
global-scope preference files, Oracle Reports, 9-3

+

halfword data type, 6-14
HFS, OS/390 UNIX System Services, A-2, A-5, A-6

placing executables, A-6
Hierarchical File System See HFS
High Performance Native Sockets See HPNS

high-level languages
OCI

IBM C, 6-7
IBM COBOL, 6-7
IBM FORTRAN, 6-7

Oracle Reports and OS/390 user exits, 9-9
HLISTUB

application, 6-22
OCI stub, 6-7, 6-8

HLISTUBC stub, 6-7, A-5
HOST command, 3-5, 7-6, 7-7
HOSTNAME DD statement, 8-5
HOSTS.SITEINFO file, 8-8
HPNS, 8-5

,

IBM
C and Oracle Reports user exits, 9-12
C/370 and Oracle Reports user exits, 9-10
C/C++ and Oracle Reports user exits, 9-10
high-level languages

C, 6-7
COBOL, 6-7
FORTRAN, 6-7

IXCF
member, 8-9
protocol, 8-4

KEEPALIVE function, 8-6
Net8 IXCF protocol, 8-5
SAS/C and Oracle Reports, 9-10
Sysplex Cross Coupling Facility See IBM IXCF
TCP/IP

HPNS protocol, 8-4, 8-5
VMCF protocol, 8-4, 8-5

TSO TEST processor, 6-8
VS COBOL II compiler, 6-11
VS FORTRAN version 2 programs, 6-11

IDCAMS
commands

ALTER, 5-7
DEFINE, 5-7

utility, 3-2
IEA703I OS/390 message, 6-10
IFP IMS region, 6-18
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IKJEFT01 batch monitor program, 3-8, 3-23
IKJEFTSR parameter, 7-7
IMP command, 4-5, 4-6

alias for ORAIMP, 4-5
implementation options, 1-3

objects, 1-3
parallel server, 1-3, 1-4
partitioning, 1-3, 1-5

Import, 1-12, 4-5
from non-OS/390 systems, 4-7
media compatibility, 4-7
overview, 4-5
return codes, 4-7
running

in batch, 4-5
in TSO, 4-5

utility, 3-9, 3-10, 4-1
ASCII translation, 4-4, 4-7
EOF, 4-5
IMP command, 4-5
parameters, 4-5

IMS
DLI calls, 6-20
regions

BMP, 6-18
IFP, 6-18
MPP, 6-18

IMS/TM OCI, running, 6-21
INAME parameter (Oracle Precompilers), 6-4
INCLUDE statement (linkage editor), 6-13, 6-24
INDDN keyword, 5-7
INDEP compiler option, 9-10
INDEX parameter, 2-9
INFILE keyword, 5-7
input line truncation, SQL*Plus, 7-12
installation information, 2-4
INTEGER data type, 6-11

fullword, 6-11
halfword, 6-11

integer value, addressing, 6-14
interfaces

Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM
language, 6-23

ORADRV, 6-9
SQL*Plus ISPLINK, 7-9

invoking
methods, 2-6
Oracle Precompilers, 6-5
Oracle tools

as command processors, 2-7
in TSO, 2-6

ISPF
controlling tool operation, 2-6
SQL*Plus

DEFINE_EDITOR command, 7-9
editor, 7-9
enqueuing datasets, 7-9
ISPLINK interface, 7-9

ISPLINK interface, 7-9

-

JCL
JOB statement, 2-9
Oracle Reports, 9-5

R25CONV, 9-6
R25FNA, 9-6
R25RUN, 9-5

PARM field, 3-7
procedures

ORAC, 2-8
ORACB2, 2-8
ORACOB, 2-8
ORACTX, 2-8, 10-3
ORADBA, 2-8
ORAEXP, 2-8, 4-2
ORAFOR, 2-8
ORAIMP, 2-8, 4-5
ORALDR, 2-8, 5-5
ORAOTT, 2-8
ORARMN, 2-8
ORASQL, 2-8, 2-9, 7-4
supplied with Oracle, 2-8

JES spool file, 3-5
JES2 job entry system, 2-10
JES3 job entry system, 2-10
job entry system

JES2, 2-10
JES3, 2-10

JOB name, 10-3
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JOBLIB DD statement, 6-9
jobs

ORACTX, 10-3
REPINST, 9-5

.

KEEPALIVE function, 8-6
KEY_EXIT trigger, 9-11
keywords

attributes
BLKsize, 3-24
BLOck, 3-24
CYL, 3-24
DIrectory, 3-24
LRecl, 3-24
OLD, 3-24
preallocated datasets, 3-26
PRIMary, 3-24
SECondary, 3-24
SHR, 3-24
TRK, 3-24
UNIT, 3-24
VOLume, 3-24

DCB record format
F, 3-25
FA, 3-25
FB, 3-25
FBA, 3-25
FBAS, 3-25
FBS, 3-25
V, 3-25
VA, 3-25
VB, 3-25
VBA, 3-25

FATTR, 3-23
FNA facility, 3-24
FNAME, 3-21, 3-22
FSA usage, 3-26
Net8 SSN, 8-10
-PERSONALITY, 10-3, 10-5

SQL*Loader, 5-2
BAD, 5-2
BINDSIZE, 5-2
CONTROL, 5-2
DATA, 5-2
DIRECT, 5-2
DISCARD, 5-2
DISCARDMAX, 5-2
ERRORS, 5-2
FILE, 5-2
INDDN, 5-7
INFILE, 5-7
LOAD, 5-2
LOG, 5-2
PARALLEL, 5-2
PARFILE, 5-2
ROWS, 5-2
SILENT, 5-2
SKIP, 5-2
USERID, 5-2

KILL command, A-8
KNET TCP/IP protocol, 8-4, 8-6
KSDS

clusters, 5-8, 5-9
datasets, 5-6

/

language interface token See LIT
LE/370 runtime library, A-2
libraries

CMDLOAD, 2-5, 6-8, 6-9
names, 2-5
ORA$LIB, 6-9
OS/390 UNIX System Services

LE/370 runtime, A-2
Oracle CMDLOAD, A-3

runtime, 6-6
SQLLIB, 2-5, 6-7, 6-8

HLISTUB stub, 6-7
HLISTUBC stub, 6-7
OCI, 6-13
SQLSTUB stub, 6-7
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LIBV parameter, 2-9
LINK command, 6-15
LINK/XCTL, passing control, 6-15
linkage

conventions, Oracle Reports and OS/390 user 
exits, 9-7

editor, 6-17, 6-21
editor statements

control, 6-13
ENTRY, 6-24
INCLUDE, 6-24

linkediting OCI programs, 6-13
linking

OCI stubs, 6-7
Oracle Precompilers stubs, 6-7

LINKLIST, 6-9
LIS FNA facility filetype, 9-4
LISTALC command, 2-4
LIT module, 6-19, 6-22, 6-24
LNAME parameter (Oracle Precompilers), 6-4, 6-6
LNKLSTxx member, 6-9
LOAD

DATA statement, 5-7
keyword, 5-2
macro, 9-7, 9-8
SQL*Loader counts, 5-8

load modules
Oracle Precompilers, 6-3

Pro*C PROC, 6-10
Pro*COBOL PROCOB, 6-11
Pro*COBOL PROCOB18, 6-11
Pro*FORTRAN PROFOR, 6-11
PROC, 6-3
PROCOB, 6-3
PROCOB18, 6-3
PROFOR, 6-3

Oracle Reports, 9-3
R25CONV, 9-3
R25RUN, 9-3

SQLANKOR, 6-10
SSMVDLD, 6-10

LOG
file, 5-3
filetype

extension, 5-3
suffix, 3-14

keyword, 5-2
parameter, 5-3

LOGOFF command, 3-11
logon

function call, 2-14
strings, 2-11

long names, B-1
OCIAttrSet (use ocisattr), B-5
OCIBind (use ocibnhd), B-5
OCIBindArrayOfStruct (use ocibsa), B-5
OCIBindByName (use ocibdn), B-5
OCIBindDynamic (use ocibda), B-5
OCIBindObject (use ocibndt), B-5
OCIBlobLocator (use ociblobl), B-5
OCICacheFlush (use oricfls), B-1
OCICacheFree (use oricfre), B-1
OCICacheRefresh (use oricrfs), B-1
OCICacheUnmark (use oricumk), B-1
OCICacheUnpin (use oricunp), B-1
OCICallbackDefine (use ocidcfp), B-6
OCICallbackInBind (use ocibicfp), B-6
OCICallbackLobRead (use ocilrfp), B-6
OCICallbackLobWrite (use ocilwfp), B-6
OCICallbackOutBind (use ocibocfp), B-6
OCIClobLocator (use ociclobl), B-6
OCICollAppend (use orlcapp), B-2
OCICollAssign (use orlcasg), B-2
OCICollAssignElem (use orlcase), B-2
OCICollGetElem (use orlcget), B-2
OCICollMax (use orlcmax), B-2
OCICollSize (use orlcsiz), B-2
OCICollTrim (use orlctrm), B-2
OCIComplexObject (use ocicorh), B-6
OCIComplexObjectComp (use ocicord), B-6
OCIDateAddDays (use orldadd), B-2
OCIDateAddMonths (use orldadm), B-2
OCIDateCheck (use orldchk), B-2
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OCIDateCompare (use orldcmp), B-3
OCIDateDaysBetween (use orldbtw), B-2
OCIDateFromText (use orlds2d), B-3
OCIDateLastDay (use orldlst), B-3
OCIDateNextDay (use orldndy), B-3
OCIDateSysDate (use orldsys), B-3
OCIDateZoneToZone (use orldz2z), B-3
OCIDefine (use ocidfnh), B-6
OCIDefineArrayOfStruct (use ocidarr), B-6
OCIDefineByPos (use ocidfne), B-6
OCIDefineDynamic (use ociddf), B-6
OCIDefineObject (use ocidndt), B-6
OCIDescribe (use ocidsch), B-6
OCIDescribeAny (use ocidsca), B-6
OCIDescriptorAlloc (use ocigdesc), B-6
OCIDescriptorFree (use ocifdesc), B-6
OCIDuration (use oroodt), B-6
OCIEnv (use ocienvh), B-6
OCIEnvInit (use ociinit), B-6
OCIError (use ocierrh), B-6
OCIErrorGet (use ocigdr), B-6
OCIHandleAlloc (use ocighndl), B-6
OCIHandleFree (use ocifhndl), B-6
OCIInd (use oroind), B-6
OCIInitialize (use ocipi), B-6
OCIIter (use orlcitr), B-2
OCIIterCreate (use orlccit), B-2
OCIIterDelete (use orlcdit), B-2
OCIIterGetCurrent (use orlcicur), B-2
OCIIterInit (use orlciit), B-2
OCIIterNext (use orlcinxt), B-2
OCIIterPrev (use orlciprv), B-2
OCILdaToSvcCtx (use ocild2sv), B-6
OCILobAppend (use ocilfap), B-6
OCILobAssign (use orllasg), B-3
OCILobCharSetForm (use ocilgcfm), B-3
OCILobCharSetId (use ocilgcid), B-3
OCILobCopy (ocilfcp), B-7
OCILobDisableBuffering (use ocildis), B-7
OCILobEnableBuffering (use ocilenbf), B-7
OCILobErase (use ocilfer), B-7
OCILobFileClose (use ocifcls), B-7
OCILobFileCloseAll (use ocifcall), B-7
OCILobFileCreate (use ocifcrt), B-7
OCILobFileDelete (use ocifdel), B-7

OCILobFileExists (use ocifexst), B-7
OCILobFileGetName (use orllgnm), B-3
OCILobFileIsOpen (use ocifisop), B-7
OCILobFileOpen (use ocifopen), B-7
OCILobFileSetName (use ocifsetn), B-3
OCILobFlushBuffer (use ocilobfi), B-7
OCILobGetLength (use ocilfln), B-7
OCILobIsEqual (use orllequ), B-3
OCILobLength (use ocillen), B-7
OCILobLoadFromFile (use ocilf2l), B-7
OCILobLocator (use ocilobd), B-7
OCILobLocatorIsInit (use ocilobi), B-7
OCILobMode (use ocilmo), B-7
OCILobOffset (use ociloff), B-7
OCILobOpenFile (use ocifopn), B-7
OCILobRead (use ocilfrd), B-7
OCILobTrim (use ocilftr), B-7
OCILobWrite (use ocilfwr), B-7
OCILockOpt (use oroolm), B-7
OCIMarkOpt (use oroomo), B-7
OCINumberAbs (use orlnabs), B-3
OCINumberAdd (use orlnadd), B-3
OCINumberArcCos (use orlnacos), B-3
OCINumberArcSin (use orlnasin), B-3
OCINumberArcTan (use orlnatan), B-3
OCINumberArcTan2 (use orlnatn2), B-3
OCINumberAssign (use orlnasg), B-3
OCINumberCeil (use orlncel), B-3
OCINumberCmp (use orlncmp), B-3
OCINumberCos (use orlncos), B-3
OCINumberDiv (use orlndiv), B-3
OCINumberExp (use orlnexp), B-3
OCINumberFloor (use orlnflr), B-3
OCINumberFromInt (use orlni2n), B-4
OCINumberFromReal (use orlnr2n), B-4
OCINumberFromText (use orlns2n), B-4
OCINumberHypCos (use orlncsh), B-3
OCINumberHypSin (use orlnsnh), B-4
OCINumberHypTan (use orlntnh), B-4
OCINumberInitPower (use orlnpwr), B-4
OCINumberIsZero (use orlnzer), B-4
OCINumberLn (use orlnln), B-4
OCINumberLog (use orlnlog), B-4
OCINumberMod (use orlnmod), B-4
OCINumberMul (use orlnmul), B-4
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OCINumberNeg (use orlnneg), B-4
OCINumberPower (use orlnbex), B-3
OCINumberRound (use orlnrou), B-4
OCINumberSetZero (use orlnini), B-3
OCINumberSign (use orlnsgn), B-4
OCINumberSin (use orlnsin), B-4
OCINumberSqrt (use orlnsqr), B-4
OCINumberSub (use orlnsub), B-4
OCINumberTan (use orlntan), B-4
OCINumberToInt (use orln2i), B-4
OCINumberToReal (use orln2r), B-4
OCINumberToText (use orln2s), B-4
OCINumberTrunc (use orlntru), B-4
OCIObjectArrayPin (use orioapn), B-1
OCIObjectCopy (use oriocpy), B-1
OCIObjectEvent (use orocev), B-7
OCIObjectExists (use oriogex), B-1
OCIObjectFlush (use oriofls), B-1
OCIObjectFree (use oriofre), B-1
OCIObjectGetInd (use orogns), B-1
OCIObjectGetObjectRef (use oriogor), B-1
OCIObjectGetTypeRef (use oriogtr), B-1
OCIObjectIsDirty (use oridrty), B-1
OCIObjectLifetime (use oroolft), B-7
OCIObjectLock (use oriolck), B-1
OCIObjectMarkDelete (use oriopdl), B-2
OCIObjectMarkDeleteByRef (use oriordl), B-2
OCIObjectMarkstatus (use oroomst), B-7
OCIObjectMarkUpdate (use orioupd), B-2
OCIObjectNew (use orionew), B-1
OCIObjectNotAlwaysLatest (use oriouml), B-2
OCIObjectPin (use oriopin), B-2
OCIObjectPinCountReset (use orioupz), B-2
OCIObjectPinTable (use oriogtb), B-1
OCIObjectProperty (use oroopr), B-8
OCIObjectPropId (use oroopi), B-8
OCIObjectRefresh (use oriorfs), B-2
OCIObjectUnmark (use orioumk), B-2
OCIObjectUnmarkByRef (use orioumr), B-2
OCIObjectUnpin (use oriounp), B-2
OCIParam (use ocipard), B-8
OCIParamGet (use ocigparm), B-8
OCIParamSet (use ocisparm), B-8
OCIPinOpt (use oroopo), B-8
OCIRawAllocSize (use orlwasz), B-5

OCIRawAssignBytes (use orlwabr), B-5
OCIRawAssignRaw (use orlwarr), B-5
OCIRawPtr (use orlwgrp), B-5
OCIRawResize (use orlwrsz), B-5
OCIRawSize (use orlwgsz), B-5
OCIRef (use ororef), B-8
OCIRefAssign (use orlrasg), B-4
OCIRefClear (use orlrclr), B-4
OCIRefFromHex (use orlrh2r), B-4
OCIRefHexSize (use orlrhsz), B-4
OCIRefIsEqual (use orlrequ), B-4
OCIRefIsNull (use orlrnul), B-4
OCIRefreshOpt (use orooro), B-8
OCIRefToHex (use orlr2h), B-5
OCIResult (use ocirstd), B-8
OCIResultSetToStmt (use orirs2sh), B-8
OCIRowid (use ociridd), B-8
OCISecurity (use ociossh), B-8
OCISecurity_PKEncrypt (use ocizkec), B-8
OCISecurityGetIdentify (user ocizgi), B-8
OCISecurityPKDecrypt (use ocizkdc), B-8
OCISecuritySignDetached (use ocizsd), B-8
OCISecuritySignDetExpansion (use 

ocizxsd), B-8
OCISecurityTerminate (use ocizterm), B-8
OCISecurityVerifyDetached (use ocizved), B-8
OCIServer (use ocisrvh), B-8
OCIServerDetach (use ocidtch), B-8
OCIServerVersion (use ocivers), B-8
OCISession (use ociusrh), B-8
OCISessionBegin (use ociauth), B-8
OCISessionEnd (use ocitac), B-8
OCISnapshot (use ocisnad), B-8
OCIStmt (use ocistmh), B-8
OCIStmtBindByName (use ocibndn), B-8
OCIStmtBindByPos (use ocibndp), B-9
OCIStmtExecute (use ociexec), B-9
OCIStmtFetch (use ocifch), B-9
OCIStmtGetBindInfo (use ocigbp), B-9
OCIStmtGetPieceInfo (use ocigpi), B-9
OCIStmtSetPieceInfo (use ocispi), B-9
OCIStringAllocSize (use orlvasz), B-5
OCIStringAssign (use orlvass), B-5
OCIStringAssignText (use orlvats), B-5
OCIStringPtr (use orlvgsp), B-5
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OCIStringResize (use orlvrsz), B-5
OCIStringSize (use orlvgsz), B-5
OCISvcCtx (use ocisvch), B-9
OCISvcCtxToLda (use ocisv2ld), B-9
OCITableDelete (use orltdel), B-5
OCITableExists (use orltexi), B-5
OCITableFirst (use orltfst), B-5
OCITableLast (use orltlst), B-5
OCITableNext (use orltnxt), B-5
OCITablePrev (use orltprv), B-5
OCITableSize (use orltsiz), B-5
OCITrans (use ocitxnh), B-9
OCITransCommit (use ocitxcm), B-9
OCITransDetach (use ocitxdt), B-9
OCITransForget (use ocitxfgt), B-9
OCITransPrepare (use ocitxpre), B-9
OCITransRollback (use ocitxrl), B-9
OCITransStart (use ocitxst), B-9
OCITypeArrayByName (use ortgatyp), B-5
OCITypeByName (use ocitbn), B-9
OCITypeCode (use orotc), B-9
OCITypeEncap (use orotec), B-9
OCITypeGetOpt (use orotgo), B-9
OCITypeMethodFlag (use orotmf), B-9
OCITypeParamMode (use orotpm), B-9

LPA, 2-6
LRecl attribute keyword, 3-24
LST filetype suffix, 3-14

0

M driver, 2-12, 2-16
macros

AMIRT, 2-14
Oracle Reports LOAD, 9-7, 9-8
STAX, 2-10

MAXLITERAL value, 6-11
members

LNKLSTxx, 6-9
Net8 IXCF, 8-9

message OS/390 IEA703I, 6-10

MESSAGE_LENGTH parameter (Oracle 
Precompilers), 6-11

migration
utility, 1-12
W driver, 2-13

batch, 2-13
Oracle Access Manager for CICS, 2-14
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, 2-14
OS/390 UNIX System Services, 2-14
TSO, 2-13

MODE option, 6-20, 6-22
mode, DIRECT, 5-10
modules

availability, 6-9
LIT, 6-24
load

Oracle Reports, 9-3
PROC, 6-3, 6-10
PROCOB, 6-3, 6-11
PROCOB18, 6-3, 6-11
PROFOR, 6-3, 6-11
R25CONV, 9-3
R25RUN, 9-3
SQLANKOR, 6-10
SSMVDLD, 6-10

OCI
LIT, 6-22
ORADRV, 6-13
SQLANKOR, 6-13
SSMVDLD, 6-13

Oracle Precompilers, 6-3, 6-6
LIT, 6-22
ORADRV, 6-6
SQLANKOR, 6-6
SSMVDLD, 6-6

ORADRV, 6-7, 6-9, 6-10
SQLANKOR, 6-10
SQLxxx, 6-7
SSMVDLD, 6-10

MPMTNS DDname, 8-12
MPP IMS region, 6-18
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1

name, JOB, 10-3
NCAL option, 6-24
NCHAR data type, 1-9
negation with SQL*Plus, 7-11
Net8

architecture, 8-3
connection with server, 8-7
cross memory driver, 2-12, 8-6, 8-10

addresses, 8-10
database string, 2-12
prefixes, 2-12
protocol, 8-4

DDnames
MPMTNS, 8-12
SQLNET, A-7
SQLNETLG, A-7
SQLNETTC, A-7
TNSNAMES, 8-7, 8-11, 8-12, A-6

distributed
database, 8-2
processing, 8-2

files
HOSTS.SITEINFO, 8-8
TNSNAMES, 8-7, 8-11
TNSNAMES with OS/390 UNIX System 

Services, A-6
IBM

IXCF member, 8-9
KEEPALIVE function, 8-6

Oracle Reports, 9-1
OS/390

architecture, 8-3
UNIX System Services, connecting, A-7

overview, 1-16, 8-2
parallel server, 8-11

IXCF connection, 8-11
TNTX, starting, 8-12

protocols, 8-4
APPC/LU6.2, 8-4, 8-5
cross memory driver, 8-4
IBM IXCF, 8-4, 8-5
IBM TCP/IP HPNS, 8-4, 8-5
IBM TCP/IP VMCF, 8-4, 8-5

KNET TCP/IP, 8-4, 8-6
SNS/TCPaccess TCP/IP, 8-4, 8-6
usage notes for TCP/IP, 8-6

SSN
keyword, 8-10
parameter, 8-10

tasks
TNTA, 8-6
TNTI, 8-5
TNTJ, 8-5
TNTK, 8-6
TNTL, 8-5
TNTX, 8-5, 8-11

terminology, 8-3
TNS

START command, 8-12
subsystem, 8-10

TNS@ssn DD statement, 8-10
NLS_LANG environment variable, 2-19
NOSTAX

attribute, 2-11, 7-3
parameter, 6-8

numeric values, binding, 6-12

2

OBIND OCI call, unsupported for CICS, 6-17
OBINDN OCI call, unsupported for CICS, 6-17
objects implementation option, 1-3
OCI, 1-4, 6-1, 6-12

automatic rollback, 6-13
C, 6-12
calls, 6-22
calls unsupported for CICS, 6-17

OBIND, 6-17
OBINDN, 6-17
OCIAQDeq, 6-17
OCIAQEnq, 6-17
OCIBindDynamic, 6-17
OCIBreak, 6-17
OCIDefineDynamic, 6-17
OCIEnvInit, 6-17
OCIInitialize, 6-17
OCILdaToSvcCtx, 6-17
OCILogoff, 6-17
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OCILogon, 6-17
OCIPasswordChange, 6-17
OCIServerAttach, 6-17
OCIServerDetach, 6-17
OCISvcCtxToLda, 6-17
OCITransCommit, 6-17
OCITransDetach, 6-17
OCITransForget, 6-17
OCITransPrepare, 6-17
OCITransRollback, 6-17
OCITransStart, 6-17
ORLON, 6-17

calls unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21
OCIDefineDynamic, 6-21
OCIEnvInit, 6-21
OCIInitialize, 6-21
OCILdaToSvcCtx, 6-21
OCILogoff, 6-21
OCILogon, 6-21
OCIPasswordChange, 6-21
OCIServerAttach, 6-21
OCIServerDetach, 6-21
OCISessionBegin, 6-21
OCISessionEnd, 6-21
OCISvcCtxToLda, 6-21
OCITransCommit, 6-21
OCITransDetach, 6-21
OCITransForget, 6-21
OCITransPrepare, 6-21
OCITransRollback, 6-21
OCITransStart, 6-21

COBOL, 6-12
data types, 6-13

floating precision point, 6-14
fullword, 6-14
halfword, 6-14
variable length character strings, 6-13

FORTRAN, 6-12
high-level languages

IBM C, 6-7
IBM COBOL, 6-7
IBM FORTRAN, 6-7

integer value addressing, 6-14
linkediting programs, 6-13

modules
LIT, 6-22
ORADRV, 6-9, 6-13
SQLANKOR, 6-9, 6-13
SSMVDLD, 6-9, 6-13

ORA$LIB facility, 6-13
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, 6-21, 6-22
OS/390 UNIX System Services, A-2
parameters

missing, 6-14
omitted, 6-17
optional, 6-14
passing, 6-13

PL/I, 6-12
running

CICS, 6-16
IMS/TM, 6-21

SQLLIB library, 6-13
statements

INCLUDE, 6-13
SQL, 6-12
SYSLIB DD, 6-13

stubs
AMILS, 6-22
HLISTUBC, A-5

using, 6-12
values for numeric binding, 6-12

OCIAQDeq OCI call, unsupported for CICS, 6-17
OCIAQEnq OCI call, unsupported for CICS, 6-17
OCIBindDynamic OCI call, unsupported for 

CICS, 6-17
OCIBreak OCI call, unsupported for CICS, 6-17
OCIDefineDynamic OCI call

unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCIEnvInit OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCIInitialize OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCILdaToSvcCtx OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCILobRead callback function, 6-17
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OCILobWrite callback function, 6-17
OCILogoff OCI call

unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCILogon OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCIPasswordChange OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCIServerAttach OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCIServerDetach OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCISessionBegin OCI call, unsupported for 
IMS/TM, 6-21

OCISessionEnd OCI call, unsupported for 
IMS/TM, 6-21

OCISvcCtxToLda OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCITransCommit OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCITransDetach OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCITransForget OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCITransPrepare OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCITransRollback OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OCITransStart OCI call
unsupported for CICS, 6-17
unsupported for IMS/TM, 6-21

OLD attribute keyword, 3-24
omitted parameters, 6-17
OMVS TSO command, A-4, A-5
ONAME parameter (Oracle Precompilers), 6-4

OPEN failure, 5-8
OpenEdition MVS See OS/390 UNIX System 

Services
operator

console
OS/390, 3-11
specifying files, 3-11

SQE, 10-7
options

CONFIG, 6-10
DIRECT, 5-9
implementation, 1-3
MODE, 6-20, 6-22
NCAL, 6-24
objects, 1-3
Oracle Precompilers, 6-20

MODE, 6-22
unsupported, 6-10

Oracle Reports, INDEP compiler, 9-10
OS/390 UNIX System Services, UPCASE, A-5
parallel server, 1-3
partitioning, 1-3

ORA$ENV
DD statement, 2-5, 2-17
file, 10-2

ORA$FNA
DD statement, 3-20, 3-28, 5-4
file, 10-2
FNA control file, 3-20

ORA$GPRF DDname, 9-3
ORA$LIB

DD statement, 2-5, 6-10, 9-7
facility, 6-9, 6-10, 6-13
library, 6-9

ORA$UPRF DDname, 9-3
ORA@ssn DD statement, 2-4, 2-6, 2-9, 2-10, 2-17, 

6-8, 7-4
ORAC JCL procedure, 2-8
ORACB2 JCL procedure, 2-8
Oracle

files
/ODD/SYSERR, 3-12
/ODD/SYSIN, 3-12
/ODD/SYSOUT, 3-12

tools, 2-5
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Oracle Access Manager for CICS
application design considerations, 6-15
Oracle Precompilers, 6-14
program preparation, 6-16
security, 6-16
transaction components, 6-15
W driver, 2-14

migration, 2-14
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM

applications
Pro*C, 6-18
Pro*COBOL, 6-18

datasets
&&OBJSET, 6-23
SQLLIB, 6-23

DCL, 6-19
DDL, 6-19
DML, 6-19
language interface, 6-23
linking stub, 6-22
OCI, 6-21, 6-22
options

NCAL, 6-24
Oracle Precompilers, 6-20

Oracle Precompilers, 6-18
connecting to Oracle8 database server, 6-19
error processing, 6-20
options, 6-20
preparing, 6-22
special considerations, 6-18
synchronizing updates, 6-19

PARM value, 6-24
statements

CONNECT, 6-19
DCL, 6-21
EXEC SQL COMMIT, 6-19
EXEC SQL CONNECT, 6-19
EXEC SQL ROLLBACK, 6-19
OCI DDL SQL, 6-21
SQL restrictions, 6-19
SYSLIB DD, 6-24

W driver, 2-14
AMIRT macro, 2-14
DBADDR field, 2-14
migration, 2-14

Oracle Access Managers, 1-13
Oracle Call Interface See OCI
Oracle Developer filetypes

PRT, 3-14
RDF, 3-14
REP, 3-14
RES, 3-14
REX, 3-14

Oracle Precompilers, 6-3
attention processing, 6-8
considerations for OS/390 UNIX System 

Services, A-5
DB2, 6-18
diagnostic information, 6-10
error messages, diagnosing, 6-10
function keys, 6-8
invoking, 6-5
load modules, 6-3

Pro*C PROC, 6-10
Pro*COBOL PROCOB, 6-11
Pro*COBOL PROCOB18, 6-11
Pro*FORTRAN PROFOR, 6-11
PROC, 6-3
PROCOB, 6-3
PROCOB18, 6-3
PROFOR, 6-3

MODE option, 6-22
modules, 6-6

availability, 6-6
LIT, 6-22
ORADRV, 6-6, 6-9
SQLANKOR, 6-6, 6-9
SSMVDLD, 6-6, 6-9
UPIDRV, 6-10

Oracle Access Manager for CICS, 6-16
application design considerations, 6-15
running, 6-14

Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM
connecting to Oracle8 database server, 6-19
considerations, 6-18
error processing, 6-20
preparing, 6-22
special considerations, 6-18
synchronizing updates, 6-19
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parameters, 6-4, 6-7
BUFFER_SIZE, 6-11
INAME, 6-4
input, 6-3
LNAME, 6-4, 6-6
MESSAGE_LENGTH, 6-11
NOSTAX, 6-8
ONAME, 6-4
ORECLEN, 6-6
passing, 6-7
redirection, 6-4

Pro*C, 1-16, 6-10
Pro*COBOL, 1-16, 6-11
Pro*FORTRAN, 1-16, 6-11
reentrant interface, 6-6, 6-8
return codes, 6-6
running

in CICS, 6-14
in TSO, 6-8

specifying input, 6-3
SQLLIB dataset, A-5
statements

EXEC ORACLE OPTION, 6-4
EXEC SQL, 6-16, 6-18
EXEC SQL COMMIT WORK RELEASE, 6-8
EXEC SQL CONNECT, A-6
EXEC SQL ROLLBACK WORK 

RELEASE, 6-8
ORA@ssn DD, 6-8
SQL, 6-3
SQL COMMIT WORK RELEASE, 6-15

stubs
AMILS, 6-22
SQLSTUB, 6-10, A-5

transaction components in CICS, 6-15
unresolved external references, 6-10
unsupported options, 6-10
using, 6-3

Oracle Programmatic Interfaces
overview, 6-1
separator, 6-3
specifying input, 6-3

Oracle Reports
DDnames

ORA$GPRF, 9-3
ORA$UPRF, 9-3

environment variables
CRTL_TEMPATTR, 9-7
REP_TMP, 9-7

EXEC SQL
call, 9-8
facility, 9-7

facilities
EXEC SQL, 9-7
FNA filetypes, 9-4

files
global-scope preference, 9-3
user-scope preference, 9-3

FNA facility
filetype LIS, 9-4
filetype PRT, 9-4
filetype RDF, 9-4
filetype REP, 9-4
filetype RES, 9-4
filetype REX, 9-4
filetype SQL, 9-4
filetypes, 9-4

GENXTB utility, 9-8
INDEP compiler option, 9-10
JCL, 9-5

R25CONV, 9-6
R25FNA, 9-6
R25RUN, 9-5

KEY_EXIT trigger, 9-11
load modules, 9-3

R25CONV, 9-3
R25RUN, 9-3

Net8, 9-1
overview, 1-17, 9-1
printer definition files, 9-3
RDF.FILE (.rdf), 9-6
resource files

allocate dataset, 9-5
DE.RES, 9-4

REX.FILE (.rex) reports, 9-6
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setting up database, 9-4
SRWERB field, 9-8
statements

ORA$LIB DD, 9-7
STEPLIB DD, 9-7

transferring to OS/390, 9-6
user exits, 9-12

OS/390, 9-9
OS/390 and C, 9-12
OS/390 and COBOL II, 9-9
OS/390 and IBM C/370, 9-10
OS/390 and SAS/C, 9-10
OS/390 linkage conventions, 9-7
OS/390 RWEATS, 9-8
OS/390 RWECAT, 9-8
OS/390 RWECPF, 9-8
OS/390 RWECTY, 9-8
OS/390, compiling, 9-8
OS/390, linking, 9-8
OS/390, preparing, 9-7
OS/390, preprocessing, 9-7
OS/390, special considerations, 9-8

Oracle Transparent Gateways, 1-18
for DB2, 1-18
for EDA/SQL, 1-19

Oracle8 ConText Cartridge See ConText
Oracle8 database server, 1-1

additional features, 1-5
advanced queuing, 1-5, 1-6
comprehensive National Language 

Support, 1-6, 1-9
enterprise applications development, 1-5, 1-7
high performance concurrency control, 1-5, 

1-7
powerful and flexible SQL language, 1-6, 1-8
productive application development, 1-6, 1-9
recovery manager utility, 1-5, 1-6
server-based business rules, 1-6, 1-8
Web integration, 1-5

distributed computing, 1-10
long names, B-1
overview, 1-1

utilities, 1-11
Export, 1-11
Import, 1-12
Recovery Manager, 1-11
Server Manager, 1-12
TKPROF, 1-12

Web integration, 1-7
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390 See Oracle8 

for OS/390
Oracle8 for OS/390, 1-1, 1-3

additional products, 1-17
Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2, 1-18
Oracle Transparent Gateway for 

EDA/SQL, 1-18, 1-19
connecting to, 2-11
overview, 1-1
products shipped with, 1-13

Net8, 1-13, 1-16
Oracle Access Manager for CICS, 1-13
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, 1-13, 

1-14
Oracle ConText Cartridge, 1-13, 1-17
Oracle Precompilers, 1-13, 1-16
Oracle Reports, 1-13, 1-17
SQL*Plus, 1-13, 1-17

short names, B-1
using, 2-1

Oracle8 for OS/390 short names See short names
Oracle8 long names See long names
Oracle8 utilities, migration of database, 1-12
ORACOB JCL procedure, 2-8
ORACTX

JCL procedure, 2-8, 10-3
job, 10-3

ORADBA JCL procedure, 2-8
ORADRV

interface, 6-9
module, 6-6, 6-7, 6-9, 6-10, 6-13

ORAEXP
command, 4-2
JCL procedure, 2-8, 4-2

ORAFOR JCL procedure, 2-8
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ORAIMP
command, 4-5
JCL procedure, 2-8, 4-5

ORALDR JCL procedure, 2-8, 5-5
oran.orav.SQL dataset, 10-5
ORAOTT JCL procedure, 2-8
ORARMN JCL procedure, 2-8
ORASQL JCL procedure, 2-8, 2-9, 7-4
ORECLEN parameter (Oracle Precompilers), 6-6
ORLON OCI call, unsupported for CICS, 6-17
OS/390

CANCEL command, A-8
documentation, i, ii
LOAD macro, 9-7, 9-8
message IEA703I, 6-10
Net8

architecture, 8-3
TNS connect descriptors, 8-7

Net8 TNS connect descriptor addresses
APPC/LU6.2, 8-8
IXCF, 8-9
TCP/IP, 8-8

operator console, specifying files to, 3-11
Oracle Reports user exits, 9-12

AD Cycle COBOL/370, 9-9
COBOL II, 9-9
IBM C/370, 9-10
SAS/C, 9-10
writing high-level languages, 9-9

parameter field, 3-13
specifying operator console files, 3-11
user exits

Oracle Reports linkage conventions, 9-7
Oracle Reports RWEATS, 9-8
Oracle Reports RWECAT, 9-8
Oracle Reports RWECPF, 9-8
Oracle Reports RWECTY, 9-8
Oracle Reports, compiling, 9-8
Oracle Reports, linking, 9-8
Oracle Reports, preparing, 9-7
Oracle Reports, preprocessing, 9-7
Oracle Reports, special considerations, 9-8

using files, 3-2

OS/390 UNIX System Services
accessing Oracle8 database server, A-2
c89 command, A-2, A-5, A-7
child processes, A-7
connecting

through cross memory services, 2-2
through Net8, A-7
to an Oracle instance, A-6

HFS, A-2, A-5, A-6
libraries

LE/370 runtime, A-2
Oracle CMDLOAD, A-3

Net8 TNSNAMES file, A-6
OCI, A-2
Oracle Precompiler considerations, A-5
overview, A-1
POSIX support, A-8
Pro*C, A-2
STEPLIB variable, A-3
support, A-3
UNIX, A-5
UPCASE option, A-5
usage notes, A-4, A-5
W driver, 2-14

CMDLOAD dataset, 2-14
EXEC SQL CONNECT statement, 2-14
logon function call, 2-14
migration, 2-14
STEPLIB environment variable, 2-14

output
attributes for FNA facility, appending, 3-20
files

default disposition, 3-27
setting for concurrent use, 3-27

overviews
Export utility, 4-2
Import utility, 4-5
Net8, 1-16, 8-2
Oracle Programmatic Interfaces, 6-1
Oracle Reports, 1-17, 9-1
Oracle8 database server, 1-1
Oracle8 for OS/390, 1-1
OS/390 UNIX System Services, A-1
SQL*Loader, 5-1
SQL*Plus, 1-17, 7-1
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PARALLEL keyword, 5-2
parallel server

implementation option, 1-3, 1-4
Net8, 8-11

IXCF connection, 8-11
TNTX, starting, 8-12

parameters
ACSSID startup, 8-6
ATTEMPTS, 5-7
configuration, resetting on server, 8-15
DCB BUFNO, 5-10
DESTYPE, 9-3
encryption, 8-14
Export, 4-2
fields, 3-13
file specification, 3-9
IKJEFTSR, 7-7
Import, 4-5
INDEX, 2-9
LIBV, 2-9
Net8 SSN, 8-10
OCI

missing, 6-14
omitted, 6-17
optional, 6-14
passing, 6-13

Oracle Precompilers, 6-4, 6-7
BUFFER_SIZE, 6-11
INAME, 6-4
input, 6-3
LNAME, 6-4, 6-6
MESSAGE_LENGTH, 6-11
NOSTAX, 6-8
ONAME, 6-4
ORECLEN, 6-6
passing, 6-7
redirection, 6-4

PDS, 3-9
redirecting, 3-12, 3-13, 4-3, 4-6
setting

for client, 8-14
for server, 8-14

SQL*Loader
ATTEMPTS, 5-7
DCB BUFNO, 5-10
LOG, 5-3

SQL*Plus DUMMY, 7-5
startup overrides, 2-4

PARFILE
instream data, 4-3, 4-6
keyword, 5-2

PARM
field, 2-9, 3-7, 3-12, 5-6, 7-5
value, 6-24

partitioned dataset See PDS
partitioning implementation option, 1-3, 1-5
PDS, 2-17

concurrent use, 3-27
environment variables, 2-17
file specification, 3-10
specifying

as parameter or control file, 3-9
shared, 3-10

unqualified file names, 3-8
performance, SQL*Loader, 5-10
PERSONALITY(-) keyword, 10-3, 10-5
PL/I and OCI, 6-12
PL/SQL, 1-4

cursor variables, 1-9
PLB filetype, 3-14
stored procedures, 1-8

PLB filetype suffix, 3-14
PLPA, 2-6, 6-9
POSIX, OS/390 UNIX System Services, A-8
preallocated datasets, attribute keywords, 3-26
precision, floating point numbers, 6-14
precompiling applications for CICS, 6-16
prefixes

dataset, 3-8
substitution under batch, 3-8

prelinkers, C/370, A-2
PRIMary attribute keyword, 3-24
printer definition files, Oracle Reports, 9-3
privileges, restricting, 7-10
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Pro*C, 1-4
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, 6-18
Oracle Precompilers, 6-10
OS/390 UNIX System Services, A-2
precompiler, 1-16
PROC load module, 6-10

Pro*COBOL, 1-4
load modules

PROCOB, 6-11
PROCOB18, 6-11

MAXLITERAL value, 6-11
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, 6-18
Oracle Precompiler, 6-11
precompiler, 1-16
return from a SQL call, 6-11

Pro*FORTRAN
calling sequences, 6-11
IBM VS FORTRAN version 2, 6-11
Oracle Precompiler, 6-11
precompiler, 1-16
PROFOR load module, 6-11

PROC load module, 6-3, 6-10
procedures

JCL
ORAC, 2-8
ORACB2, 2-8
ORACOB, 2-8
ORACTX, 2-8, 10-3
ORADBA, 2-8
ORAEXP, 2-8, 4-2
ORAFOR, 2-8
ORAIMP, 2-8, 4-5
ORALDR, 2-8, 5-5
ORAOTT, 2-8
ORARMN, 2-8
ORASQL, 2-8, 7-4
ORASQL catalog, 2-10
requirements, 5-5

ORASQL, 2-9
processing states, SQL*Plus, 7-3
PROCOB load module, 6-3, 6-11
PROCOB18 load module, 6-3, 6-11

product name
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for OS/390, ii, 1-1
Oracle8 for OS/390, ii, 1-1

PRODUCT_USER_PROFILE table (SQL*Plus), 7-10
product-specific documentation, i, ii
PROFILE command, 3-8
PROFILE PREFIX TSO command, 3-15, 3-23
profiles, SQL*Plus, 7-5
PROFOR load module, 6-3, 6-11
programs

batch monitor, IKJEFT01, 3-23
preparation, Oracle Precompilers, 6-16

protocols
IBM TCP/IP VCMF, 8-8

protocols for Net8, 8-4
APPC/LU6.2, 8-4, 8-5
cross memory driver, 8-4
IBM IXCF, 8-4, 8-5
IBM TCP/IP HPNS, 8-4, 8-5
IBM TCP/IP VMCF, 8-4, 8-5
KNET TCP/IP, 8-4, 8-6
SNS/TCPaccess TCP/IP, 8-4, 8-6

PRT
filetype suffix, 3-14
FNA facility filetype, 9-4

PUTLINE processing, 3-10

4

QSAM buffers, 5-10
QUERY1

file, 10-5
script, 10-6

QUERY2
file, 10-5
script, 10-6

QUERYC
file, 10-5
script, 10-6

QUERYS
file, 10-5
script, 10-6

QUIT command, 7-10
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R25CONV load module, 9-3
R25RUN load module, 9-3
RBA, 5-8
RDF

filetype suffix, 3-14
FNA facility filetype, 9-4

RECEIVE CICS function, 6-15
Recovery Manager utility, 1-11
redirecting

files, 3-12
recommendations, 3-12
symbols, 3-12

parameters, 3-12, 3-13
reentrant interfaces, Oracle Precompilers, 6-6, 6-8
regions

IMS
BMP, 6-18
IFP, 6-18
MPP, 6-18

SQL*Loader, 5-10
relative byte address See RBA
REP

filetype suffix, 3-14
FNA facility filetype, 9-4

REP_TMP environment variable, 2-18, 9-7
REPINST

job, 9-5
requirements

FNA facility control files, 3-21
Oracle Programmatic Interfaces, 6-3
ORALDR JCL procedure, 5-5

RES
filetype, 9-5
filetype suffix, 3-14
FNA facility filetype, 9-4

resource file dataset, 9-5
resource file dataset, allocate, 9-5

resource files, Oracle Reports
allocate dataset, 9-5
DE.RES, 9-4

restrictions for ConText, 10-3
CTXCTL utility, 10-3, 10-4
CTXLOAD utility, 10-3, 10-4
CTXMSG environment variable, 10-3, 10-4
external text, 10-3, 10-4
-PERSONALITY keyword masks for R and 

L, 10-3, 10-4
theme indexing, 10-3, 10-4

return codes
EXIT command, 7-10
Export utility, 4-4
Import utility, 4-7
Oracle Precompilers, 6-6
SQL*Loader, 5-6
SQL*Plus, 7-7

RETURN-CODE variable, 6-11
REX

filetype suffix, 3-14
FNA facility filetype, 9-4

REX.FILE (.rex) reports, 9-6
ROLLBACK function, 6-20
ROWS keyword, 5-2
RRDS clusters, 5-6, 5-8, 5-9
RUNFORM

command, 7-13
function, 7-13

running batch, SQL*Loader, 5-4
runtime libraries, 6-6
RWEATS user exit, 9-8
RWECAT user exit, 9-8
RWECPF user exit, 9-8
RWECTY user exit, 9-8
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SAS/C, Oracle Reports user exits, 9-10
SAVE SQL*Plus command, 3-5
screen processing, 3-10
scripts

QUERY1, 10-6
QUERY2, 10-6
QUERYC, 10-6
QUERYS, 10-6
SQL*Plus, 10-5
STOREQRY, 10-7
VIEW, 10-6

SECondary attribute keyword, 3-24
SECTIONQRY file, 10-5
SEND CICS function, 6-15
sequential files, environment variables, 2-17
Server Manager

filetypes
LOG, 3-14
SQL, 3-14

utility, 1-12
SET command, 7-9
SET NEWPAGE 0 function, 7-13
SET TIMING SQL*Plus command, 7-8
short names, B-1

ociauth (for OCISessionBegin), B-8
ocibda (for OCIBindDynamic), B-5
ocibdn (for OCIBindByName), B-5
ocibicfp (for OCICallbackInBind), B-6
ociblobl (for OCIBlobLocator), B-5
ocibndh (for OCIBind), B-5
ocibndn (for OCIStmtBindByName), B-8
ocibndp (for OCIStmtBindByPos), B-9
ocibndt (for OCIBindObject), B-5
ocibocfp (for OCICallbackOutBind), B-6
ocibsa (for OCIBindArrayOfStruct), B-5
ociclobl (for OCILobLocator), B-6
ocicord (for OCIComplexObjectComp), B-6
ocicorh (for OCIComplexObject), B-6
ocidarr (for OCIDefineArrayOfStruct), B-6
ocidcfp (for OCICallbackDefine), B-6
ociddf (for OCIDefineDynamic), B-6
ocidfne (for OCIDefineByPos), B-6
ocidfnh (for OCIDefine), B-6

ocidndt (for OCIDefineObject), B-6
ocidsca (for OCIDescribeAny), B-6
ocidsch (for OCIDescribe), B-6
ocidtch (for OCIServerDetach), B-8
ocienvh (for OCIEnv), B-6
ocierrh (for OCIError), B-6
ociexec (for OCIStmtExecute), B-9
ocifcall (for OCILobFileCloseAll), B-7
ocifch (for OCIStmtFetch), B-9
ocifcls (for OCILobFileClose), B-7
ocifcrt (for OCILobFileCreate), B-7
ocifdel (for OCILobFileDelete), B-7
ocifdesc (for OCIDescriptorFree), B-6
ocifexst (for OCILobFileExists), B-7
ocifhndl (for OCIHandleFree), B-6
ocifisop (for OCILobFileIsOpen), B-7
ocifopen (for OCILobFileOpen), B-7
ocifopn (for OCILobOpenFile), B-7
ocifsetn (for OCILobFileSetName), B-3
ocigbp (for OCIStmtGetBindInfo), B-9
ocigdesc (for OCIDescriptorAlloc), B-6
ocigdr (for OCIErrorGet), B-6
ocighndl (for OCIHandleAlloc), B-6
ocigparm (for OCIParamGet), B-8
ocigpi (for OCIStmtGetPieceInfo), B-9
ociinit (for OCIEnvInit), B-6
ocild2sv (for OCILdaToSvcCtx), B-6
ocildis (for OCILobDisableBuffering), B-7
ocilenbf (for OCILobEnableBuffering), B-7
ocilf2l (for OCILobLoadFromFile), B-7
ocilfap (for OCILobAppend), B-6
ocilfcp (for OCILobCopy), B-7
ocilfer (for OCILobErase), B-7
ocilfln (for OCILobGetLength), B-7
ocilfrd (for OCILobRead), B-7
ocilftr (OCILobTrim), B-7
ocilfwr (for OCILobWrite), B-7
ocilgcfm (for OCILobCharSetForm), B-3
ocilgcid (for OCILobCharSetId), B-3
ocillen (for OCILobLength), B-7
ocilmo (for OCILobMode), B-7
ocilobd (for OCILobLocator), B-7
ocilobfl (for OCILobFlushBuffer), B-7
ocilobi (for OCILobLocatorIsInit), B-7
ociloff (for OCILobOffset), B-7
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ocilrfp (for OCICallbackLobRead), B-6
ocilwfp (for OCICallbackLobWrite), B-6
ociossh (for OCISecurity), B-8
ocipard (for OCIParam), B-8
ocipi (for OCIInitialize), B-6
ociridd (for OCIRowid), B-8
ocirs2sh (for OCIResultSetToStmt), B-8
ocirstd (for OCIResult), B-8
ocisattr (for OCIAttrSet), B-5
ocisnad (for OCISnapshot), B-8
ocisparm (for OCIParamSet), B-8
ocispi (for OCIStmtSetPieceInfo), B-9
ocisrvh (for OCIServer), B-8
ocistmh (for OCIStmt), B-8
ocisv2ld (for OCISvcCtxToLda), B-9
ocisvch (for OCISvcCtx), B-9
ocitac (for OCISessionEnd), B-8
ocitbn (for OCITypeByName), B-9
ocitxcm (for OCITransCommit), B-9
ocitxdt (for OCITransDetach), B-9
ocitxfgt (for OCITransForget), B-9
ocitxnh (for OCITrans), B-9
ocitxpre (for OCITransPrepare), B-9
ocitxrl (for OCITransRollback), B-9
ocitxst (for OCITransStart), B-9
ociusrh (for OCISession), B-8
ocivers (for OCIServerVersion), B-8
ocizgi (for OCISecurityGetIdentify), B-8
ocizkdc (for OCISecurityPkDecrypt), B-8
ocizkec (for OCISecurity_PKEncrypt), B-8
ocizsd (for OCISecuritySignDetached), B-8
ocizterm (for OCISecurityTerminate), B-8
ocizved (for OCISecurityVerifyDetached), B-8
ocizxsd (for 

OCISecuritySignDetExpansion), B-8
oricfls (for OCICacheFlush), B-1
oricfre (for OCICacheFree), B-1
oricrfs (for OCICacheRefresh), B-1
oricumk (for OCICacheUnmark), B-1
oricunp (for OCICacheUnpin), B-1
oridrty (for OCIObjectIsDirty), B-1
orioapn (for OCIObjectArrayPin), B-1
oriocpy (for OCIObjectCopy), B-1
oriofls (for OCIObjectFlush), B-1
oriofre (for OCIObjectFree), B-1

oriogex (for OCIObjectExists), B-1
oriogns (for OCIObjectGetInd), B-1
oriogor (for OCIObjectGetObjectRef), B-1
oriogtb (for OCIObjectPinTable), B-1
oriogtr (for OCIObjectGetTypeRef), B-1
oriolck (for OCIObjectLock), B-1
orionew (for OCIObjectNew), B-1
oriopdl (for OCIObjectMarkDelete), B-2
oriopin (for OCIObjectPin), B-2
oriordl (for OCIObjectMarkDeleteByRef), B-2
oriorfs (for OCIObjectRefresh), B-2
orioumk (for OCIObjectUnmark), B-2
oriouml (for OCIObjectNotAlwaysLatest), B-2
orioumr (for OCIObjectUnmarkByRef), B-2
oriounp (for OCIObjectUnpin), B-2
orioupd (for OCIObjectMarkUpdate), B-2
orioupz (for OCIObjectPinCountReset), B-2
orlcapp (for OCICollAppend), B-2
orlcase (for OCICollAssignElem), B-2
orlcasg (for OCICollAssign), B-2
orlccit (for OCIIterCreate), B-2
orlcdit (for OCIIterDelete), B-2
orlcget (for OCICollGetElem), B-2
orlcicur (for OCIIterGetCurrent), B-2
orlciit (for OCIIterInit), B-2
orlcinxt (for OCIIterNext), B-2
orlciprv (for OCIIterPrev), B-2
orlcitr (for OCIIter), B-2
orlcmax (for OCICollMax), B-2
orlcsiz (for OCICollSize), B-2
orlctrm (for OCICollTrim), B-2
orldadd (for OCIDateAddDays), B-2
orldadm (for OCIDateAddMonths), B-2
orldbtw (for OCIDateDaysBetween), B-2
orldchk (for OCIDateCheck), B-2
orldcmp (for OCIDateCompare), B-3
orldlst (for OCIDateLastDay), B-3
orldndy (for OCIDateNextDay), B-3
orlds2d (for OCIDateFromText), B-3
orldsys (for OCIDateSysDate), B-3
orldz2z (for OCIDateZoneToZone), B-3
orllasg (for OCILobAssign), B-3
orllequ (for OCILobIsEqual), B-3
orllgnm (for OCILobFileGetName), B-3
orln2i (for OCINumberToInt), B-4
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orln2r (for OCINumberToReal), B-4
orln2s (for OCINumberToText), B-4
orlnabs (for OCINumberAbs), B-3
orlnacos (for OCINumberArcCos), B-3
orlnadd (for OCINumberAdd), B-3
orlnasg (for OCINumberAssign), B-3
orlnasin (for OCINumberArcSin), B-3
orlnatan (for OCINumberArcTan), B-3
orlnatn2 (for OCINumberArcTan2), B-3
orlnbex (for OCINumberPower), B-3
orlncel (for OCINumberCeil), B-3
orlncmp (for OCINumberCmp), B-3
orlncos (for OCINumberCos), B-3
orlncsh (for OCINumberHypCos), B-3
orlndiv (for OCINumberDiv), B-3
orlnexp (for OCINumberExp), B-3
orlnflr (for OCINumberFloor), B-3
orlni2n (for OCINumberFromInt), B-4
orlnini (for OCINumberSetZero), B-3
orlnln (for OCINumberLn), B-4
orlnlog (for OCINumberLog), B-4
orlnmod (for OCINumberMod), B-4
orlnmul (for OCINumberMul), B-4
orlnneg (for OCINumberNeg), B-4
orlnpwr (for OCINumberIntPower), B-4
orlnr2n (for OCINumberFromReal), B-4
orlnrou (for OCINumberRound), B-4
orlns2n (for OCINumberFromText), B-4
orlnsgn (for OCINumberSign), B-4
orlnsin (for OCINumberSin), B-4
orlnsnh (for OCINumberHypSin), B-4
orlnsqr (for OCINumberSqrt), B-4
orlnsub (for OCINumberSub), B-4
orlntan (for OCINumberTan), B-4
orlntnh (for OCINumberHypTan), B-4
orlntru (for OCINumberTrunc), B-4
orlnzer (for OCINumberIsZero), B-4
orlr2h (for OCIRefToHex), B-5
orlrasg (for OCIRefAssign), B-4
orlrclr (for OCIRefClear), B-4
orlrequ (for OCIRefIsEqual), B-4
orlrh2r (for OCIRefFromHex, B-4
orlrhsz (for OCIRefHexSize), B-4
orlrnul (for OCIRefIsNull), B-4
orltdel (for OCITableDelete), B-5

orltexi (for OCITableExists), B-5
orltfst (for OCITableFirst), B-5
orltlst (for OCITableLast), B-5
orltnxt (for OCITableNext), B-5
orltprv (for OCITablePrev), B-5
orltsiz (for OCITableSize), B-5
orlvass (for OCIStringAssign), B-5
orlvasz (for OCIStringAllocSize), B-5
orlvats (for OCIStringAssignText), B-5
orlvgsp (for OCIStringPtr), B-5
orlvgsz (for OCIStringSize), B-5
orlvrsz (for OCIStringResize), B-5
orlwabr (for OCCIRawAssignBytes), B-5
orlwarr (for OCIRawAssignRaw), B-5
orlwasz (for OCIRawAllocSize), B-5
orlwgrp (for OCIRawPtr), B-5
orlwgsz (for OCIRawSize), B-5
orlwrsz (for OCIRawResize), B-5
orocev (for OCIObjectEvent), B-7
oroind (for OCIInd), B-6
oroodt (for OCIDuration), B-6
oroolft (for OCIObjectLifetime), B-7
oroolm (for OCILockOpt), B-7
oroomo (for OCIMarkOpt), B-7
oroomst (for OCIObjectMarkstatus), B-7
oroopi (for OCIObjectPropId), B-8
oroopo (for OCIPinOpt), B-8
oroopr (for OCIObjectProperty), B-8
orooro (for OCIRefreshOpt), B-8
ororef (for OCIRef), B-8
orotc (for OCITypeCode), B-9
orotec (for OCITypeEncap), B-9
orotgo (for OCITypeGetOpt), B-9
orotmf (for OCITypeMethodFlag), B-9
orotpm (for OCITypeParamMode), B-9
ortgatyp (for OCITypeArrayByName), B-5

SHR attribute keyword, 3-24
SILENT keyword, 5-2
SKIP

counts, SQL*Loader, 5-8
keyword, 5-2

SNS/TCPaccess TCP/IP protocol, 8-4, 8-6
special characters, Export utility, 4-3
specification order, 2-4
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specifying
a PDS member

as a control file, 3-9
as a parameter file, 3-9

a shared PDS, 3-10
files, 3-4

by DDname, 3-5
by full dataset name, 3-6
by unqualified dataset name, 3-7
methods, 3-3
OS/390 operator console, 3-11
TSO computer, 3-10
using DDname, 3-5
using unqualified dataset names, 3-7

OS/390 operator console files, 3-11
TSO computer files, 3-10

SPOOL
command, 3-16, 7-10, 7-11
OFF command, 7-10
OUT function, 7-13

SQE operator, 10-7
SQL, 1-4

buffer, 7-9
files, 3-28
filetype suffix, 3-14
FNA facility filetype, 9-4
OCI statement, 6-12
ORADRV interface module, 6-9
return from a call, 6-11
statements, 1-9, 2-10, 6-3

SQL*Loader, 1-12
Alternate Index Path, 5-8
CPU usage, 5-10
data load rate, 5-10
DCB attributes, 5-4
default file name, 5-3
DIRECT option, 5-9
direct path, 5-9
file

attributes, 5-4
names, 5-3

files, 5-3
BAD, 5-3, 5-9
CTL, 5-3
DAT, 5-3
DSC, 5-3, 5-9
LOG, 5-3

filetype extensions
BAD, 5-3
CTL, 5-3
DAT, 5-3
DSC, 5-3
LOG, 5-3

filetypes
BAD, 3-14
CTL, 3-14
DAT, 3-14
DSC, 3-14
LOG, 3-14

FNA facility, 5-3, 5-4
keywords, 5-2

BAD, 5-2
BINDSIZE, 5-2
CONTROL, 5-2
DATA, 5-2
DIRECT, 5-2
DISCARD, 5-2
DISCARDMAX, 5-2
ERRORS, 5-2
FILE, 5-2
INDDN, 5-7
INFILE, 5-7
LOAD, 5-2
LOG, 5-2
PARALLEL, 5-2
PARFILE, 5-2
ROWS, 5-2
SILENT, 5-2
SKIP, 5-2
USERID, 5-2

LOAD counts, 5-8
memory, 5-10
ORA$FNA DD statement, 5-4
overview, 5-1
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parameters
ATTEMPTS, 5-7
DCB BUFNO, 5-10
LOG, 5-3

performance, 5-10
return codes, 5-6
running

in batch, 5-4, 5-5
in TSO, 5-2

SKIP counts, 5-8
unspecified files, 5-3
utility, 1-12
VSAM

CLOSE failure, 5-9
cluster read password, 5-7
errors, 5-8
file support, 5-6
file support for loading Oracle tables, 5-6
GET failure, 5-9
input, 5-9
input requirements, 5-9
OPEN failure, 5-8
processing considerations, 5-8
specifying input, 5-7

SQL*Plus
attention processing, 7-3
batch

processing, 7-3
running, 7-4

commands
DEFINE_EDITOR, 7-9
EDIT, 7-9
EXIT, 7-10
EXIT return codes, 7-10
HOST, 3-5, 7-6, 7-7
HOST return codes, 7-7
QUIT, 7-10
SAVE, 3-5
SET TIMING, 7-8
SPOOL, 3-16, 7-10, 7-11
SPOOL OFF, 7-10
START, 3-5, 3-8, 3-18, 3-19, 3-27, 3-28
TIMING, 7-8

concatenation string, 7-11
ConText, 10-5

CTXCTL utility with ConText, 10-4
datasets

enqueuing, 7-9
ISPF enqueue convention, 7-9

DUMMY parameter, 7-5
EBCDIC values, 7-12
filetypes

BUF, 3-14
LST, 3-14
SQL, 3-14

function keys, 7-3
functions

ASCII, 7-12
CHR, 7-12
CONCAT, 7-11
unsupported, 7-12
unsupported RUNFORM, 7-13
unsupported SET NEWPAGE 0, 7-13
unsupported SPOOL OUT, 7-13

input line truncation, 7-12
invoking CLIST, 7-6
ISPF editor, 7-9
ISPLINK interface, 7-9
negation, 7-11
NOSTAX attribute, 7-3
OS/390, accessing editors, 7-8
overview, 1-17, 7-1
processing states, 7-3
PRODUCT_USER_PROFILE table, 7-10
profile, 7-5
restricting privileges, 7-10
scripts, 10-5
special characters, 7-11
spooling output, 7-11
statements, 2-10

ORA@ssn DD, 7-4
SQLLOGIN DD, 7-5
SYSIN DD, 7-4

timing statistics, 7-8
TMP, 7-5
TSO

commands, 7-6
HOST command, 7-6
running, 7-2, 7-6

SQLANKOR module, 6-6, 6-9, 6-10, 6-13
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SQLLDR SQL*Loader command, alias for 
SQLLOAD, 5-2

SQLLIB
call, 6-22
dataset, 6-23, A-5
libraries, 2-5, 6-7, 6-8, 6-13
stubs

HLISTUB, 6-7
HLISTUBC, 6-7
SQLSTUB, 6-7

SQLLOAD SQL*Loader command, 5-2
SQLLOGIN DD statement (SQL*Plus), 7-5
SQLNET DDname, A-7
SQLNETLG DDname, A-7
SQLNETTC DDname, A-7
SQLSTUB

application, 6-22
Oracle Precompiler stub, 6-8
stub, 6-7, 6-10, A-5

SQLxxx module, 6-7
SRWERB field, 9-8
SSMVDLD module, 6-6, 6-9, 6-10, 6-13
SSN

keyword, 8-10
parameter, 8-10

stack processing, 3-10
standard files, 3-12
START

command, 3-19
SQL*Plus command, 3-5, 3-8, 3-18, 3-19, 3-27, 

3-28
TSO command, 8-12

startup override parameters, 2-4
statements

CONNSTR, 2-4
DD

concatenation, 7-9
DDL, 6-21
DUMMY, 2-2
HOSTNAME, 8-5
JOBLIB, 6-9
Net8 TNS@ssn, 8-10
ORA$ENV, 2-5, 2-17
ORA$FNA, 3-20, 3-28
ORA$LIB, 2-5, 6-10, 9-7

ORA@ssn, 2-4, 2-6, 2-9, 2-10, 2-17, 6-8, 7-4
SQLLIB, 6-13, 6-24
SQLLOGIN, 7-5
STEPLIB, 2-5, 2-9, 6-9, 9-7
SYSERR, 3-25, 5-8
SYSIN, 2-9, 6-4, 7-4
SYSLIB, 6-13, 6-24
SYSOUT, 2-9
SYSPRINT, 6-4
SYSPUNCH, 6-4
SYSUT1, 6-6
SYSUT2, 6-6
TNS@ssn, 8-10

ENTRY, 6-24
EXEC, 2-9, 3-12, 5-6
EXEC SQL CONNECT, 2-14
INCLUDE, 6-13, 6-24
JCL JOB, 2-9
linkage editor

control, 6-13
ENTRY, 6-24
INCLUDE, 6-24

LOAD DATA, 5-7
OCI

INCLUDE, 6-13
SYSLIB DD, 6-13

Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM
CONNECT, 6-19
EXEC SQL COMMIT, 6-19
EXEC SQL CONNECT, 6-19
EXEC SQL ROLLBACK, 6-19
OCI DCL SQL, 6-21
OCI DDL SQL, 6-21
SQL restrictions, 6-19
SYSLIB DD, 6-24

Oracle Precompilers
EXEC ORACLE OPTION, 6-4
EXEC SQL, 6-16, 6-18
EXEC SQL COMMIT WORK RELEASE, 6-8
EXEC SQL CONNECT, A-6
EXEC SQL ROLLBACK WORK 

RELEASE, 6-8
ORA@ssn DD, 6-8
SQL, 6-3
SQL COMMIT WORK RELEASE, 6-15
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Oracle Reports
ORA$LIB DD, 9-7
STEPLIB DD, 9-7

SQL, 1-9, 2-10, 6-3
COMMIT WORK RELEASE, 6-15
DCL, 6-19, 6-21
DDL, 6-19
OCI, 6-12

SQL*Loader ORA$FNA DD, 5-4
SQL*Plus, 2-10

ORA@ssn DD, 7-4
SQLLOGIN DD, 7-5
SYSIN DD, 7-4

STAX macro, 2-10
STEPLIB

dataset, 2-9
DD statement, 2-5, 2-9, 6-9, 9-7
environment variable, 2-14
environment variable, OS/390 UNIX System 

Services, A-3
storage measurements

gigabyte, iii
kilobyte, iii
megabyte, iii

STOREQRY
file, 10-5
script, 10-7

STRUCTQRY file, 10-5
stubs

HLISTUB, 6-8, 6-22
OCI

AMILS, 6-22
HLISTUBC, 6-7, A-5
linking, 6-7

Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, 
linking, 6-22

Oracle Precompilers
AMILS, 6-22
linking, 6-7
SQLSTUB, 6-10, A-5

SQLSTUB, 6-8, 6-22
TSO

HLISTUB, 6-22
SQLSTUB, 6-22

user exits, Oracle Reports and OS/390, 9-9

subsystems
connecting to, 2-2
default name, 2-4
identifiers

CONNSTR variable, 2-3
DUMMY DD statement, 2-2

implementation, 2-2
name, 2-4, 2-5
specifying, 2-2

suffixes, 3-8, 3-14
symbols

file redirection, 3-12
redirection, 3-12

SYSERR DD statement, 3-25, 5-8
SYSIN

data stream, 3-23
DD statement, 2-9, 6-4, 7-4
file, 2-9

SYSLIB DD statement, 6-13, 6-24
SYSOUT

class, 3-5
dataset, 6-4
DD statement, 2-9

SYSPRINT DD statement, 6-4
SYSPUNCH DD statement, 6-4
system console, 3-11
SYSTSIN data stream, 3-8
SYSUT1 DD statement, 6-6
SYSUT2 DD statement, 6-6

7

tables
FSA, 3-16
loading Oracle from VSAM, 5-6
SQL*Plus PRODUCT_USER_PROFILE, 7-10

tasks
TNTA, 8-6
TNTI, 8-5
TNTJ, 8-5
TNTK, 8-6
TNTL, 8-5
TNTX, 8-5, 8-11

terminal monitor program See TMP facility
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terminology
file, 3-2
filetype extension, 3-8
Net8, 8-3

client, 8-3
driver, 8-3
host, 8-3
network, 8-3
protocol, 8-3
server, 8-3

TGET processing, 3-10
thread table, 2-4
TIMING SQL*Plus command, 7-8
timing statistics, SQL*Plus, 7-8
TKPROF utility, 1-12
TMP, 7-5

facility, 2-10
file, 2-18
running in batch, 7-5
SQL*Plus, 7-5

TNS
address space, 8-10
connect descriptors, 8-7, 8-11

OS/390, 8-7
connect descriptors addresses

APPC/LU6.2, 8-8
IXCF, 8-9
TCP/IP, 8-8

START command, 8-12
subsystem

Net8, 8-10
TNTX, 8-12

TNS@ssn DD statement, 8-10
TNSNAMES

dataset, A-6
DDname, 8-7, 8-11, 8-12, A-6
file, 8-7, 8-11
file, OS/390 UNIX System Services, A-6

TNTA task, 8-6
TNTI task, 8-5
TNTJ task, 8-5
TNTK task, 8-6
TNTL task, 8-5
TNTX task, 8-5, 8-11

tools
accessed through CLIST, 2-7
as CALL programs, 2-7
as command processors, 2-7
CLIST operation, 2-6
exiting, 2-10
invoking in TSO, 2-6
ISPF operation, 2-6
supplied batch procedures, 2-8
using, 2-6

TPUT processing, 3-10
transaction components, CICS, 6-15
transferring Oracle reports to OS/390, 9-6
triggers for Oracle Reports KEY_EXIT, 9-11
TRK attribute keyword, 3-24
TSO

applications
HLISTUB, 6-22
SQLSTUB, 6-22

attention processing, 2-10
commands

ALLOC, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-27, 5-4, 5-8, 
5-10, 8-11

CALL, 2-7, 6-8
LISTALC, 2-4
OMVS, A-4, A-5
PROFILE PREFIX, 3-15, 3-23

connecting through cross memory services, 2-2
continuing commands, 2-7
database string, 2-14
GETLINE processing, 3-10
IKJEFT01 batch monitor program, 3-8
invoking tools, 2-6
PUTLINE processing, 3-10
region size, 2-6
running

ConText, 10-2
Export utility, 4-2
Import utility, 4-5
Oracle Precompilers, 6-8
SQL*Loader, 5-2
SQL*Plus, 7-2
SQL*Plus commands, 7-6
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specifying
computer files, 3-10
files to computer, 3-10

SQL*Plus
accessing editor, 7-8
unsupported function SPOOL OUT, 7-13

stack processing, 3-10
TEST processor, 6-8
TGET processing, 3-10
TPUT processing, 3-10
W driver, 2-13

CMDLOAD dataset, 2-13
migration, 2-13

TSO/E installation, 2-5
types of file specifications, 3-3

8

UNIT attribute keyword, 3-24
UNIX, OS/390 UNIX System Services, A-5
unnumbered dataset, 6-7
unsupported calls

OCI under CICS, 6-17
OCI under IMS/TM, 6-21

UPCASE option, A-5
usage notes

for calling Oracle Precompilers, 6-6
for drivers, 2-16
for FSA entries, 3-23
for Oracle Access Manage for IMS/TM 

LIT, 6-24
for specifying files by DDname, 3-5
for specifying files by full dataset name, 3-7
for specifying files by unqualified dataset 

name, 3-8
for specifying OS/390 operator console 

files, 3-11
input line truncation, 7-12
Net8 TCP/IP protocols, 8-6
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM interfaces

language, 6-24
Oracle Precompilers and JCL, 6-6
OS/390 UNIX System Services, A-4, A-5
special characters, 7-11
specifying OS/390 operator console files, 3-11

SQL*Plus, 7-11
@@ on OS/390, 7-12
ASCII function, 7-12
input line truncation, 7-12
special characters, 7-11
string concatenation, 7-11

string concatenation, 7-11
TCP/IP protocols, 8-6

user exits
Oracle Reports

OS/390, 9-9
OS/390 and AD Cycle COBOL/370, 9-9
OS/390 and C, 9-12
OS/390 and COBOL II, 9-9
OS/390 and IBM C/370, 9-10
OS/390 and SAS/C, 9-10

OS/390
Oracle Reports linkage conventions, 9-7
Oracle Reports RWEATS, 9-8
Oracle Reports RWECAT, 9-8
Oracle Reports RWECPF, 9-8
Oracle Reports RWECTY, 9-8
Oracle Reports, compiling, 9-8
Oracle Reports, linking, 9-8
Oracle Reports, preparing, 9-7
Oracle Reports, preprocessing, 9-7
Oracle Reports, special considerations, 9-8

USERID keyword, 5-2
user-scope preference files, Oracle Reports, 9-3
using, OCI, 6-12
utilities, 1-11

CTXLOAD, 10-4
exiting, 2-10
Export, 1-11, 3-10, 4-1, 4-2

ASCII translation, 4-4
EBCDIC translation, 4-4
ending, 4-2
EOF, 4-2
incremental, 4-2
media compatibility, 4-4
parameters, 4-2
return codes, 4-4
running in batch, 4-2
running in TSO, 4-2
to non-OS/390 systems, 4-4
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GENXTB, Oracle Reports and OS/390, 9-8
IBM, IDCAMS, 3-2
Import, 1-12, 3-9, 3-10, 4-1, 4-5

ASCII translation, 4-4, 4-7
EBCDIC translation, 4-7
from non-OS/390 systems, 4-7
media compatibility, 4-7
parameters, 4-5
return codes, 4-7
utility, running in batch, 4-5

migration, 1-12
Recovery Manager, 1-11
Server Manager, 1-12
SQL*Loader, 1-12
TKPROF, 1-12

9

V DCB record format keyword, 3-25
VA DCB record format keyword, 3-25
values

MAXLITERAL, 6-11
numeric, binding, 6-12
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, 

PARM, 6-24
Pro*COBOL, MAXLITERAL, 6-11
SQL*Plus, EBCDIC, 7-12

variable length character string data type, 6-13
variables

EDITFILE, 7-9
environment, 2-17

CONNSTR, 2-3, 2-15, 2-17
CRTL_PDSWAIT, 2-18, 3-10
CRTL_SPFENQ, 2-18, 3-10
CRTL_TEMPATTR, 2-18, 9-7
NLS_LANG, 2-19
Oracle Reports REP_TMP, 9-7
PDS, 2-17
sequential files, 2-17
STEPLIB, 2-14, A-3

Oracle Reports
CRTL_TEMPATTR, 9-7
REP_TMP, 9-7

PL/SQL cursors, 1-9
RETURN-CODE, 6-11
STEPLIB, OS/390 UNIX System Services, A-3

VB DCB record format keyword, 3-25
VBA DCB record format keyword, 3-25
VIEW

file, 10-5
script, 10-6

view, CTX_USER_SQES, 10-7
VOLume attribute keyword, 3-24
VS COBOL II compile, 6-11
VS FORTRAN version 2 programs, 6-11
VSAM

cluster, 5-6, 5-7, 5-8
dataset, 5-6
files, 3-2
SQL*Loader

CLOSE failure, 5-9
errors, 5-8
GET failure, 5-9
input, 5-9
input requirements, 5-9
OPEN failure, 5-8
processing considerations, 5-8
specifying input, 5-7

SQL*Loader file support, 5-6

:

W driver, 2-2, 2-4, 2-12, 2-13, 2-14, A-6
batch

CMDLOAD dataset, 2-13
migration, 2-13

migration, 2-13
batch, 2-13
Oracle Access Manager for CICS, 2-14
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, 2-14
OS/390 UNIX System Services, 2-14
TSO, 2-13

Oracle Access Manager for CICS, 2-14
Oracle Access Manager for IMS/TM, 2-14

AMIRT macro, 2-14
DBADDR field, 2-14
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OS/390 UNIX System Services, 2-14
CMDLOAD dataset, 2-14
EXEC SQL CONNECT statement, 2-14
logon function call, 2-14
STEPLIB environment variable, 2-14

TSO
CMDLOAD dataset, 2-13
migration, 2-13

;

XCTL command, 6-15

=

Z driver, 2-12, 2-14
advantages, 2-14
database string, 2-15
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